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FOREWORD

The U.S. Navy is conducting a long-term program to monitor for possible

effects from the operation of its Extremely Low Frequency (ELF) Communications

System to resident biota and their ecological relationships. The program is

being implemented by lIT Research Institute (IITRI) under contract to the

Space and Naval Warfare Systems Command (SPAWAR). IITRI provides engineering

support and coordinates the efforts of investigators. Monitoring projects are

being carried out through subcontract arrangements between IITRI and study

teams at several universities.

This is the fifth compilation of annual reports prepared by university

study teams. Each report chronicles the data collection and analysis

activities for a monitoring project during 1986. As in the past, each report

has been reviewed by four or more scientific peers. Investigators have

considered and addressed reviewer critiques prior to providing their report

for printing. Reports have been printed from original copies without change

or editing by either IITRI or SPAWAR.

The 1986 compilation is one of a series that documents the activities of

the Ecological Monitoring Program since its inception in 1982. Other reports

document engineering support and summarize the progress of the Program.

Previous reports provide information on the background, overall design, and

early development of the Program. All of these reports have been provided to

the National Technical Information Service for unlimited distribution. The

results of monitoring activities have also been presented at scientific

meetings or as journal articles.

lIT RESEARCH INSTITUTE
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4. Abstract:

The most outstanding aspect of the 1986 field season was the

drought that extended from May through August, which was

catastrophic to farmers in the U.P. It also suppressed

population growth of soil amoebae.

Antenna and control sites, used In previous seasons were

continued. A new ground wire site was used in 1986. The sites

have been characterized as to electromagnetic background (by

IITRI personnel), physical and chemical properties, and

biological characteristics.

6tudies of soil amoebae In 1983 were designed to provide

sufficient data to determine sample sizes and methods of

statistical analysis suitable for comparing control and

experimental sites. These were utilized in the 1984, 1985 and

1986 field seasons. Fluctuations in total amoeba number were

observed In both the 1984 and 1985 growing seasons at control,

antenna and ground study sites. The 1986 drought suppressed

significant growth of soil amoebae.

The genetic diversity within a species of soil amoeba was

determined by isoenzyme analysis of clones isolated from control,

antenna and ground sites. To test the effect of ELF

electromagnetic radiation on the growth of amoebae culture

chambers were designed and constructed by IITRI personnel. These

were used at the Wisconsin Transmitter Facility In 1986.

Vi
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5. Summary:

Plot selection and characterization: Site selection has

3been completeo. Soil chemistry was performed on all sites in

1986, with a statistical comparison of sites. Unlike 1985, there

were some differences between sites in terms of soil chemistry.

Possibly this was due to the atypical, dry season.

Species and strain characterization: Acanthamoeba polypnaga

was used to test for strain heterogeneity within the sites.

Isoenzyme anaiysis was chosen as the technique to detect strain

differences. 
Sufficient heterogeneity 

was observed 
between

clona) isolates to make this a useful technique to detect

possible effects by ELF electromagnetic radiation on

heterogeneity within a species. A paper on this is in press in

the J. Protozoology. Restriction fragment analysis of

mitochondrial DNA is still being developed. We have submitted a

paper on the taxonomy of Neegleria species using this technique.

Population size: The total population of amoebae increased

during the 1984 and 1985 growing seasons. Toward the end of both

growing seasons, the total population of amoebae decreased.

Population sizes were the same at control, antenna arid ground

sites. Tne ratio between vegetative amoebae and dormant cysts

was laoiie both within ana between sites. The biological basis

-"a for popuiation fluctuations are being investigated.

Prooably due to tne drought, little growth was observed in the

198( season although population size did not differ statistically

between study sites. Therefore, even though 1986 was an unusual

year, populations did not differ between study sites.

vii



Growth and feeding activity: In the 1984 season, studies on

growth In culture chambers by A_. polyphaga demonstrated no

significant difference in growth between sites. This was done to

test the experimental an statistical means for examinrng growth

"under the wire" ano to test the culture chamber design. By the

1963' season, tre electrical Circuits associated with the culture

chamber was aesigned and constructed by IITRI personnel. An

attempt was mace to test the unit at the Wisconsin Transmitter

Facility, out it was not satisfactory because the antenna was not

running long enough to oo the experiments at those times chosen

to work. in 1986 it was possible to do a growth experiment while

the transmitter was running. The brief experiment failed to

reveal differences in growth between control and experimental

culture chambers, but it did provide an opportunity to test the

system.

Ambient monitoring: Soil temperature and moisture were

monitored continuously during the 1984 and 1985 field seasons

(June througn September). In both seasons the ambient data did

not correlate to changes in amoeba population. The moisture

content of soil in 1986 was lower and this correlated to small

populations of amoebae In soil. Soil temperature was somewhat

higher during the growing season, probably due to the drought.
.
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6. Progress report:

OBJECTIVES: The project objective is to determine effects of ELF

radiation on amoebae in soil. The sites chosen for this study

are adjacent to the Michigan ELF transmitter.

For the 1986 field season, as was true for the 1984 and 1985

seasons, the primary objective was to demonstrate that the

control, antenna and ground wire study sites were biologically

similar In regards to soil amoebae. In addition a base line was

accumulated for comparison with future data, especially that

obtained once the antenna is operational.

1z
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WORK PLAN ELEMENTS:

#0. Plot selection and characterization.

Synopsis: The ground wire site was moved to conform with changes

In the antenna ground location. From the data given in this

report, It would appear that the new site Is biologically similar

to the other sites. Hopefully, site selection is now complete.

Statistical analysis of soil chemistry shows variability between

sites. This may have been due to the exceptionally dry season

(Fig. 14); 1987 data may be more meaningful.

#1. Species and strain characterization.

Synopsis: using morphological and physiological markers,

Identify species and strains of soil amoebae from the study areas

so that possible changes in the population due to ELF can be

detected.

Specifics: Species of soil amoebae present at the study sites

are isolated from soil enrichment plates. In this way, clonal

isolates of A. polyphaga were obtained from control, antenna and

ground sites for isoenzyme analysis. Soil amoebae are asexual

organisms, reproducing without apparent sexual, genetic

recombination. However, isoenzyme analysis reveals significant

heterogeneity between clonal isolates.

2
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The Isoenzyme patterns are the same as those observed for

sexually reproducing, diploid organisms. For this reason, the

analytical and statistical techniques developed for isoenzyme

analyses of higher organisms is used in the present study. There

is a precedence for this approach, it has been used recently to

examine laboratory isolates of Naegleria species (i.e. Pernin et

al. 1985). The "genetic distance" between clonal isolates and

between sites were determined by Nei's method (Nei, 1972), a

widely used mathematical expression of the relationships between

related organisms. This approach has been used to study inter

and Intra-species relationships (e.g. Avise et al., 1975). We

have published a paper on the genetic heterogeneity observed at

S the study sites (Jacobson & Band, 1987).

*.It was suggested last year that I use species

diversity/richness indices. This is not feasible, as noted in

the 1984 annual report. Not enough personnel are available to do

the work necessary for this analysis. Since all of the species

observed do not appear on similar dilution plates (see the next

work plan element), many more plates would have to be set-up than

is required for counting amoebae. As pointed out by one of the

Ireviewers, possible changes in species diversity would be

preceded by changes in genetic heterogeneity within the species.

4



Mitochondrial DNA techniques are in progress. We have

submitted a paper on mtDNA and evolutionary relationships within

the genus Naeglerla. A mtONA analysis of A. polyphaga clonal

isolates may be needed to demonstrate species relationships.

#2. Population size and activity.

Synopsis: determine population size of amoebae in sofl and the

ratio of vegetative to dormant amoebae over the growing season.

This is a productivity measure which could be affected by ELF

radiation, It could also be a reflection of changes In the

microbial food organisms due to ELF radiation.

Specifics: an established soil dilution counting technique Is

used (Singh, 1946 as modified by Darbyshire et al., 1974). In

order to count vegetative amoebae and cysts, samples are first

divided In half, one-half Is used to count total cysts and

vegetative amoebae while the other half is treated to kill

amoebae so that only cysts are counted. Differential counts are

used to calculate by subtraction the total vegetative amoeba

count. In the 1983 season I found that 8 random samples,

* subdivided into organic and mineral horizons (i.e. 8 samples per

horizon), provided statistically significant data. Two-way

analysis of variance was used to demonstrate that there was no

significant difference in total amoeba and cyst count between

control, antenna and ground sites for each horizon In 1986.

Table 4B gives the error (i.e. among) degrees of freedom as 21.

4
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#3. Growth and feeding activity.

Synopsis. Determine the In situ growth and feeding activity of

amoebae in soil submersible culture vessels. This will provide

data on growth rate, feeding activity and mean generation time

(i.e. the cell cycle between nuclear mitoses).

Rationale. The approach utilizes a known amoeba species

previously Isolated from the study site, Acanthamoeba polyphaga

and characterized as part of the isoenzyme study. Direct counts

of amoebae are made with a microscope to determine Increase in

number of organisms and nuclei over time. A log transform of

these data provides a straight line plot which can be quantified

by regression analysis. Statistically significant differences

between slopes can be detected with confidence limits of the

line, a version of the t-test. This approach will be used to

determine growth rate and thus mean generation time. Mean

generation time is comparable to the cell cycle measurement of

time between mitoses of Physarum. Cropping activity will be

determined by varying the number of bacteria for amoeba growth

and then following growth rate and maximum yield. Culture

chambers, containing electrodes to eventually use in conjuctfon

with ELF induced currents, was designed with the help of IITRI

personnel. These electrodes will be connected with electrodes

buried in soil adjacent to the culture chambers, to produce the

d necessary voltage drop from the current in the soil, induced by

ELF radiation.



In the 1984 field season, it was demonstrated that counts from

*chambers buried at the research sites yielded growth rates that

were statistically the same. For the 1985 season, IITRI

personnel designed and constructed the electrical components to

interface between the soil electrodes and the culture chambers.

See appendix for test setup provided by IITRI. It was not

possible to test these under the Wisconsin Transmitter antenna In

1985 because It was only periodically operational. We were able

to perform growth experiments In 1986 at the Wisconsin

transmitter. The electrical interface between the culture

chamber, containing electrodes to pass a current through the

culture saline from soil electrodes, is necessary because It Is

not possible to mimic electrical properties of soil in a

physiological saline. The soil electrodes consist of copper

pipe, 4" diameter and 3' long. Soil water is a dilute saline,

suitable for amoeba growth, but it is not a continuous phase

across a significant space. Therefore soil exhibits higher

resistance than would be the case for soil water. In the case of

physiological saline in the culture chambers, the resistance

across the electrodes Is much lower than a comparable distance in

soil. If growth in soil were used, it would mimic normal soil

properties but cell counting procedures would lose a significant

degree of accuracy since enrichment counting procedures would be

required. Therefore, two different culture chamber arrangements

are needed, one to mimic the voltage induced In soil and the

other to mimic the current.
4.
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#4. Ambient monitoring.

Synopsis. Soil temperature and moisture are monitored. Both

measures are useful for general trends but failed to correlate to

changes In amoeba populations In previous field seasons. The dry

Vspell during all of the 1986 growing season did suppress amoeba

populations.

#5. Data analysis.

Synopsis. Statistical analyses mentioned earlier are summarized

here. For amoeba counts In soil, by soil dilution procedures, a

one-way analysis of variance with 8 replicates per cell was

adequate. One-way analysis of variance was used for soil counts

(Table 4B) and soil moisture (Table 5) because it Is not possible

to compare soil horizons or sampling dates. The lower, mineral

horizon Is roughly twice as dense as the upper, organic horizon

so that number of amoebae/g soil and soil moisture differs

between horizons. Likewise differences between sampling dates

Opreclude similar comparisons. Growth measurements in culture

chambers were analyzed with regression lines, comparing slopes

with confidence intervals (a t-test). Other statistical

• comparisons (e.g. soil chemistry, sotl pH, etc.) are done by

analysis of variance. For isoenzyme determinations the mainframe

computer Is needed to do the calculations by Nei's method (Nei,

1972).

7
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SCHEDULE OF WORK ELEMENTS (Nov. I to Oct 31 each year)

MONTH

Element 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

I X x X )( x x x x x x
2 X )( X X x X

3 ( X X x )( X

4 X x X x X

5 X x x X

Reports X X X )( x X X X X X x X

8
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EXPERIMENTAL

Methods and results will be presented in reference to the

Work Plan, given above.

#0. Plot selection and characterization. Site selection is

now complete.

Since there was no significant difference in total amoeba

numbers between sites, soil characteristics were not as critical

as they might be if biological differences had been noted.

However, a change in soil characteristics in future years could

affect soil-dwelling micro-organisms. Table I shows the chemical

properties of the organic and mineral horizons for the control,

antenna and ground wire sites, with replicates. In comparison

with the 1985 data, differences exist between sites which might

be attributable to the dry season. Long-range trends are

appearing in chemical data but I think an additional season of

data should be accumulated before a Judgement is made. Table 2

demonstrates some significant differences between sites and

sampling dates. Table 3 demonstrates the slightly acidic nature

of the soil in a northern hardwood forest, without significant

S.differences between horizons, sites or sampling dates. Comparing

the 1983, 1984. 1985 and 1986 seasons indicates slight

differences in acidity, possibly due to operator error.

Q ..
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#1. Species and strain characterization. Species of soil

amoebae present at the study sites were isolated from soil

enrichment plates. So far no species differences have been noted

between sites; species composition was the same as in the 1984

field season. Species Included Acanthamoeba castellanit, A.

polyphaga, A. astronyxis (small strain), Hartmannella sp.,

Rosculus sp., Naeglerla aruberi, Vahlkampfla sp., and Mayorella

sp. For the Isoenzyme analysts, I have chosen A. polyphaga. A.

polyphaaa is no more common in soil Isolates than other amoebae

but its cyst is very distinctive which makes it easy to pick out

from soil dilution, enrichment plates (see #2 below). lsoenzyme

analyses of 5 clone isolates from each of the 3 study sites are

being done. I am using the same isoenzymes as those used by the

American Type Culture Collection (Daggett & Nerad, 1983). As a

control, I used a strain of this species from the ATCC In the

isoenzyme study. Included in the Isoenzymes are some that have

been used by others, e.g. PernIn et al., 1985. Jsoenzyme

patterns of A. polyphaga show differences between isolates

consistent with a diploid organism. Nei's method for measuring

genetic difference (Net, 1972) Is used In this study. The data

from the 1985 season revealed more diversity between clonal

Isolates of the amoeba than was observed among sexually

reproducing animals.

10
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However, It was consistent with the large genetic diversity

observed among bacterial populations (e.g. ;Howard et al., 1985;

Milkman, 1973; Musser et al., 1986; Selander & Levin, 1980).

Genetic recombination Is either absent or not detected In amoebae

while In bacteria recombination Is a rare event. In neither case

is it required for reproduction. A paper on this work has been

published (Jacobson & Band, 1987). The 1986 season data Is still

being analyzed, I had trouble with one of the isoenzymes which

has just been solved. Data completed for the rest of the

*isoenzymes indicated a significant drop In genetic diversity at

all sites. This genetic bottleneck may be due to the drought

which would imply that a significant part of the amoeba

population died, leaving survivors with a narrow genetic

variability. This supports the sensitivity of isoenzymes to

physiological stress In the natural population. If ELF radiation

Introduces stress, It should be reflected In a reduction of

Isoenzyme diversity as well. Data analysis for the coming season

(1987) will be available at the time of the annual report since

al1 Isoenzyme procedures are now perfected.

#2. Population size and activity. From the 1983 field data,

sP the number of replicate samples used to determine population size

at each study site (i.e. 10) was more than adequate since the

coefficient of variation was <10% of the mean.

.1 - %
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For a single site, 10 samples, I date and 9 D.F., a significant

difference at the 90% probability level would be 1.4 X S.D. (from

a power curve); for 8 samples per site this would drop a little

to 1.5 to 1.6 X S.D. For the 1984, 1985 and 1986 field seasons I

chose to use 8 replicates per site since there was little loss in

power between 10 and 8 replicate samples per site. Derbyshire's

96 multiwell adaptation of Sing's soil dilution method

(Derbyshire et al. 1974) was used. The results of the 1986

season Indicate that the control, antenna and ground wire sites

have the same number of amoebae/g soil in both the organic and

mineral horizons (Table 4, 4B and Figs I to 5, 15, 16, & 17).

Data on the distribution of amoebae between the cyst and

vegetative stages indicates that a proportion of amoebae are in

the dormant state for much of the season and vegetative amoeba

distribution does differ between sites (Table 4A, 4B and Figs. I

to 3 and 6 to 9). Specifically, Table 4 gives total counts of

vegetative amoebae and cysts while Table 4A gives counts of cysts

alone, thus the mathematical difference gives the number of

vegetative amoebae present In a sample. Figs. 1, 2 and 3

represent Tables 4 and 4A in showing total counts and cyst counts

by horizon and site at various sampling dates. Fig. 4 and 5

compare total counts by horizon, which do not differ

significantly (Table 4 and 4B).

1 12



The mathematically calculated number of vegetative amoebae is

given in Figs. 6 & 7, while the percent vegetative amoebae is

given in Figs. 8 & 9. Total comparisons are shown in Fig. 15,

16, & 17. The 1986 season was dry, according to the

Climatological Data publications of the Climatic Data Center,

NOAA, May through August were a11 below normal rainfall months

(Fig. 14). This is reflected in the small number of amoebae

observed in 1986; very atypical In comparison with previous

years. A small increase in amoebae was noted at all sites for

the July 23 (day 53) count (Table 4, Fig. 17).

#3. Growth and feeding activity. In 1984 1 did do growth

rate experiments In the soil submersible culture vessels that

g will be used when the antenna is operational. In 1985 It was not

possible to test procedures under the Wisconsin antenna, but this

.N. was done in 1986. The data are shown In Tables 6 and 7, and the

setup methods area given in the appendix. Table 6 demonstrates

that there was no significant difference In growth rate between

Vduplicate culture vessels exposed to voltage and current

densities vs. control cultures. Table 7 gives the voltages and

current densities measured In the growth chambers. The current

density cultures, J-1 & J-2, match the current density in soil

while the E-field voltage in culture tubes matched the E-field of

'0 soil. In current density cultures the E-field voltage was less

than the voltage in soil and in E-field cultures the current

density was more than that in soil.

13
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Plans for the 1987 field season: Since the Michigan antenna

will be partially operated at reduced power sometime this year, I

plan to conduct growth experiments at Michigan facility. Even If

there is insufficient power for doing full experiments it will

help in developing procedures and logistics needed for In situ

experiments.

#4. Ambient monitoring. Table 5 (and Figs. 10 & 11) gives

the mean % (w/w) moisture for individual measurements, taken when

the soil was sampled, for each set of 8 replicate samples per

horizon/site/date. During the growing season (i.e. June, July

and August) the soil was drier than in previous years. This

correlates to the small number of amoebae observed in soil.

However, the soil was ,7ot too dry, especially the mineral

horizon, in comparison with previous years. Thus the small

number of amoebae observed in 1986 correlates In general to a

poor growing year, but this may reflect a nutrient limitation

rather than an absolute moisture effect. If 1987 also exhibits a
I

drought, I plan to artificially water (i.e. approx. I inch/week)

a small plot near the control site to see if this supports growth

similar to previous growing seasons.

Temperature recordings for the season were somewhat warmer

than the 1985 season, consistent with poor tree foliage and drier

soil (Figs 12 & 13).

14
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7. Peer reviewers:

I plan to use the following Individuals as peer reviewers:

a. Prof. Thomas J. Byers

-Department of Microbiology

Ohio State University

b. Prof. Fredrick L. Schuster

Department of Biology

Brooklyn College

"%!
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TABLE 1. SOIL CHEMISTRY:

SITE/ HORIZON

ELEM. DATE CO AO GO CM AM GM

P 1 46,45 40,41 35,36 80,84 22,23 25,28
2 39,45 41,39 38,35 91,89 23,22 21,21

K 1 108,108 116,124 124,128 36,36 32,32 32,32
2 84,92 100,104 100,104 36,36 36,32 33,36

Ca 1 2280,2360 2600,2560 2840,2480 632,632 920,800 758,716
2 2080,2400 2560,2480 2360,2440 840,840 840,716 920,840

Mg 1 160,156 160,188 196,192 63,59 92,76 68,68
2 120,132 164,176 160,176 84,72 104,80 84,68

NO 1 0,0 0,7.4 0,0 3,8,4.4 3.7,4.4 3.6,3.6
3 2 9.4,9.0 3.6,4.4 0,0 4.0,4.0 4.3,5.4 4.0,4.9

%Org.N.1 6.6,5.8 6.6,6.8 5.6,7.2 0.8,0.9 1.2,1.2 1.1,1.2
2 6.6,6.4 7.2,5.8 6.2,6.2 1.1,0.9 1.1,1.2 1.2,1.2

Performed by Michigan State University Soil Testing Laboratory, data

expressed as ppm except for %org.N.

SITE: C, control; A, antenna; G, ground.
HORIZON: 0, organic; M, mineral

Data was obtained June 15 and July 23, 1986, each of which were taken
from 20 random samples.

'-,1
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TABLE 2. SOIL CHEMISTRY 2X ANOVA: Two-way analysis of variance between
sites /dates:

ELEMENT ORGANIC MINERAL

D.F. M.S. F M.S. F

P Site 2 60.25 13.904 ** 5272.58 2041 *
Date 1 2.9999 0.6923 NS 2.08334 0.8065 NS
Interact. 2 5.25 1.2115 NS 46.0833 17.839 **
Error 6 4.3333 2.58333

K Site 2 289.33 19.727 ** 11.0833 5.32 "
Date 1 1281.3 87.364 ** 6.7499 3.24 NS
Interact. 2 9.3333 0.6364 NS 1.75 0.84 NS
Error 6 14.666 2.083

Ca Site 2 90533.3 4.2975 NS 8170.34 2.5842 NS
Date 1 53333.4 2.5316 NS 24120.33 7.629 *Interact. 2 12133.3 0.5759 NS 23158.33 7.3247 *Error 6 21066.6 3161.666

Mg Site 2 1668 14.717 ** 403 3.875 NS
Date 1 1281.33 11.306 *363 3.4904 NSInteract. 2 217.333 1.9176 NS 26.9999 0.2596 NS
Error 6 113.333 104

NO3  Site 2 24.3633 5.2621 * 0.2275 0.9512 NS
Date 1 30.0833 6.4975 * 0.8008 3.3484 NS
Interact. 2 27.3233 5.9014 * 0.2858 1.1951 NS
Error 6 4.63 0.2392

%Org N Site 2 0.10333 0.2366 NS 0.08333 14.286 **
Date 1 0.00333 0.0076 NS 0.0075 1.2857 NSInteract. 2 0.08333 0.1908 NS 0.009999 1.7143 NS
Error 6 0.43666 0.005833

* = 5% significance level

** = 1% significance level

.-
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TABLE 3. SOIL pH:

S DATE SITE HORIZON MEAN pH ± S.D. (n=10)

26JUN86 Control Organic 6.42 + 0.49
Mineral 6.5 + 0.43

Antenna Organic 6.59 + 0.41
Mineral 6.60 + 0.29

Ground Organic 6.24 + 0.32
Mineral 6.24 ± 0.35

30JULY86 Control Organic 6.4 + 0.54
Mineral 6.6 + 0.77

Antenna Organic 6.69 + 0.32
Mineral 6.65 + 0.21

Ground Organic 6.7 + 0.41
Mineral 6.21 + 0.34

Three-way ANOVA: F-TESTS (none signif.):

D.F. M.S. Test F

U1. Site 2 1.7121 1/7 3.8518
#2. Horizon 1 0.0608 2/7 0.2734
3. Date 1 0.3968 3/7 1.7851
#4. Site X Horizon 2 0.4067 4/7 1.8301
#5. Site X Date 2 0.1022 5/7 0.46
#6. Horizon X Date 1 0.1267 6/7 0.5702
#7. Site X Horizon X Date 2 0.2223

VError 108 0.1854

i2
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Table 4. Total counts from 8 samples per horizon/site:

SITE HORIZON DATE MEAN #/g soil MEAN
± S.E. (*/g soil)

Control Organic 6/16 7.4491 + 0.1657 1868
7/23 8.8460 + 0.2632 8712
8/21 7.5659 + 0.1633 2119
9/13 7.9171 + 0.0963 2840

10/14 8.1682 + 0.0963 3650

Mineral 6/16 6.7327 + 0.1132 878
7/23 7.7145 + 0.1419 2394
8/21 7.2806 + 0.0783 1482
9/13 6.9847 + 0.1227 1136
10/14 7.1285 ± 0.1226 1311

Antenna Organic 6/16 7.3258 + 0.1381 1631
7/23 9.5938 + 0.2529 18313
8/21 7.9847 + 0.2030 3466
9/13 8.0000 + 0.0898 3062

10/14 7.9502 + 0.1383 3944

Mineral 6/16 6.3888 + 0.0671 605
7/23 7.6807 + 0.1761 2410
8/21 7.3713 + 0.1156 1667
9/13 7.3355 + 0.1259 1613

10/14 7.4924 + 0.1156 1882

Ground Organic 6/16 6.9676 + 0.1057 1100
7/23 9.1213 + 0.2975 12821
8/21 7.7325 + 0.1937 2613
9/13 7.6329 + 0.1753 2268
10/14 7.9886 + 0.1788 3303

Mineral 6/16 6.5730 + 0.1346 763
7/23 8.1089 ± 0.1757 3698
8/21 7.3121 + 0.1427 1610
9/13 7.0862 + 0.1411 1271

10/14 7.1169 + 0.1213 1288

Mean expressed as the natural log of amoeba number, used to calculate
analysis of variance (Table 4B).

t*

The mean calculated from log transformed data and the mean calculated from
the original arithmatic data cannot be interchanged. Computer calculations
round off log transformations which give rise to this error. In the 1985
report, the arithmatic mean was calculated from the mean of the log
transformed data.
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Table 4A. Cyst counts from 8 samples per horizon/site:

SITE HORIZON DATE MEAN /g soil MEAN
+ S.E. (#/g soil)

Control Organic 6/16 7.1908 + 0.2354 1487
7/23 7.2839 + 0.1623 1627
8/21 6.9156 + 0.1352 1085
9/13 7.1901 + 0.1225 1405

10/14 7.4409 + 0.1224 1905

Mineral 6/16 6.3835 + 0.0894 610
7/23 6.6305 + 0.4000 762
8/21 6.6304 + 0.0709 771

9/13 6.2266 + 0.0747 517
10/14 6.3703 + 0.0747 597

Antenna Organic 6/16 6.9142 + 0.0728 1027
7/23 7.1947 + 0.1300 1410
8/21 6.9985 + 0.0800 1121
9/13 7.6631 + 0.1313 1978
10/14 7.1277 + 0.0801 1275

Mineral 6/16 6.2918 + 0.0749 552
7/23 6.6080 + 0.0651 753
8,21 6.3414 + 0.0278 569

3 9/13 6.2396 + 0.0656 521
10/14 6.4629 + 0.0278 643

Ground Organic 6/16 6.7506 + 0.0627 866
7/23 7.6662 + 0.1772 2391
8/21 7.0387 + 0.1333 1222
9/13 7.0186 + 0.1024 935

10/14 7.4687 + 0.1024 1817

Mineral 6/16 6.2044 + 0.0805 507
7/23 6.6672 + 0.0893 786
8/21 6.4884 + 0.0755 671
9/13 6.4030 + 0.1184 642

~1~10/14 6.3783 + 0.0245 590
m*

Mean expressed as the natural log of amoeba number, used to calculate

analysis of variance (Table 48).

-3
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TABLE 4B. One-way analysis of variance by date and horizon, data transformedto In (see Table 4 & 4A).

TOTAL COUNT

HORIZON DATE GROUPS DF MS F

ORGANIC 6/16 among 2 0.479270458
within 21 0.142334461 3.36721307 NS

7/23 among 2 0.501909971
within 21 0.199098246 2.52091608 NS

8/21 among 2 0.355528116
within 21 0.281089192 1.26482314 NS

9/13 among 2 0.272109509
within 21 0.1130476 2.40703482 NS

10/14 among 2 0.104514122
within 21 0.155619884 0.671V876 NS

MINERAL 6/16 among 2 0.236403191
within 21 0.094525995 2.50622264 NS

7/23 among 2 0.00713757
within 21 0.036843232 0.19372724 NS

8/21 among 2 0.01697731
within 21 0.10629221l3 0.1 ",97 '78 NS

9/13 among 2 0.260635853
within 21 0.135443301 1.924 Q104 NS

10/14 among 2 0.364740849
within 21 0.114912328 3. 1 ;4k"735 NS

CYST COUNT

ORGANIC 6/16 among 2 0.396097422
within 21 0.103083247 3.842', (0 4 •

7/23 among 2 1.14410234
within 21 0.591390201 1 .9 4, iU6 N&

8/21 among 2 0.03151369C9
within 21 0.113209361 0.276,4 N;

9/13 among 2 0.891422rq1
within 21 0.1139242r)4 7.8424V-"4 -

10/14 among 2 0.286993504
within 21 0.0850521723 3.37 4_ie iJ N5

MINERAL 6/16 among 2 0.0641460413
within 21 0. 05357067h 1. -41.42,A NS

7/2 among 2 0.453c,2029R
within 21 0.218675904 2.0,"3', i1 N;

8121 amrng 2 0.1669q2784
within 21 0.03067)_f.9 5.443 1 i ,

14/13 among 2 0.0773634l i
within 21 0.06372027:' 1.214r111 I:

12/14 amnr-,g 2 0.02fn70F c)7r ,

within 21 0.019040441c,  1.0B74,1 NS

- 5% sionifiran, e level
i% Sionificance level
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g TABLE S. SOIL MOISTURE (%, w/w)l:

CONTROL SITE ANTENNA SITE GROUND SITE

HORIZON: ORG MIN ORG MIN ORG MIN

DATE:

6/16 38.5+9.7 14.8+1.9 35.5+11 12.2+2.4 27.3+6.8 13.1+1.9

7/23 17.3+3.3 8.6+2.9 34.7+9.3 8.6+3 33.7+7.7 10 +2

8/21 27.5+10 10.6+2.9 34.7+12 8.9+3.7 38.6+8.3 10.5+2

9/13 43 +15 lu.9+3.6 55.9+3.5 15.3+3.7 34.5+10.3 14.2+1.5

10/14 55.7-8.1 23+3.8 42.6+7 19.3+4.7 58.3+7.6 21.8+3

ONE-WAY ANOVA:

ORGANIC MINERAL

Date D.F. M.S. D.F. M.S.

6/16 Between 2 325.731911 2 27.148552
Within Al 70.660251 21 91.748976

F= 4.6098324 * 3.1069534 NS

723 Between 2 677.493515 2 6.016663
Within 21 52.353803 21 7.250587

F= 12.1406743 ** 0.8298174 NS

8/21 Between 2 374.934845 2 0.420549
Within 21 85.708315 21 4.641707

F= 4.3745445 * 0.09060241 NS

9/13 Between 2 873.604965 2 13.231162
Within 21 117.445924 21 9.444602

F= 7.4385914 " 1.40097274 NS

10/14 Between 2 476.271584 2 28.805769
Within 2i 55.388226 21 13.687277

F= 8.87_874 2.10456531 NS

I Sample size, 8

5% significance level
= 1% significance ipvel

V V
i.-j -. % . ., - ) - p - - . - - . . ., % -. .- . j .-.-.-. ,2- .,. . '. ..-.-.- ,-.-



Table 6. Regression calculations for growth of Acanthamoeba polyphaga,
log transformed, in soil submerged culture vessels at the Wisconsin
transmitter facility. Correlation coefficient also shown, as a separate
calculation to indicate the distribution of data.

Experiment Slope 95% Confidence Limits Correl. Coeff.

E-field 0.01845 Li = 0.051837 0.9578
L2 = 0.088738

Current 0.01211 Li = 0.055395 0.9111
density L2 = 0.079630

Control 0.01247 Li = 0.036606 0.8283
L2 = 0.061564

Mean Generation Time = 7 hr.

For the slope of the growth curve.
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TABLE 7. Culture cell current densities and E-field voltages, Wisconsin
Transmitter, 1986.

ElectrodeI  date/time Voc Vcc Vr Ecl 2  Jc1 3

(my) (my) (my) (mv/m) (mA/m2)

J-1 8/14,0946 1210 0.23 1200 2 2.3
1429 1210 0.5 1200 4.4 2.3

8/15,0850 1222 0.61 1210 5.4 2.3

J-2 8/14,0948 1215 0.23 1210 2 2.3
1432 1215 0.32 1210 2.3 2.3

8/15,0852 1220 0.35 1215 3.1 2.3

E-3 8/14,0950 1920 158 13.5 1398 639
1435 1920 171 to 12.7 1416 601

160
8/15,0855 1920 160 12.7 1416 601

E-44  8/14,0953 1780 370 to 9.5 1398 393
158

1438 1780 175 11.0 1549 435
8/15,0859 1780 175 11.0 1549 455

1 electrodes: current density; E electrodes: E-flelds.

2E-field: Ecl(V/m) = Vcl / 0.113m (length between electrodes).

3Current density: Jcl (A/m) = Vr / R X xs. area of cl (m 2), see #4
below.

where R (ohms) = 2.5 X 106 for J ; 100 for E
4Adjusted Vcl by adding more fluid to the culture vessel so that the
final volume was 15.6 ml rather than the 7.5 ml used in the other
vessels. Submerged electrode area ("area of cl" cited above) was:

a. 7.5 ml = 2.11 X 10- m2

b. 15.6 ml = 2.42 X I0-4 m2
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Figure 1. Control site total counts and cyst counts.
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Figure 2. Antenna site total counts and cyst counts.
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Figure 3. Ground site total counts and cyst counts.
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Figure 4. Average total number of amoebae at the 3 sites, ORGANIC HORIZON
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Figure 5. Average number of amoebae at the 3 sites, MINERAL HORIZON
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Figure 6. Calculated number of vegetative amoebae from Table 4 and 4A

(by subtracting means); plotted to same scale used in 1985.
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Figure 6A. Figure 6 replotted to larger scale.
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Figure 7. Calculated number of vegetative amoebae from lable 4 and 4A

(by subtracting means); plotted to same scale used in 1985
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Figure 7A. Figure 7 replotted to larger scale.
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Figure 8.Percent vegetative amoebae, ORGANIC horizon.
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Figure 9. Percent vegetative amoebae, MINERAI. horiz,,n.
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Figure 10. Moisture content o samples laken for count ing, ORGANl r '
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Figure 11. Moisture content of sarmples taken for counting, MINERAL horizon.
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Figure 12. Pooled temperature records, mineral horizon, all sites, mean

daily temperature with S.D. error bars. Points plotted every 3rd day.
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Figure 13. Figure 12 temperature data plotted with the same data from the 1985

season (points as darker, x's); for much of the season, by inspection,

the 1986 temperatures were warmer.
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Figure 14. Annual rainfall by month for 3 seasons vs. average rainfall for 1951
to 1980 (i.e. normal). Data exerpted from the Climatological Data for

4 Michigan, published by NOAA.
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Figure 15. Summary of 1984 amoeba counts, given both as log counts and absolute
numbers, % vegetative amoebae and % soil water.
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Fig.ure 16. Summary of 1985 amoeba counts, given both as log Counts and absolute
numbers, % vegetative amoebae and % soil water.
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lo

Figure 17. Summary of 1986 amoeba counts, given both as log counts and absolute
numbers, Z vegetative amoebae and % soil water. Note that the absolute
number scale differs from previous years.
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Figure 17. Summary of 1986 amoeba counts, given both as log counts and absolute

numbers, % vegetative amoebae and % soil water. Note that the absolute

number scale differs from previous years.
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Appendix: IITPI provided the following procedures for testing growth in
i electric fields.

' . I.TEST SETUP

BAND

MATCHED E-FIELD PROTOCOL

1) Measure maximum E-field in soil using 1 meter probe - E.

2) Multiply E-field value by 0.15 to determine the minimum required
drive voltage, VR (mi).

VDR (min) = E x 0.15 (volts)

3) Locate collector electrodes in line with the maximum E-field in the
earth, and spaced far enough apart to generate a voltage across a
2000 ohm resistor which is greater than or equal to VDR (min).
See Figure 1. D

4) Measure and record electrode spacing and the open circuit (no load)
Z7 electrode voltage, V0C.

• 5) Connect the test cell and monitoring box to the electrodes.
Refer to Figure 2. While monitoring the voltage across the test
cell only, VCL, adjust the variable resistor so that the cell voltage

is equal to the value given by the following formula:

VCL = E x 0113 (volts)

6) With the cell voltage set, measure and record the voltage across the
100 ohm series resistor, VR. This allows calculation of the cell

current and current density.

7) Measure and record the electrode voltage with the test cell and
monitoring box connected and adjusted as per Step 5, VDR.

MATCHED CURRENT DENSITY PTCTOCOL

1) Measure maximum E-field in soil using 1 meter probe - E.

2) Locate collector electrodes in line with maximum E-field with
a separation of 1 meter.

3) Measure exact electrode spacing and open circuit (no load) electrcde
voltage, VC,. Measured voltage should be within a few percent of

that measured in Step 1. If not, correct electrode spacing asappropriate.ar) Connect current-imitng test ohamber (see Figure 3) to electrodes.

Place the current limit select swtich to the Z5y(jAN-osition
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5) Measure and record the voltages across the test cell, VCL the

resistor, VR, and the electrodes VDR$ using the test point jacks.

Refer to Figure 3 for test point numbering.

The voltages across the resistor and across the electrodes should
be close in value to VOC from Step 3.

VR VOR _VOC

The voltage across the test cell will be much lower, and can be
estimated as:

VCL _0.6 x 10 x Vc (volts)

5-
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Voltmeter

* VM
Test Point Jacks

TP4 TP3 TP2 TPI
Electrode -- --
Jacks

I10,o000
OHMJOO

1 00 OHM

I %

Pipe
Electrodes
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Jacks Box

TEST CELL

Stainless Steel
Electrodes 16 ml Of _
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S-" A BST .RACT

Test an Contr-! sires were sampled, as in previous years, from earl>

"a-.- :v t ate Cetoher. Samples of arthropods and earthworms were obtained at

intervals cf two weeks. Surface-activity of arthropods was assessed by

cnse-uti day and night pit-tra- samples taken once a week. Based on

t,-'o t, three .,ears or Dre-ELF data (not all 186 samples have been identified

to date' , ccnsiderable year-to-year variation in c-w-unitv structure and

- abundance of various species pcpulations was show.-n to occur. Several species

of Colle.bola, mites and earthwor--s exhibited either synchronous numerical

fluctuations in Test and Control, or showed highly svnchronized appearance

and development of their life stages. Overall changes in corunitv structure,

as well as species population phenologies, will be useful as indicators of

U potential ecological changes in the future. Leaf litter inputs did not

differ sizni:icantlv either berwt'efn sites or %-ears. Litter decomposition

studies were reduced in scope, but were also tightened to provide data

sensitive to anavsis of potential future changes.
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B

Sam-ling schedules in 198c were adhered to rigor-uslv in 1986. fro: Maw 7

to October 22 (2-week intervals for arthropod and lumbricid samples, weekly

collection of diurnal and nocturnal pit-trap samples). Unlike previous years,

a t.-ird B horizon sample (to a depth of 30 cm below the A horizon) was extrac-

tion of earthwor-ms, in order to better quantify vertical distribution during

drought.

Environmental variables (air and soil temperature, soil and litter

moisture, R, precipitation) were monitored throughout the season. In 1986,

precipitation was severely deficient, particular>y during the first half

of the season. As a result, litter remained dry into July, and soil mois-
%.

~ ,. ture d.rc:ed below 25% as early as May. Epigeic earthworms were essentially
5.

* aentfrom leaf litter during this time, while endo .eic species retreated,

to srecies-soecific degrees, into the A-30 cm stratum and probablv even

dee:er.

Earthworm population cycles were shown to differ between years, timing

and extent of cocoon production, and of juvenile emergence the following

.ear, beinz governed mainl> bv moisture conditions. Dendrobaena octaedra

(e~ ieic) occurs in both sites and will provide a means of comparing

pre- and post-ELF population behavior. So will two dominant Aporrectodea

. . tuberculata in Test and A. turgida in Ccntrol) which proved to

he ver rSimiar in their biology and response to moisture stress.

*- Collembolan communities fluctuated from year to year in terms of

-erall densities (higher in 193.5 than in 198;) and in terms of co0unitv

stru-ture and composition. Whil.2 the most cm--mn species in both sites

de. l

a-.'5.,
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remained dominant, a large number of rare species were first rez~rde fro

1985 samples, and several species encountered in 198- were no loncer 7re-ent

in 1985 soil or litter samples. A*zonz mite taxa whnch have been analvzed

in detail, three species exhibited very similar life c.cles in Test and

Control, with synchronous emergence of larvae and maturation patterns in

both sites.

Unlike 1984 , pit-traps were provided with barriers in 1985. As a result,

catches of surface-active arthropods were increased. Although statistical

treatment of data is not vet complete, it is clear that die! activity

patterns are species-specific, and mav vary from year to year in respocnse

to da-: and night temperature regimes. Flexible species, both of Collembola

and Carabidae, switch to diurnal activity follcwin_ cold nights, while less

.lastic species respond with overall activity increases or decreases.

on.un structure of surface-active orcups was alSo "ariarie from vear

to year, which is only partly explained bv effects o barriers. Rather,

P-1 it is likely that such variability is due to n-rmal vearlv -opu!ation

surges and declines.

Litter inputs in 1986 were similar to those observed previously, and

differed significantly neither between sites nor between .ears. Data or

litter standing crops for 1986 are as vet incomplete. We implemented a

litter-washing technique which will improve data ac uracy and will allu

a more realistic estimate of forest floor litter decav rates. we', "c

all samples could be processed prior to the onset of cold weather, and the

remainder were stored until spring of 1987. We have discontinued litterbaz

studies, which yielded unrealistic dec:v rates, as weil as nutrient analvses

due to lack of manpower and insufficient control ox. data quality. a-

3q:%
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pack data, hwever, indicated that this method will be worth using in the

:uture. Both sun and shade leafpacks decayed at equal rates in Test and

Control during the first year of decomposition on the forest floor.

,.
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' [:. REv rEW

The pre-EL7 years have now stretched from late iJ3 t'rouo-. 10 b. .ost

, of the faunal data through 1985 have now been finalized, and -nce >36

are available, we will have three full seasons' 'r. to C a-kcrzund Jara

azains: winch to measure potential future dist -r a--e

, ':inz the evolution af this pro'ect, we h-ave ze:: to o-r ori ina c:-ect.e

wichd dealt mainiv with mnitorinz of arthrop'od and earthwr-, pcpulations.

Process-oriented work elements were phased in durin,- earl ier years, but had

to be pared down in 1986 for several reasons. Nutrient ana vses for instance,

had to be abandoned because of .anpower shortage as well as lack of quality

contro over analvtical results. Hwever, we e a ., k elenents

wnicn have been consistently pursued, particular.v those wnch have been

improved in terms of methods and validative procedures. us:if' toe deletion

of sele ted litter breakdow-n studies and the cncurrent s"i7t toward inten-

sified documentation of invertebrate dynamics.

A ...h. revised version of ob' ctives as inistei toe :ast reportI

which in fact returns this project to its initially c otracted zcals, is

e.- given in Fig. I. All objectives listed there now fco. to-. :_re 0: our inves-

tigation, and the extent and usefuli.ess of the data base to the overall coals

of Proect ELF will be presented in the remainder o- this rer7rt.

Ae realize the inportance of publishinz rf sultc in the n iterature,

and several P-iraers have so far been either ,ac~eted for .u-

cat--n, or have been submitted. 'We have hesitated to finalze certain major

" Vsets of data either because complex statistical anai',ses are still pending,

or because yet another year of pr-ELF- nonloring oed ahead of us. ','e have

recently decided that, once 1986 fauna' data have been conpieted. we will

,... . ....... .. .........
4 4 .' - .- -.% ' ' -. ,'- -. -. " .- - .- -. " -. ' -.-. '-.- .' . , -7. .,



possess a publishable pre-ELF data base spanning three ful! ".ears, w'ich

allows year-to-year comparison of all major forest floor biota 'e are

monitoring.

SITES

TEST AND CONTROL

SITE COMP-"AR I SON
Ve2etation and soil analysis: conretec

ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING

-Precipitation
.. -Air temperature and RH

-Soil temperature

-Soil moisture
-Uitter moisture

-. LLY3RICID.E ARTHR0M 'DA

-Distribution -Cor.-unitv structure
-Communitv structure -Porulation dynamics
-Seasonal densities -Distribution

-Phenologv of species -Diel activity patterns

DEC O ,S T:.,

,.' -Litter input

-Natural litter turnover

-Litter mass loss

FiZ. 1. Eco'ozica' monit-rin4 :h'etives in Test and Control st :s.

N.

%" -.- b '
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II. ENVIRJiENT',L ADOITORNI

I. Temperature and humidity

Nineteen hundred and eighty-six was the first year in which virtually

continuous records were obtained in both site; aith Omniata logging equipment.

p Temperature sensors that were to be Installed at various depths in Test and

Control were compared in the laboratory, showing that minor differences existed

between them. Those used for air, soil surface and A horizon (5 cm depth) moni-

torlag were comparatively the same (4 0.5*C difference hetween Test and Control).

Y%
Sensors to be installed at 15 and 25 cm depths differed occasionally, but not con-

sistently, by up to 1.5*C. 'e concluded that daily averages of readings taken at

2-hour intervals in both sites would yield valid temperitire profiles over the

* . season.

The volumiious data are not shown here, but for exaipie laily means of RH and

temperature for a randomly chosen period of 14 days are gicen in Table 1. Cli-

• -ratic variables were clearly similar in both sites. Relative humidity tended to

be slightly higher in Control, but standard hy-rjthernograph cIArti showed that

*. dily maxi-na and minima occurred simultAneously and had the sime nagnitudes in

- Test and Control. Air temperatures consistently differed by < 0.5'C, and soil

surface means by < 1.0'C. Soil temperatures at 5 ani 15 cm depth tended to be

higher in Test, which is not totally explained by sensor inconsistencies. Rather,

the difference is likely to be real and due to the water-holling capacities of the

- A horizon (higher in Control, see Section 11.3.).

In summary, air (confirmed by hygrithermograph reading) and soil surface

•temperatres under litter cover were reliably recorded throughout the 1186 season

and are now also av3ilahle for much of the 1985 season.

'0 
,
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Table 1. Example of daily mean temperature and RH in Test and Control, June 1-14,
1986.

0C

% RR Air 0 cm 5 cm 15 cm 25 cm
TC T C T C 7 C r C r C

6/1 78 78 8.0 8.5 11.7 11.5 13.3 12.0 14.2 13.2 13.0 12.0

6/2 57 62 8.6 8.3 10.2 10.2 11.1 10.2 12.4 11.5 11.4 10.8

6/3 54 53 14.4 14.6 13.0 12.9 12.1 11.4 12.5 11.9 11.3 10.6

6/4 76 73 14.3 14.8 13.q 13.4 13.6 12.5 13.7 13.0 12.0 11.3

6/5 62 63 10.2 10.6 11.5 11.3 12.0 11.0 12.9 12.0 11.7 10.8

6/6 64 63 12.1 12.2 12.2 11.4 12.1 10.8 12.8 11.6 11.3 10.6

6/7 89 91 14.2 14.2 13.3 12.7 13.0 11.9 13.3 12.3 11.6 11.0

6/8 65 69 13.9 13.9 13.3 12.8 13.2 12.2 13.7 12.8 11.8 11.1

6/9 61 62 14.0 13.5 13.1 12.5 13.0 11.9 13.5 12.6 11.8 11.2

6/10 34 88 13.5 13.0 13.2 12.4 13.1 11.9 13.7 12.6 11.9 11.2

6/11 95 99 9.3 10.2 11.6 11.5 12.9 11.7 13.7 12.7 12.1 11.3

-. 6/12 94 98 10.8 11.0 11.0 10.8 11.4 10.4 12.6 11.6 11.1 10.5

6/13 68 68 14.0 14.0 12.9 12.7 12.7 11.9 13.1 12.4 11.4 11.0

6/14 78 79 13.3 13.6 13.0 12.7 13.1 12.2 13.6 12.8 11.8 11.3

2. Precipitation

The 1985 schedule of reading rain gauges four times daring two consecutive days

per week was continued through 1986, so that rainfall events surrounding pit-

trapping days could be recorded.

Nineteen hundred and eighty-six totals (May 1 to October 20) were 36.2 cm for

Test, 38.2 cm for Control, signiftzantly below previous ye3rs' totals (Table 2).

This severe defirit occurred mainly during lay, June and July (Fig. 2) when rAln-

fall events were not only few but also of short dur.tion ani generally lo4 Inten-

sity.

.-4 - - -, ....'-; .-".-; .."-; .. -"-., -; '' ..•..'; '.,') - - . ". ', F .'/ .'-/ ."? ' . -
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Table 2. Precipitation totals (in cm) for 1984-86, approx. from May 1 to October
15 of each year.

1984 1985 1936

TEST 46.5 52.4 38.2

CONTROL 43.9 57.9 36.2

3. Litter and soil moisture

Snowmelt in mid-April of 1986 was rapid, and was followed by a severe drought

in the study area. What rain did fall was mostly intercepted by the developing

canopy. As a result, rain gauge data showed some precipitation in terms of weeklyV
totals, but leaf litter remained dry until late July (Fig. 3) and was generally

drier than on sampling days of previous year (Fig. 4).

Unlike 1984 and 1985 (Fig. 5), A horizon moisture fell below 25% at the

beginning of the season in both sites and remained low in both sampled horizons

through most of the summer (Fig. 6) due to subnormal precipitation. After 3 years

of monitoring soil moisture, it seems clear that the Control A horizon possesses

slightly greater water-holding capacities than that of the Test site (Figs. 5 and

6).

2 f-Er.
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III. SOIL AND LITTER ARTHRCPDDA

1 1. Extraction efficiencies

The variable extraction efficlencies for soil cores discussed in our list

J '' report prompted us to perform sugar-floatation after extraction of Test and

Control samples on all 1986 sampling occasions. The nethod is very labor-

intensive, because all specimens recovered after Tulgren-extraction have to be

" rehydrated on slide nounts. However, aliost all can be iientified to species,

Yreatly adding to the accuracy of population estimates.

klthough floatation samples have now been processed, the corresponding soil

c"are (Tullgren) data are not yet available. For two dates, however, we give

ex3nles of efficiency values in Table 3. They confirm our earlier conclusions

~reg iin the vari tility and degree of bias inherent in the Tullren method, at.

least for the forest soils we deal with. Not only did efficiencies vary with

b date, they also varied greatly between individual samples. In agreement with

Tamura (19 7 6) and Lorlng (1979), Onychiuridae were affected most, particularly

. Tullbergia spp. which are the dominant members of the family in Test and Control

_ J soils.

.J

Tat'e 3. Percent efficiency of Tullgren extraction for Onychijrldae and

isotomidae, 1986 (N = 10 samples / site). E - total number Tullgren-extracted;
F - total number recovered by float3tion; % perzent of ,rand total successfully

extracted in Tullgren funnels.

o Ny: -R IDAE Is T kiMU E
E F EF 'ange, E _ K-F % Rane, 1.

June 16 29 424 704 3; . (7.9-68.9 74 7 S1 )1.4 5D- 100)

-"aly 28 112 42 604 A.5 ( 0-75.4 24 11 3 t bS.6 0-100)

I _. e 16 38 4" ' 1 >- ' 112 3 115 U'.4 -I09)

6%

-/,~

156i )-1 '1
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We do not have efficiency data for 1985 samples, and will discuss the
-v

Collembola of Test and Control with partial exclusion of Dnychiuridae, as in our
n

last report.

.., We have also made sample floatation after extraction a permanent work element

of this project.

2. Status of data

All 1985 litter and soil samples have been sorted and iientified to various

taxonomic levels appropriate to the groups of interest. Complete identifications

and summaries are available for Collembola. As proposed in 1985, focusing only on

selected taxa among the diverse Test and Control Acari has allowed us to close

earlier gaps considerably. "Species A" (Mesostigmata), Asca aphidioides and

Nanorchestes spp.1) have been processed, including 1985 material, which is made

available in the present report. In the case of Rhagidiidae and Eupodidae, we

have not yet had the benefit of the outside expertise we solicited, but are pro-

d ceeding with identification of 1985 material.

Anong samples taken in 1986, pit-traps were given priority as usual, and

species determination of trapped material has begun. Rough-sorting of soil and

litter samples from 196 has just been initiated, and to save time identification

of specimens will proceed simult3neously. Sugar-floatation samples from 1986 have

1"nig been sorted, and most of the specimens have been mounted and identified.

C-. verall, although the gap between sampling and data availability cannot be

significantly reduced, we are accommodating additional work in terms of sorting

and Identification of fl)atation samples and of the more numerous pit-trapped

specinens obtai-ied barrier-trapping (begun in 1%,1).

)T~ie help of Dr. Linluiust in identifying and characterlzing Nanorchestes spp. is
here gratefully c'no'ee.

.
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3. Collembola communities of Test and Control

S Ii. Density and dominance

The two full-season sampling periods of 1084 and 1985 allow a first

assessment of year-to-year fluctuations in Test and Control communities. Table 4

* details some of these changes. In terms of species conposition, 15 species were

*. aJiel to the list for Test, while 3 were no longer recoried in soil or litter sam-

ples. In Control, 20 species were obtained for the first time in 1985, jhile 8

were no longer recorded. In most cases, they represent rare members of the commu-

i-ties. Notable exceptions are Folsomia bisetosa and Neelus minimus in Test (from

zero to > 3% overall dominance value in 1985); and Anur-T.horus altis and, again,

Neelus minimus in Control (Table 4).

Overall, 1. notabilis was the single most comnon species in both sites and

both years. Its dominance value in Control increased, tDgether 4ith that of T.

flavescens and F. bisetosa. In both sites, the raiJorLty of species showed some

change in relative dominance (Table 4), a direct reflection of year-to-year flu--

tuations in abundance.

I Again excluding Onychiuridae, dominance relationships at the family level did

not vary dristically between years (Table 5). It should b io-ed that all doni-

nance increases and decreases in Test corresponded to increasas and decreases in

Control, often of similar magnitude. Furthermore, total numnbecs in Iq85 we;

higher than in 1984 in both sites (by 43% in Test, by 3F% in Contrl).

Overall density increases could be attributed -aily to the domini:o ts in both

.. sites, although significant contributions were also made by hypogastrurids,

Sneelids and 'sotomiJs not so far encountered (Table 6). Flso'3-i bisetosa and

,eelus minimus provide examples for Test, W. intermelia, A. furcifera and N.

.... is for Control.
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ii. Diversitv and similarity

Year-to year fluctuation in species composition and relative abundance

affected the diversity measures of these communities (Table 7). The leaf litter

subcommunities were less diverse in 1985 t.ian in 1984, dominance indices corres-

*pondingly increasing in both Test and Control. The single most likely cause for

these changes was the increased abundance of I. notabilis (more than 2-fold in

Test, 3-fold in Control, Table 6). Similarity indices for these subconmunities

were not greatly altered.

4q4
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Table 4. List of Collembola species and percent dominance (0% within family in
parentheses) in Test and Control, 1984-85. 0 - absent; D 417.

TES ,

s 1934 1985 1134415
.b SM INrNURIUAE. . ... . ..

Sminthurinus henshawi (Folsom) 5.2(57.0) 6.2(54.8) 5.1(75.2) 5.9 (60.8)
S. r.ac ili ayi (Banks) - (2.9) - (5.9 - (0.4) - (0.3)

S. quadriinaculatus (Ryder) 0 0 0 0 - (0.1) - 0

Sminthurides lepus Mills - (3.2) - (3.8) - (0.4) - (1.7)

Dicyrtoma aurata (Mills) 0 0 0 0 - (6.3) - (2.5)

D. rarrorata (Packarcd) 0 0 0 0 0 0 - -

'%rrhopalites spp. 3.4(36.9) 3.6(35.5) 1.2(17.5) 3.0 (34.7)

.ourlettela hortensis (Fitch) 0 0 0 0 - (0.1) 0 0

B. russata Maynard 0 0 0 - (0.1) 0 0

ISOTOMIDAE
Isotoma notabilis Schaeffr 39.1(74.3) 40.4(74.5) 44.4(59.7) 38.0 ('4.7)

. nigrifrons Folsom 3.1(5.8) 2.2(4.0) 1.5(2.0) - (5.4)

-I. viridis Bourlet - (0.3) - (0.8) 0 0 - -

. - I . pseudoct rea (Fjellberg) 0 0 - (0.2) 0 0 0 0

fro Folsomina nivalis (Packard) - (0.6) 2.2(4.0) 6.1(8.2) 3.8 (4.9)

F. bisetosa Gisin 0 0 3.9(7.1) - (0.2) 5.1 (6.6)

Anurophorus altus Chris. & Bell. 0 0 0 0 0 0 3.7 (4.7)

'A. binoculatis (Kneseman) 1.0(1.9) 1.0(1.8) 2. 1(2.8) 1.7 (2.2)

A. septentrionalis Palissa 0 0 0 0 8.6(11.5) 0 0

sotomiella. minor (Schaeffer) 8.3(15.7) 3.8(7.0) 10.2(13.8) 2.8 (3.6)

Cryptopygus exil-is (Gisin) 0 0 - (0.2 0 0 0 (0.4)
C. deceroculatu Folsor) - (0.3) 0 0 0 0 - 0

.roisozoma minima (Absolon) - (1.0) - (0.5) 1.3(1.8) 1.8 (2.3)

ENTOMOBRYIDAE

Tomocerus flavescens Tullbrcg 7.5(26.6) 10.6(41.4) - (15.5) 1.0 (26.8)

Tlamelliferus Mills 3.1(10.8) 1.0(4.2) - (7.3) - (3.6)

S Orcesella he;fasciata Harvey 3.7(13.1) 4.7(18.3) 1.4(22.7) - (20.5)

Entomobrya conparata Folsom - (2.3) - (3.4) 2.2(36.5) 1.6 (43.3)

E. nivalis (L.) - (2.8) 1.0(3.7) - (2.2) - (2.3)

E. purpurascns Packard - (0.5) - (0.1) - (0.7) - (0.3)

Lepfdocyrtus violaceous Fourcroy - (0.5) - (1.1) - (2.0) 0 0

L. helenae Snider - (0.3) - (0.5) - (5.0) - (4.0)

L. lignorum (Fabricius) - (0.1) - - 0 0 0 0

Pseudosinella violenta (Folsom) 12.1(43.0) 6.7(26.1) 0 0 0 0

qillowsia buski (Luhbock) 0 0 - (1.1) 0 0 - (2.3)

-2 , HYPOGASTRURIDAE

Pseudachorutes saxatilis Macnamara - (30.7) 0 0 1.4(20.1) - (1.2)
P. indiana Christiansen & Bellinger 0 0 - (0.1) - (0.1) 0 0

P. aureofasciatus (Harvey) 0 0 - (1.8) 0 0 - (1.2)

* Neanura muscorum (Templeton) - (42.6) - (14.6) - (9.2) 2.1 (27.7)

Xenylla acauda Gisin 0 0 0 0 2.3(33.6) - -

X. pallescens (Scott) 0 0 - (3.7) 0 0 - (2.1)

Willemia intermedia Mills 0 0 1.4(27.1) 0 0 1.7 (22.1)

W. similis Mills 0 0 1.8(35.9) 0 0 - (0.1)

" .w Anurida -anaria (Nicolet) - (13.2) 0 0 2.3(33.?) 0 0

A. pyg aea (Borner) - (1.9) - (3.3) - (2.1)
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Table 4. cont'd.

TESt CONTRDL
1984 1935 1934 1985

Anurida furcifera (Mills) 0 0 - (18.0) 0 0 2.2 (28.8)
Friesea sublimis Macnamara 0 0 - (D.1) 0 0 - (6.5)
Paranura caeca Folsom 0 0 0 0 0 0 - (2.1)
Odontella substriata Wray 0 0 0 0 0 0 - (6.0)

LNEELIDAE
Neelus tristani 8.8(99.9) - (2.8) 5.7(92.5) - (0.1)
N. minutus (Folson) - (0.1) - (5.0) - (7.5) - (2.2)
N. minimus (Willem) 0 0 3.5(92.1) 0 0 2.7 (77.2)
N.snideri (Bernard) 0 0 - (9.1) 0 0 - (20.5)

ONYCHIJRIDAE
Tullbergia mala Christ. & Bell. - (37.8) - (44.7) - (74.2) - (68.0)

T. granulata Mills - (46.7) - (33.7) - (18.0) - (22.6)
T. yosil Rusek - (10.1) - (2.6) - (2.5) - (0.7)

T. clavata Mills - (3.7) - (6.4) - (2.5) - (3.2)
T. falca Christiansei & Bellinger - 0 - (2.1) - 0 - -

T. iowensis Mills - 0 - (9.4) - 0 - (3.0)
T. hades Christiansen & Bellinger - 0 - (0.1) - 0 - -

Onychiurus similis Folsom - (1.8) - (0.9) - (2.4) - (1.7)
0. encarpatus Denis - 0 - 0 - (0.4) - 0

0. affinis Agren - 0 - - - 0 - (0.4)
0. parvicornis Mills - 0 - - - 0 - (0.2)

NOTE: Onychiuridae only used for family-level calculations.

Table 5. Annual average density (May - October) of collembolan families, 1984-35 (in
parentheses, dominance in % of total N). Onychiurldae excluded.

ANNUAL MEAN N .,i2 (D%)
TEST CONTROL

1984 1985 1984 1985

Sminthuridae 268 (9.2) 472 (11.3) 247 (6.7) 496 (9.8)

Entomobryidae 821 (28.1) 1065 (25.5) 219 (6.0) 139 (3.7)

Isotomidae 1536 (52.7) 2261 (54.2) 2727 (74.3) 3937 (77.7)

Hypogastruridae 34 (1.2) 214 (5.1) 255 (7.0) 387 (7.6)

*.. Neelidae 258 (8.8) 157 (3.9) 224 (6.1) 178 (3.5)

TOTALS 2917 4169 3672 5065

I4
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Sy2
.. * Table 6. Mean annual density/r (May-October) of Collembola with D < 1% (seei2

Table 4). 0 absent; - - Zl/M2

LITTER SOIL

TEST CONTROL TEST CONTROL

1984 1985 1984 1985 19:34 1985 1984 1985

S. henshawi 36 39 57 90 117 219 129 212
P.Arrhopalites spp. 20 10 2 4 79 158 42 46

I . notabilis 120 284 291 879 1021 1400 1338 2062
V

I. nigrifrons 10 25 13 6 79 65 42 15

I. nivalis - 7 15 21 8 89 208 173
F. bisetosa 0 - 0 9 0 162 - 250

A. altus 0 0 0 52 0 0 0 135

A. binoculatus 9 2 40 27 21 39 37 62

A. septentrionalis 0 0 27 0 0 0 283 0

." I. minor 0 - - - 242 158 375 142

'.. P. minima 3 3 3 9 13 8 46 81

T. flavescens 56 83 17 16 163 358 17 35

,-. lamelliferus 14 14 8 - 75 31 8 0

07. hexfasciat-a 16 22 8 8 92 173 42 31

E. comparata 19 21 71 51 0 15 8 31

P. violenta 3 - 0 0 350 278 0 0

P. saxatilis 2 0 10 - 8 0 42 4

I N. muscorum - 4 - 7 - 27 - 100
X. acauda - 0 77 - 4 0 75 0

4J. intermedia 0 - 0 - 0 58 0 85

i W.similis 0 0 0 - 0 77 0 0

A. pranaria - 0 - 0 4 0 83 0

A. furcifera 0 0 0 - 0 39 0 112

N. tristani 7 - 8 - - 4 - 0

N. minimus - 3 - 18 0 142 0 119

r. mala - 1080 1708 5850 4381

T. granulata - 1329 1285 1421 1458

T. yosii - 275 100 195 39
T. clavata - 104 246 196 204

T. iowensis 0 358 0 192



Tne soil subcommunItv showed an opposite trend, with sli 3 ht increases in

diversity and reduced dominance (Table 7), due to the contribution of several spe-

cies first recorded in 1985, and to the less pronounced density increases of the

dominant I. notabilis (Table 6). kgain, similarity indizes of the s-ill subcommu-

*i nitles of Test and Control remained overall at the sane level as in 1984

(Table 7).

" sing combined soil and litter abundance estimates for each species, these

changes in community structure became attenuated, and Sorensen's as well as Bray-

Curtis similarity indices (Table 8) showed little variation between years. Cor-

bined (litter + soil) measures of community structure represent an "average" of

*subcomrunity characteristics; they seem a valid descriptive tool in view of the

fact that many species, particularly I. notabills, frequent both strata of the

forest floor.

iii. Distribution of litter Collenbola

Litter mass of randomly taken samples varies wititn each date, and exhibits

seasonal fluctuations as well. A preliminary analysis of f3ctors affecting

collembolan distribution aimed to assess a potential correlation between sample

litter mass and numbers of animals extracted from them. Regression coefficients

for each date were first computed using total N Collenbola and dry litter mass/-

sample; without giving details, Table 9 illustrates results obtained for Test data

(1985). On 4 dates, a significant positive correlation between litter mass and

collembolan populations existed. 4owever, more complex analyses will be needed to

determine the effect of moisture (which may act as an equalizer), and to test

these relationships for each family (Entomobryidae and Isotomidae show discrepant

seasonal distribution). In addition, these analyses may be applied to single spe-

cies populations, to help explain seasonal distribution and numerical fluctu-

ation.

.. 
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Table 7. Diversity and similarity indices of collembolai cormunities in Test and

Control, based onI total N/species. Onychiuridae excluded.

LITTER S__ _ _ _

TEST CONTROL TLST CINTROL
1984 1935 1984 1985 1994 11s 5  1). 1985

Shannon-Wiener H' 1.02 0.76 0.85 0.63 0.88 1.03 0.9- O.1

". Simpson dominance 0.16 0.30 0.27 0.52 0.21 .13 ' 2 3 .31-

Simpson-Yule div. 6.13 3.33 3.73 1.92 4.88 5.5 4.42 3.33

Bray-Curtis sLmil. 1984 0.53 0.64
. 1985 0.45 9.66

S rensen's simil. 1984 0.81 0.74

1985 0.79 0.77

'-, ,. Table 8. Diversity and similarity indices based on combined litter + soil lensi-

ties! m2 of each species in Test an0 Control. Onychidridae excluded.

TEST CONTROL

1984 1935 1>C4 1985

Shannon-Wiener H' 0.93 1.04 0.94 0.91

Simpson dominance 0.20 0.19 0.23 0.35

Simpson-Yule liv. 5.0 5.21 4.35 2.85

Bray-Curtis simil. 1984 0.63
1985 0.65

Sorensen's simil. 1984 0.84
1985 0.85

, .'4 .
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Table 9. Regression coefficients for N Collembola on litter mass (g Irv); average
- moisture obtained from 20 "litter moisture samples" on e3ch date.

mean range razage
Date H20 litter mass N Colleibola r

5/7/85 9 8-31 3-29 09 8*
5/20/85 25 11-32 -51 3.48
6/3/85 23 3-39 4-36 3.53
t)/17/85 115 5-29 3-141 0.62
7/1/85 10 5-34 0-55 .4-

15/85 35 1:-32 19-177 3.57
7/29/85 11 10-32 0-24 3.29
8/12/85 167 1-34 14-57 0.87*
8/26/85 29 3-19 4-33 0.66
9/10/85 128 4-25 5-147 0.69
9,/24/35 135 3-23 6-100 0. 80

13/6/85 91 8-32 0-83 0.86*
13/20/85 55 14-4 0 3-139 3.73

*)significant at P < 0.01

iv. Seasonal abunJance of common species

Isotoma notah~lis, dominant in both sites, showed relatively snychronous

density fluctuations in Test and Control leaf litter in 1985, while populations in

soil fluctuated both more aidely and more discrepantly (Fig. 7). The greater

abundance of the species in 1985 (Table 6) is clearly sho'n in year-to-year co'n-

parison within each site. In Control (Fig. 8), the litter subpopulation tended to

increase in July and August, while numbers in soil decreased. In late lctober

(sampled only in 1985), the beginning of a winter movement into soil was tndi-

cated. In Test (Fig. 9), inverse: abundances of litter vs. soil subpopulations

were iarticularly clear in summer and fall of 1985.

%, Populations in leaf litter of both sites offer the most intriguing fluctua-

tions, drastic decreases coinciding in July I and July 29 samples. No obvious

correlation with litter moisture (Fig. 4) seems to exist in either 1984 or 1985.

Temperature records show that the first and last samplings in July of 1985 were

iV
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preceded by a few days with lower or more variable temperatires. At the sate

time, catches of I. notabilis in pit-traps, which are activated on the evenin :f

a routine sampling day, were either greatly increase, (or.tr:l July 1-2), or

decreased (zero captured in Test July 29-30).

The extreme fluctuations we see, then, particularly in leaf litter, may

reflect behaviorally induced short-term migrations, overlaiJ by possibly broad

seasonal trends in climatic or substrate preferences. ";e believe that the point

in time at which these samples are taken needs to be charicterizei in terms of

a possible causative climatic events. Reliable records of environmental variables

are available for 1986 and for much of 1985 (temperature and RH). We propose that

barmetric pressure, in conjunction with air and soil surface temperature, may

also be a parameter necessary for explaining population changes, since Zettel

a.' (1984) has demonstrated that activity of some Collembola :an be greatly influenced

by pressure changes over a time span of only a few hours.

Other species which occur frequently enough in samples for estimating their

ibundance are few. In soil, only the numerous Onychiuridae qualify, but they can-

not be discussed until floatation- and Tullgren-extracted samples are both com-

4: .pletely identified (1986 samples). In litter, S. henshawi, 0. hexfasciata and T.

flavescens are the most common representatives of surface-dwelling families.

Tomocerus flavescens and 0. hexfasciata, abundant in Test, are not particularly

useful for site comparison (Figs. 10, 11), except for their frequency in pit-trap

samples in both sites (see section IV. 2. iii.).Sminthurinus henshawi (Fig. 12)

exhibited major fluctuations in Control in 1985, possibly in response to unusual

temperature changes. All three species, however, reinforce the considerations ani

arguments brought out above. Especially in 1935, when Collembola populations in

general were rmore abundant than in 1984, fluctuations over time seemed to be more

%Ia -* * - * .

. . . ..%.... -
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Fig. 13. Mean densities/n2 ± SE of Sminthurinus henshawi in Test and Control

litter, 1984 and 1985.
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similar between different species than those within the same species over two

consecutive years (Figs. 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, for litter populations).

4. Arari

i. Abundance of major taxa

Average annual density of major taxa decreased from 1984 to 1985 in both

sites (significantly so, at P < 0.05, only for Mesostigmata in Control) (Fig. 14).

ks in 1984, major soil-dwelling groups fluctuated relatively synchronously within

each site, and population increases in July, August-September and October of 1985

occurred in both sites, although they were not of equal magnitude (Figs. 15-16).

"Until we succeed in determining the dominants within Rhagidiidae and

Eupodidae, we report their seasonal number at the family level. In both families,

abundances followed similar trends in Test and Control (Figs. 17-18), and although

densities appeared discrepant, the differences were generally not significant (95%

CL overlap). Year-to-year variability within each site showed seasonal differ-

ences as great as those between the two sites (Figs. 19-20). Species population

analysis will clearly be needed to determine the potential usefulness of these

taxa to future conclusions.

ii. Species population dynamics

At the species level, we can now present data on one mesostigmatid and two

prostigmatids, selected because they were among the most frequently extracted spe-

cies in 1983 and 1984.

Three species of Nanorchestes occur in both sites, N. gilli and two unde-

scribed species. The most common in both sites is "Nanorchestes A", which fre-

quents soil as well as litter, but shows highest frequency in litter samples. As

illustrated in Fig. 21, highest population estimates were obtained for fall of

1983. During the following two years, populations were generally more sparse in
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Fig. 19. Densities/ 2~ of Rhagidiidae in soil, 1984' and 1985.
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both sites, with maxima and minima alternating somewhat randomly. In both sites,

gravid females sere present during every month from May through September, with

the exception of August and September in Test 1985: the very low numbers ex-

tracted from litter at that time (Fig. 21) probably masked their presence by sheer

chance. Year-round reproduction, with peaks in lay through August, appeared to be

the rule in the species.

The year-to-year decline in numbers of Nanorchestes A was observed In Asca

aphidioides (L.) as well. In both sites (Fig. 22), 1985 densities were well below

1984 estimates and declined essentially to zero in early September. Populations

peaked in June-July and August as a consequence of the appearance of larvae and

&the increasing abundance of nymphal stages thereafter. Apparent population

declines may not have been a function of abundance, but rather of an increasing

proportion of molting or newly molted irmatures in the population (resulting in

lower extraction efficiency). The life cycle of X. aphidioides was clearly

univoltine in both sites, as illustrated in Figs. 23 and 24: the species over-

winters in the adult stage (males are unknown), and consists mainly of gravid

females in 'lay and June. Larvae hatch in June through August, and undergo devel-

opment through proto- and deutonymphs during sunmer and early fall, closing the

cycle with a late-autumn population consisting entirely of adult females. This

developmental cycle seemed prolonged in 1984, more rapid and tight in 1985.

Whether cumulative temperatures differed enough between years to have had an

- effect on developmental rates needs to be analyzed.

The mesostigmatid "Species A" exhibited a year-to-year decline similar to

those discussed above, and discrepancies between Test and Control were relatively

pronounced (especially in 1984, Fig. 25). The yearly cycle of reproduction and

recruitment (Figs. 26, 27) was similar to that of A. aphidioides, but less well

defined: a small proportion of gravid females occurred in late fall, and larvae
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Fig. 21. Densities/rn2 + SE of Nanorchestes sp. A in Test and Control,

August 1983 to October 1985.
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(T and C) in 1984 and 1985.
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MESOSTIGMATA SPECIES A
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Fig. 25. Densities/n 2 + SE of the rnesostigrnatid "Species A" in Test and

Control soils, August 1983 to October 1985.
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were occasionally present in the spring (Fig. 26). A11 developmental stages

overwintered, althnough July and August were the peak months of recruitment in both

sites.

5. Statistical treatment

In the case of litter-dwelling species, density data indicate that some cor-

relation between numbers of animals and environaiental factors may exist. As a

first step, the significance of regression of counts on temperature and moisture,

chostig a relatively high oc (say, 0.3) will determine which variables are impor-

tant enough to use as covariates. Densities can then be tested in a General Least

Squares program (ANOVA with appropriate covariates).

Since sampling dates correspond to each other from year to year, we also

anticipate using means/date lumped over years; to give us three years of data, we

need to wait until 1986 density data become available.

For soil-dwelling species, lumped means of N/m2 over years provide an appro-

priate data base for analysis of variance to test site and date effects and their

interactions.

All density data need to be log-transformed for use in parametric statistics.

Seasonal stage structures (frequencies): data are first lumped into overall

yearly totals, to test whether numbers in Test and Control are proportionally the

same (contingency tables, for instance, 2 sites x 3 years). Expanded contingency

tables are then used to test detailed distributions of numbers/stage/date.

RM, ...

-
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I IV. SURFACE-ACTIVE ARTHROPODA

g 1. Methods and status of data

Since the beginning of 1985, pit-traps have been provided with four (1 m)

barriers shallowly embedded at right angles to each other and abutting to the rim

of standard pit-traps. For certain taxa, e.g. carabids and s21ders, barrier-

trapping resulted in greatly increased catch sizes. At this time, data on

Carabidae, Collembola And velvet mites are available. Deterniiation of the ample

spider material nears completion, but we defer the pertinent account until the

second draft of this report.

Sorting of 1986 catches is nearing completion, and identification of species

has begun.

2. Collembola

i. Barrier effects

As reported earlier, a preliminary experiment luring 1984 indicated that

barriers could be expected to yield approximately doubled numbers of captured

Collembola. Since captures are likely to be density-dependent, a barrier effect

might well be confounded with the influence of population density. Of particular

relevance here is the overall increase in colip populations from 1984 to

1985 (Section 111.2.).

Expressed as a simple multiplication factor, chanr _ in density and changes

in trap catches are summarized in Table )0: e.g., while total Collembola ?opula-

tions in both sites increased by a factor of 1.4, trap catches were higher by 1.8

in Control and 2.3 in Test. Among the dominant families, Sminthuridae were vir-

tually not affected at all by barriers, catches being almost unchanged from 1984

to 1985, and density increases higher than capture Increases. The reverse was

true of Entomobryidae and Isotomidae, in which captnre were augmented by barriers

well beyond abundance increases in the same year. Each species (only dominants
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are shown in Table 10) was affected differently, and no consistent proportionality

between densities and catch sizes existed. Analysis of possible relations, and

their year-to-year constancy, between trap catches and abundance will be meaning-

ful only once 1986 (second barrier-trap year) data are at hand.

Table 10. Changes in mean annual population density (N/m2, litter + soil), and in

trap catches of dominant families and species, from 1984 to 1985; x factor

= N 1985 / N 1984.

x FACTOR FOR:
TEST CONTROL

N/m2 Traps N/mL Traps

Sminthuridae 1.8 1.2 2.0 1.0

S. henshawi 1.7 1.0 1.6 0.9

Entomobryidae 1.3 4.2 0.9 3.0

T. flavescens 2.0 5.9 1.5 1.9
0. hexfasciata 1.8 3.1 0.8 2.8

Isotomidae 1.5 2.1 1.4 2.3

I. notabilis 1.4 5.3 1.8 4.7

Total Collembola 1.4 2.3 1.4 1.8

ii. Species composition and diversity

Trapping in 1985 yielded essentially the same species as in 1984, with

addition of three in Control and five in Test which had not yet been recorded and

were captured in low numbers. Keeping in mind that year-to-year density fluctua-

tions as well as barriers exerted their effects on apparent community structure,

Table 11 summarizes dominance values at the family level. Clearly, they were

altered considerably. Sminthurid prevalence in 1984 was reduced in 1985 by the

TaleIisumaizs omnac vaue *t th aiylvl Cery hyw
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relative ineffectiveness of barriers (Table 10) on one member of this family.

Entomobryid dominance increased markedly in Test, mainly due to barrier-augmented

(about 6-fold, Table 10) catches of the already abundant dominant 1. flavescens.

An unexpected rise of hypogastrurids in Control (Table 11) was traceable to a

single species, P. saxatilis, which exhibited unprecedented activity peaks in July

and August of 1985.

The same considerations apply to the most frequently captured species, for

which Table 12 lists dominance values in both years.

Table 11. Percent dominance of surface-active collembolan families in 1984-85.

% OF TOTAL N

TEST CONTROL
1984 1995 1984 1985

Sminthuridae 46.1 21.0 63.2 36.1

Entomobryidae 45.4 73.2 20.7 35.0

Isotomidae 6.4 5.1 5.5 7.6

Rypogastruridae 2.1 0.7 10.6 21.3

Total N 4,443 11,518 5,068 9,946

N species 31 36 27 30

I

.k -.

,.
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Table 12. Percent dominance of common surface-active Collembola, Test and Control
1984-85.

TEST CONTROL
1984 1985 1984 1985

S. henshawi 35.8 14.2 53.1 26.2
S. lepus 7.4 5.8 4.2 4.0

T. flavescens 16.0 36.6 8.1 8.5
0. hexfasciata 23.4 27.8 7.2 11.0
E. nivalis 1.6 4.6 - -

I. notabilis - 1.5 1.8 6.2
. nizri frons 3.4 1.3 3.0 -

I. viridis 2.3 2.2 - -

P. saxatilis 1.1 - 10.2 19.4

Again with the confounded abundance-barrier effects in mind, we would expect

that diversity indices might change in 1985 (Table 13). For instance, relatively

lower catches of S. henshawi and larger numbers of P. saxatilis and others, re-

s ited in a more than doubled equitability index for Control. H' diversity

increased slightly in both sites, as did community similarity taking into account

abundance (CN, Table 13).

Table 13. Community indices for surface-active Collembola in 1984-85, based on

total N/ species.

S,1984 1985

Test Control Test Control

H' diversity 0.84 0.76 0.90 0.93

Simpson dominance I. 0.22 0.32 0.24 0.15

Equitability (1/) 4.55 3.16 4.20 6.78

Bray-Curtis simil. CN 0.29 0.42

Solrensen's simil. CS 0.79 0.79

a
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iii. Seasonal and diurnal activity

Seasonal catches of the most abundant families are illustrated in Figs. 28

and 29. Clearly, sminthurids and entomobryids as a whole fluctuated synchronously

j in Test anJ Control, which is not surprising given the close agreement in air

temperature and RH regimes, and the relative concordance of species composition.

Activity patterns of three dominant species common to both sites are tllus-

trated in Figs. 30-32. Sminthurinus henshawi (Fig. 30), as discussed in earlier

reports, is a flexible species, switching between dt-irnal and nocturnal activity

in apparent response to temperature. Orchesella hexfasciata, mainly diurnal,

exhibited brief periods of nocturnal activity simultaneously in both sites

* (Fig. 31). Tomocerus flavescens, on the other hand, is strongly nocturnal, lay-

activity being prevalent on only two dates in 1985 (Fig. 32), both times following

a cold night.

All three species exhibited clear overall seasonal patterns: entomobryids

were most active duriny mid-summer, while S. henshawi showed early summer and

early fall ?eaks. All three also yielded data in good between-site agreement, and

Flarge enough numbers for analysis; although there are gaps in our environmental

data for 1985, statistical treatment will be possible (see section IV.4.).
iq

4 
**

3. Carabidae

i i. Species composition and diversity

The number of species captured increased in 1985 from 16 to 21 in Test and

from 18 to 21 in Control, all new records being rare species. Dominance relation-

ships did not change drastically in Test, P. melanarius still leading the commu-

nity, followed by E. pensylvanicus and P. mutis (Table 14). In Control, greatly

increased catches of S. impunctatus brought this species to first rank at 30%

dominance, and reduced the relative importance of P. coracinus, P. pensylvanicus

and P. adstrictus considerably.

- " M -'
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4' diversity increased in both sites, and equitability as well Bray-Curtis

similarity with it (Table 15). The contribution of newly captured species, and

.the redistribution of dominance values, obviously affected community structure.

Table 14. Species composition and percent dominance of Carabidae, 1984-85.

SPECIES TEST CONTROL
1984 1985 1984 1985Pterostichus melanarius ll54.4 5.1 5.1 7.9

P. coracinus Newman 5.1 6.7 19.1 11.4
P. pensylvanicus Leconte 14.0 9.5 27.6 12.1
P. adstrictus Eschscholtz 1.0 0.9 15.4 10.9
P. adoxus Say 0.4 0.1 1.9 1.3
"P. mutus Say 12.8 10.7 1.0 1.0
Calathus ingratus Dejean 2.7 1.0 8.6 5.7
C. gregarius Say 0.2 2.7 0.8 6.9
CEalosoma frigidum Kirby 3.5 0.3 4.2 1.3
Synuchus impunctatus Say 1.8 4.8 10.3 30.4
Agonum retractum Leconte 0.8 0.8 0.5 0.6
A. decentis Say 1.4 0.8 3.2 3.2
qarpalus fuliginosus Duftschmid 0.2 3.5 0.6 2.4
Clivina fossor Linne 1.2 2.3 0.3 0.2
Cymindis cribricollis Dejean 0.4 1.2 0.5 1.5
Nottophilus aeneus Herbst 0.2 1.4 0.2 2.0
Myas cyanescens Dejean - 0.1 1.3 0.6
Sphaeroderus lecontei Dejean - 0.2 0.3 0.4
Agonum placidum Say - 0.1 - -

Trechus quadristriatus Schrank - 0. 1 - -
Carabus sylvosus Say - 0.1 - 0.1
Bembidion quadrimaculatum L. - - - 0.1
Harpalus fulvilabris Mannerheim - - - 0.1

TOTAL CARABIDAE 514 2168 623 2307

TOTAL SPECIES 16 21 18 21

ii. Barrier effects

"'J ./ As expected (Durkis and Reeves 1982; and our own field observations), total

. . carabid catches were greatly augmented by barriers: by a factor of 4.2 in Test

and a factor of 3.7 in Control (Table 16). 3arrier factors differed between spe-

.c "ies and between sites for most species. Several 4hich were uncommon in both

sites in 1984, C. cribricollis, N. aeneus and C. gregarius for instance, were
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Table 15. Community indices for Test and Control Carabliae, 1984-85.

1984 1985
Test ontrol Test Contr l

Shannon-Wiener H' 0.69 0.93 0.85 0.98

Simpson dom. 0.34 0.16 0.28 0.14

Equitability 2.94 6.45 3.57 6.75

Bray-Curtis simil. 0.35 0.42

3rensen's CS  0.94 0.86

Table 16. Barrier effects on Carabidae: increase factor for catches of species

with a total N of > 10 Individuals in both sites in 19R5; x - N 1935/ N 1984.

Increase x
Test Control

P. melanarius 3.9 5.7
? coracinus 5.6 2.2

pensvanicus 2.9 1.7
P. adstrictus 3.8 2.6
P. mutus 3.5 4.0
-" u. 1.6 2.4
C. gregarius 59.0 39.5
S. impunctatus 11.4 10.9
C. cribricollis 12.5 17.5
C. frigidum 3.7 1.1
4. retractum 4.3 4.3
A. decent is 2.4 3.7
N. aeneus 31.0 46.0

N CARABIDAE 4.2 3.7

captured in much larger numbers in 1985. If year-to-year population fluctuations

underlie these changes, then they occurred simultineously in both sites

*(Table 16).
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ii. Seasonal activity

Witn larger catches, we were able to document seasonal activity patterns for

14 species common to both sites. Peaks generally coincide with the animals'

[ .- reproductive period (Thiele 1977), and our observations do not differ from those

made by others in the US and Canada (Levesque et al., 1979, Lindroth 1969, Rivard

1964).

In Table 17, monthly captures of these 14 species are listed, and species are

arranged along an early- to late- season gradient. Compared to 1984, we have

added 4. retractum and N. aeneus to the list of spring-breeders, H. fuliginosus to

those active in early- to mid- season, and C. cribricollis to species active in

nid-summer. In general, 1985 data simply confirmed 1984 observations in all

cases, and tY obvious synchrony of activity in Test and Control makes these data

A
useful for future between-site comparison.

iii. Diurnal activity

In 1984, we combined Test and Control catches to assess diurnal habits of

several common species. With the more ample material of 1985, we compared the

behavior of 12 species between sites, and found a large nunber of species which

oull be classified as lirnal, in direct contradiction to resulti obtained for

1984, and to Thiele's (1977) conclusions about the nocturnal habits of forest

-arabidae in general. Was increased diurnality a result of differential effects

of barriers during night and day?

In Table 18, we show that increased day-activity occurred in both sites in

S"1985, particularly in species which were neither strictly nocturnal nor strictly

diurnal in 1984 (P. coracinui, P. melanarius, S. imnunctitus, C. iriljsiu). We

also show that 1984 experiments in which barrier- and standari-trips were rin

- - sinltaneously li not result in increasel lay Zmtches by barriers. Therefore, we

may interpret 19S5 Jata as follows (Table 181:
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.able 17. Total monthly catches of Carabidae in 1985. Iajor activity periods

underlined. T - Test, C - Control.

'lay Ju Jy Au Sep Oct

Caloso;ia frigidum T 60 6 1 - - -

C 25 2 1 - - -

Agoqu-n decent is T 3 10 3 - - I
C 33 31 5 1 2 1

qottophilus aeneus T 12 10 9 - - -
C 18 11 14 3 - -

Aganum retractun T 7 5 4 - - 1
C 4 4 4 1 - -

Haralus fuli~inosus T 14 10 43 9 - -
C 15 5 25 10 - -

..erostich:is ,iutus T 92 79 Z1 - 7 33
C 9 10 3 - - 2

PtecostIchus adstrictus T 11 4 2 - - 2
C 1130 95 29 6 7 6

?terostichus ?ensylvanicus T 75 71 26 2 9 23
- C 120 82 36 5 7 2

_alathus ingratis T 1 1 5 7 - 8
C 5 26 36 27 11 27

".Calathus gregarius T 4 11 26 5 2 iU
C 1 22 63 35 9 28

Pterostichus melanarius T 17 27 448 519 75 7
C 6 7 57 101 12 -

?terostichus coracinus T 5 25 50 53 1l 2
C 20 71 96 62 12 2

Synuchus impunctatus T - 2 60 38 3 -
C - 12 423 244 21 -

Cyrmindis cribricollis T - 4 11 6 1 3
C - 3 11 15 5 1
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Strictly nocturnal species, e.g. C. cribricollis, and the single strongly

3 diurnal species C. fossor, did not change their activity patterns through the

season, but were simply caught in larger numbers during their normal period of

Smovement.

kctivity of flexible species, in response to unusually cold ni3ht temp.ra-

t..;res in 1935, increased during the day, so that suspected "barrier factors" which

ON were much higher for day than for night catches in these species, now became tem-

perature factors.

t'ndoubtedly, year-to-year abundance variations partly determined the relative

nagnitade of carabid catches in 1985. However, the degree of plasticity of

different species became clear in 1984-85 comparison. For full analysis and

interpretation of diurnal activity, we must await 1986 data (second barrier-year,

.4th generally warmer and more stable temperatures than in 1985). See Section

!V.6. for pending statistical treatment.

'Able 18. Diurnality, in % of total N, of common species of carabils in: 1984
standard within-site trapping); 1984 barrier/ no-barrier experiment adjacent to

the Control site; and 1935 (within-sita barrier-trapping). ( - = N < 10).

% DIURNAL1984 traps 1984 experiment 1985 traps

Species Test Control -barr. +barr. Test Control

P. pensylvanicus 16.7 18.7 23.6 21.5 33.5 36.0
- P. coracinus 26.9 20.7 20.0 25.9 55.5 60.5

P. melanarius 39.3 38.3 - 20.8 71.3 73.3
S. impunctatus 33.3 19.2 36.4 23.0 50.5 37.7

C. ingratus 0.0 2.9 2.9 1.7 22.7 7.6
P. adstrictus 20.0 25.7 23.5 20.0 21.1 29.8
C. cribricollis - - - 0.0 0.0 0.0
C. frigidum - 42.3 - 50.0 98.5 86.2
P. adoxus 0.0 - 3.6 6.7 -
A. decentis - - 0.0 0.0 2.7

. Mutus 9.1 - - - 19.8 16.7
C. fossor 87.5 - - - 30.9 -

IN.

2. J& - :K
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V iv. Activity of common species

Keeping in mind the above results, three species will be examined for their

ictiutty fluctuations in 1985. P. pnsylvanicus (Fig. 33) remained mainly noc-
p.-'..

turnal (Table 1S), and exhibited the typical spring-breeders' peak in May to late

June, teneral adult3 of the next generation emerging in September and October.

Pterostichus coracinus, active in mid-season (Fig. 34), was more flexible in

tts Alel responses, becoming temporarily diurnal in bot., sites on, for instance,

August 5 and 12 (both cold nights followed by normal or warm days).

?terostichus melanarius, which would be consiJered diurnal on Thiele's scale

Thiele 1977: > 30% day-activity - diurnal) was unusually numerous in 1935 day

.raps. tt would thus be the most plastic of the three species, and by corollary,

"ave the lowest threshold for cold temperatires. Accordingly, its overall activ-

ity trend was the ost strongly diurnal of the three in both 1984 and 195

.3-ale 13).

4. Velvet mites

Of five species present in the study sites (four of them common to both),

TrombiJiurm iuroraense Grandjean et al., and Abrolophus sp. were trepped with rela-

cively high frequency. We can now distinguish between -imatures of all species,

and the two listed above are excellent candidates foc yearly comparisons.

Both have a strictly univoltine life cycle. Abrolophus sp. (Fig. 1A) prob-

3bly verwinter in the egg stage, larvae appearing in early May and dispersing,

,res unably in search of hosts, throughout May. Deutonymphs are most active in

late June, and adults through July and August, disappearing in September. In

1?5, there was essentially zero overlap between life stages in both sites, and

4 , activity peaks were synchronous.

..^
.4%
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In 7:3mbijii-n auroraense, only adults and larvae see-,ed t: be surface-active,

agai- witi no overlap between generations (Fig. 37 ). Deutonymphs are occasionally

recovered from soil core samples, and may not frequent the soil-surface or litter

habitats. Presimably, development and matiration occur during fall; by spring,

adults are active, and females lay orange egg masses in crevices of the surface

soil.

Both species were mainly jiurnal, and their 1985 activity patterns confirmed

1184 observations which were partly conjectaral due to lower catch sizes.

5. Statistical treatment

Climatic variables are obviously the main factors impi-nging on overall

i-qbers caught in traps, as well as on changes in activity patterns (nocturnal is.

~r-naj) 1 plan to use both 1985 and 1986 data (barrier-traps) of catches of

species common co both sites; regression analysis of counts on temperature and R3

prior to and luring trap days will test the significance of these variables, and

allows testing of regression parameters between sites. Site and year effects can

be tested by ANOVA (using log counts, sites, years, dates/year fixed, traps

= quadrats random). kithough the exact model to be used has not yet been deter-

ained, results of regression analysis will indicate ppropriate climatic factor-

as covari~tes.

7. .2
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V. L.MBRICID&E

1. Methods and status of dato

In general, methods used in 1986 were no different than those in previous

years: 25 x 25 cm damples taken from litter, A and B horizons; litter was

formalin-extracted, soil samples were hand-sorted and then wet-sieved (Walther and

Snider 1985).

"4e did, however, increase sampling depth to include an additional 3 horizon

Increment (A - 30 cm), to a total depth of approximately 40 cm. Formalin applied

to the bottom of A-20 cm sample holes in May of 1986 brought up a few worms with

tie ear-narks of estivators. Beginning June 3, 1986, we have therefore made deep

saapling a routine work element of the project.

Approximately 70% of 1986 samples have been identified and weighed to date.

In the present report we include data for 'lay 7 through July 14 (the last date

completed for both sites). Later this spring, we intend to prepare all 1983

throu1h 1986 data on species phenology for publication, as a single pre-ELF data

package. Much detail will be left out of the present report; we focus on year-

to-year density and biomass fluctuations, distribution, and seasonal patterns of

wei-ht frequency distribution.

2. Vertical distribution

i. Dendrobaena octaedra (Savigny)

,;e have shown in earlier reports (and in Snider and Snider, submitted) that

D. octaedra behaves as a typical epigeic litter-dweller, particularly the imma-

tures. Adults are relatively more frequent in the A horizon, where cocoons are

deposited.

Although the species prefers the litter layer, its presence there is limited

* 'y iryness. A sijnificant correlation (P < 0.01 fhr both sites) exists between %

-iociture of litter and % of the population present i- it (r = 0.75 for Control,
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0.80 for Test). Without doubt, the leigth of time litter has been moist prior to

sampling, as well as temperature, may introduce variabtlity to these data.

ii. Lumbricus rubellus Hoffmeister

This intermediate (epi-endogeic, Bouche 1977) species invades the litter

layer less readily than D. octaedra, but a marginal correlation between litter

moisture and % of the population found in it exists (r = 0.62, P < 0.1). The spe-

ties prefers the A horizon (Snider and Snider submitted), which harbors 60-100% of

the population at all times.

iii. kporrectodea spp.

Aporrectodea tuberculata (dominant in Test) and A. turgida (dominant in

Control) prefer the A horizon under favorable conditions, as evidenced by the

small proportion of both populations found at lower depths in spring and fall

(Figs. 38, 39 ). Distribution of these endogeics is clearly similar, downward

nigration being evident in July and August of 1984 and 1985, when A horizon ,nois-

tare was below 25%. Early-season 1986 data indicate that both species retreat to

depths below A-20 cm, although not to any significant extent by comparison with

other Aporrectodea spp. It is likely that only a small proportion of these popu-

lations was missed prior to 1986 by not sampling a third B horizon increment.

Aporrectodea trapezoides (Control) shows a distinctly different response

pattern to decreasing soil moisture, resulting in an inverted pyramid of depth

distribution (Fig. 40). Recurring mid-summer droughts in 1984 and 1985 led to

. pronounced concentration of the species in the B horizon, to the point of leaving

the A horizon entirely (late July 1985). Predictably, the unseasonable drought in
.

- the spring of 1986, which reduced k horizon moisture to < 25% in May, resulted in

vertical redistribution of k. trapezoides: by mid-June, the majority of Individ-

uals were recovered from A - 30 cm (Fig. A ).
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kporrectodea tuberculata and A. turgida thus use a strategy of slight

downward migration during water stress, enduring it mainly in the A and upper B

horizons. kporrectodea trapezoides responds by pronounced vertical migration,

" "J. abondoning the upper horizons almost entirely. A third strategy seems to be used

by A. longa in Test (Fig. 41 ). Through most of the season, the species is active

-'% . ,ainly in the A horizon, with few individuals recovered from deeper than A - 10 cm

depth (e.g., May and June of 1984 and 1985). In late July of both years, when

endogeics are found in the deepest horizons they are likely to occupy, A. longa

disappeared from the A-20 cm increment. We speculate that this deep-burrowing
Z,

form retreats to much deeper layers than we can sample, resulting in a discontil-

Suous distribution pyramid.

For both A. longa and A. trapezoides, mid-su mer population declines ust be

interpreted with caution, since we do not seem to catch the tall end of their ver-

tical distribution. Unfortunately, sampling to greater depth is impossible with-

, out severe disturbance and without fragmenting most of the worms in the sample.

It is preferable to continue established sampling procedures, knowing that popula-

r tion declines %ay be due to re-stratification beyond our reach rather than to

miortality.

3. Horizontal distribution

Two questions were of interest with regard to earthworm distribution:

,. , a) Given that the pre-ELF period has now been extended much beyond original expec-

_' tations, we were concerned about the impact of our intensive sampling regime on

the ecology of the sites. Al 20 quadrats within each site were sampled briefly
a'.

in late 1983. Since May 1984, all even-numbered quadrats were sampled at inter-

vals of 2 weeks, for a total of 38 sampling occasions. Since 'lay 1935, two

aflicional odd-numbered quadrats were samplel on a total of 26 dates. ;e needed

t' .(no4 ahether we could retirn to sampling od-nuibered quadrats Ln Drier t

A4 L
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relieve the pressure placed on even qiadrats, without e aigertig the

corparability of year-to-year population estimates.

Using 1983 data (4 late-season dates, 20 sanples/slte), species distributions

* in even- vs. odd-numbered quadrats were tested in comparison with a poisson dis-

tribution. In Control, all species were distributed evenly enough (P K 0.01) to

4arrant switching sample location if iecessary. In Tes', A. tuberculata alone

D oroved to be unevenly distributed (P > 0.1) although total numbers recovered from

each set of quadrats were almost Identical. We conclude that we can shift sam-

pling l)cattons without losing the integrity of our data, if, in Test, all 20

q*adrats were iampled simultaneously on two occasions per year, in order to verify

the above re3ult3.

b) Evenness of species distribution was also of interest in terms of its

4.- indicative power for potential ecological gradients over the sites. The data are

being foratted for analysis; for antlci.)ated pr)celures, refer to Section V. 5.

I?

ij

7 4-",1

-..4
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, ens-tv, t:-ass and size str'ctre

, bGr:u~ing of indiv.iduals within species 7.'7,'lativns allow s us !: visualize

recruitment patterns and seasonal distributicns of za~cr life stazes. For

all species discussed below, the szallest size class encz- asses individuals

o o approxi.ateiv twice the avera~e cosoon "eizct 'newly eeryej w.:rns uelz-

about as much as a cocoon). Subsequent classes were artrar:i" ch:cen at

2 x increments, i.e., doubled weights from the w::er :.i: :f nl :ass to

:e 0 liit it the next class.

n r. nir:aena o:taedra

Nsvi:a low nuzbers of D. octaedra in est, e- e =arison f

- - .arion fluccaTions is 7Pss!:r Fz . S flu:==s were

"-re r.nouned in :ontrol, but a c-±,eral /enstv increase :.:=_red in t..

6.:ts in 1155. This increase was retl±ted in a ti:-ass :ncrease in Conr:l.
. -

less so, for this snall-bodied species, in the sparse Test ;cpjlation ig.42

M2e svnchronizav of cocoon densities in the two sites was mzre obvous

t.an tna: of 7:pulation abundance. Cocoon production -eaked in oth sites

S1"-7:- Fig. ., 'which explains the rise in atundance in 150; in that .ear,

" ie nwmbers A individuals were high, cocoon pro ucti.n .as low. As a

result, populations in mid-July of 3986 did not reflect the rune peaks

aTained in earlier years (Fig. .2 ). The potentially :nz life span of earthw.o

: zeneral ,Edwards and Left" 1?72) may have assorej :.a: arae i..atures and

3:-ts of the >055 generation maintained a relativalv high and stable biomass

:n n-th sites, !4e hulk of - .' nile "~fE a r ol i tre g:rinz
r .. n " . :

S -. - - - . . - -" " " .- * - . . - .- - -. . - " - -.- -
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to enter the -rooulam ion tnrouzh stmmer an-- 'all. Of -,ruar inotaz -.a

,'he difference between vears in terms of renroductive activity- and cocoDon

densities Ki.43). In Control, cocoon densities in late 1983 - early- 1;84

.were h-igh (m.ainly cocoons in advanced stages of develormient) and by June of

19S. , 35' of the population consisted of small immatures (rig. 44). A large

.zerce'tage of clitellate adults were present throuzhout th.e summ~er of 1984 ,

coondensi'es were considerable, and recru,.itment from 'av to August of

.95 as corresr..ondin~lv elevated (Fig. 44) During 1985, h-owever, clitellates

were.essfrequent in the population, cocoon production was de-pressed, and

iZe -- ass I juveniles made up less than 10Y. of th-e ppulation in May and

;ne of 1986 ,data not included in Fiz. 44).

:n Test, the -:attern .was essential>:tesn.Cco bnacso n

:ear r:urnished a good predicto fo er-mn ae h ollowing season:

:*Docns in Test in late 198K %were reaie:less abundant than in Control;

.seqjpentl,., the smallest size class in spigof 1984 was Less well re,.re-

sented than in Contro.l (-i2. 45).

P ii.Lu;Mbricus rubellus

Y-ear-to-.ear variation in abundance wgas oronouncec in tois species (Fic. 46!.

Numbers were stable through '984, but increased in 198r5 tnrouzn addition or

immatures hatching from cocoons -resent in :he fall of 1934 . Both abundance

and zocoon densities were variable in 1985. Hiowever, there was azan a good

correlation between reproductive parametErs and population siZe struc -ture.

-~ ~rt:reased cocoo~n densities in 198. (Fig. 46 ) corresponded to high fre-

72Jen.24es of; clitellates, and resulted in a relativel roone e7merzence

o-er iod 1 98 5 (F7ig. 4r)7 Small immatu.res enerallv wEre Most 4:recuent in

m~e ~nhatc,-hing from orine dcons alhu Smo t:.e
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Fig. 47. Weight class distribution for L. rubeilus, in TEST, for 198. and 1985.
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cocoons !aid durinz sprinz an-' summ-er matured a-.-n;a:ced In the fa! oI :e

same .ear e.g., October 198-, Fig. .7).

iii. Anorrectodea spp.

3v European nomenclature, A. tuberculata and A. turaida wculd be consvecific

(Reynolds 1977). In our sites, they showed essentially identical vertical

distribution patterns and responses to moisture stress (Fizs. 38-39). Densit:

estimates, however, were similar only in that mid-su-mer declines occurred in

_ :otn species in 1985 (Fig. 48). A more powerful tool of species comparison

.,as :rovided by estimated cocoon densities (Fig. 49). Both species :ncreasec

cocoon production in the fall of 1984; these cocoons overwintered and zradua'l>

- .ed during the first half of 1985. :he seasonal re7roduc:ive 7a:tern _f

"?B- was not repeated in 1985, and cocoon densities in earlv 1955 w.ere

accordingly low for both species <Fig. 49).

Emergence times were clearly synchronous for A. turzida and A. tuberzulata,

and exemplify the general lumbricid adaptation to changing environmental

conditions; cocoons may be produced at any time of the season, i.e., tnerc

snc set reproductive period, in emergence patterns c n

;vrv narked.,. from ;ear to ,ear (maxima in August-September '583; s ring-

sum.er 9S4; and July-September 1985, Figs. 50-51).

Abundance estimates of A. trapezoides, which occurs cn'v in the Control site,

reflec:ed moisture conditions rather than true densities, since the species

- retreats to depths not sampled prior to 1986. Thus mid-sumrmer declines in

1983 and 1985 (Fig. 52 ) simplv indicated vertical displacement. However, the

.a ncated more clearl; than in other species that cocoon development in

,!_.7r :ate t a-wes a :ull year. Cwcocns were most ambundant in Azcust of

| -. . .
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' ig. W'. Weight class distribut.cn of A. turzida in ON ,TROL, Au gst 1983

to Cct ber 1985. Black bars = clitellates; hatc-ed bars = aclite lates;

. ::en tars = imiatures. 'N'eizht :ass 1: z_ 3.. .2 .. c ss 2: ). 2 1-i.-- . .

z ass 6: > 0.320 g.
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S-1985

2-

20 MAY

'z m 2

I I -A JGUjT

--
20-

" AUGUST

12 3456 12 3456 12 3456

W IGHT CLASS

"' 51. Weight class distribution of A. tuberculata (TEST), August ?83

to October 1385. Black bars = all adult de'elmenta stzaes; Class 1: c1

-- lss 2: 0.-5i-1.10 g; .... class 6: > 3.0 g.
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i-g. 52 , 'et small im-atures did not a77ear in apreciable num-ers until

su7.ner of the foiiowinz year tFiz. 53). Converselv, virtual absence of

cocoons in 1983 --ig. 52 ) ccrresponded to absence of small juveniles in the

second half of 1984 (Fig. 3'

Population fluctuations of A. lonea, an anecic species occurring only in

Test, must be interpreted with as much caution as those of A. trapezoides,

ano ror :he saze reasons. Deep vertical migration during the su.. .er weeks

'z. ! , possibly accomranied by obliaatorv' diarause (Bouche 1972),

ap:eared as spring and fall maxi.a in our 5S. data (Fig. 51). Characteristic

or anecics Bouche 1I77), A. ionL a -roduced v erv few cocoons, and total

. n.ers of both wc-s and cocoons recovered from samples were usually low.

" W -e expect that 186 data, ste-mzno .rom samples tak:en to greater depth,

.will elucidate the life cvcle of A. l3-.a.

5. Statistical treatment

Analvsis or '.orizcntal distribution of eart'.hwcrms is currently being

Trepared for. We intend to use multivariate A-NIVA (quadrats random, dates

fixed, each cell containing n array of v counts of individuals in

l...5 species. ;e will .se an appropriate transfc-ation to normalize the

data (v' = log e 1v)). Results will indicate whether species arrays- C

n ntv cm -,7s t io-n) d i' e r s fican f with quadrat over the sire

as a w ole).

Density fl'urations by themselves are probably; not verv sensitive measures

a -,et lation -f earthworms. What is more important is the

7 e : ns in terms of nu-.ers,'weiht class, and in ter.s c:

t,&:.-' : ncn-r prrduct~ve i- 'vid ia ziven i3-.

4,- 4: %



'.;e antizipate analvsis of frequencv distributins bv means - c -ntinzen'.

tatles. Examples, using arbitrary numbers,are given below.

a.:cr any one species, vear-tc-vear variation can be tested or, or

instance, a 2,x6 table with three classifications: A = ,ear 1, 2; B = dates

to wtnn vears; C = weight classes 1 to 6. Each cell contains N

'bservaticns class / date. Useful summarv statistics include: 2x6 tables

years, 1 classes), with observations su=ed over B (dates) to test overall

".ear' differences; l2x6 tables (12 dates, 6 classes) with observations su- e:

v over A --ears), to test overall seasonal shifts in frequencies as they mav

z-arac:erize each species.

b) For taxa shared between sites (D. octaedra, and the ecologically similar

P Spe,:ies pair A. t'.r2ida and A. tuberculata). ta-les inciuding an additfona l

Site 'assification for Test and Control test differences between sites.

Sth several years of pre-E3,7 data at hand, observations can be su-med over .ears

-. .. and :iaes) x N (years tables will eventuallv test whether signifizant

--- :Verall .-.anges take place following antenna operation.

.-

,'..
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1. :7 --ev__ 7 1S: T

Earlier hopes of doc-umenting decomposi-tio as well as nutrient loss rates

cannot be fulfill-ed. Several constraints prevent us ;:mpursuing nutrient

ana.l'ses further. ?rimarilv, availabl-,e man:ocwer 7 -.:n as originally calculatec

f or :aunal analyses on>.', is far too lim_;-ed for za:-.erinz and processing

nu,.trient samples with- the dezree of accuracx 7E-'el~ r va-i- res.u_'ts. Rather

*:han cotain insensitive nutrient data, we opted t o i-.veSt n7anho'urs into'

-. outnevalidat'-on of faunal extractio ns, and to 'oz2u arr~er-trappin

increases sorting and ildentificaticn time) . 'e:ee that the

% e s 4.t I'n work element s we d id ch-os e toz co ntinu-e a restricted,

_ut useful d4ata base -For Pre- an.' t- cn:ar4_sor.

U S:ecificallv, we retain monitering Df litter in7ruts and standing crops,

helatter w-ith some chanzes in tecz-niq-ue; and 7nonitoring of decomposition rates

us5ing the leaf:nack technique. Litterbac tdis wh-ich hrave proven unsatisfactory

wt-reso ect to Dotaining rea :s '. 8e annual rn rates

w~ e dis c on t Ine, as~ 1  nu t rien ns t a7 3S tSer S n 1e s .

* '7 . ~:ter in7ru;s

The tem.ooral :rattern of aoscissioni 96 eebe that observjedi

1l9S8, the bulk of maple leaves falling wit.hin a per. 2d c' anproximatelv

*1.5 weeks (Fig. 55). As in previous .*ears, Keaf fall in Test and Control

w as tiz!htlv sxnchronized. Analvsis -f variance -f9 h~c 9~ ata

shzowed th.at neither site and year -r~t rt*-eo_'r in~aro were

S C. nt 4

0 . .
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3. L-itter standinz cro, s

P i. ________

As in previous y;ears, standing crop estimates were obtained every two .eeks

,from two sources:

a) litter moisture samples, 1.,"1 m, cick1:. ceaned of woody debris and

soil aggregates in the field, weizhed, oven-driec_ andc re-%.eJ~zed;

b) litter arthropod sampl-es, 1. 1b m-, To;14ren-ext.rated, cleaned of

>4 nzn-leafy material when dry, and weig-.ed.

:h types of sam-ples tend to overe szi:ate stn :. crops. 71-ar ona

m-inated with soil and animal faeces, which are impossible tzo detect and remove

* ccmlEtelv, es- eciallv aft-er the: have been b-_aked on" urinz dr-.ina.. In -786

we 'bezan to implement a washing method for th-ese samoles. it consists of7

3sub;merging each sample insid e a large screen prazEc- into a tra:. filled with

water, just long enough to allow the litter to beoe lxbl.Te 'eaves

are then rubbed to clean them of s,-il and sand, and are fished off the

surface, squeezed and bagged. The screens are turned over and hosed off into

tne tray. Small particles are recovered by oocurinz tne water (soil tends to

rema~n on the bottom throuzh a :cne-nes. screen :rmwhich the,, ca e scapc

oft, to- be added to the co:arse litter sa.ple obtained in the first step.

ian effort to qun~vthe difference between past and present methods,

bohwere emrlo1ved on a total of300 sanes site. 'Unfcrtunatelv, our

facilities necessitate that sam-ples be washed outdoors, and the onset of

cold weather prevented us from processing all samples of the 1986 season.

';,t u.ntil May of the current %-ear will -.,e 1-e able to wash the remainder, which

are stored, drin. the IerPenin'sula.

Sto2Q~ So f'ar, we have -n-%ed n 7:: r wi C-h3 4 been in the
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:ieo .'.'er the winter, and loss of soluble mater:als is iiewt be nez.2eab

nowever. f.r sanples kstill 4n storage) taken during tne rerizd of leaf call,

• ..,e ;'iantifv '.-.ss loss encurred by leachina durini the washing process.

For 1986, we report standing crop estimates based only on litter moisture

sa.iples Knot washed). Replication, ordinarily site' date !moisture +

rt. tnrD.od samples' is thus reduced to 20. Data vet to be o'tained will allcw us

Sto re-. i:" late litter decay rates for previous -.ears, using standing crop

est-i.,at=s adjusted for sil contamination.

""- " - . Results

.n.&.idabl., standing crop estimates rase -.n 23 sa-pes si:e in '986

I., ., ;ere more variable tnan 'n 19S5 Fi - . 5 ). However, fall maxina

-- 4 .m in 0ontrol, 4 .m in Test) -.were s:r:ca .... feent ther

e te en sites nor bet 'een years.

';z 1985, we reported 95. decay periods of 2.6 years fcr Test and -.5 ",ears

for 'ontrol. Again using Olson's (1963) method, we calculated 5'_ disap:ea-I-.

rance as occurring in 2.7 years in Test and 2.5 -.-ears in Control, based on

'9f' data. ;e expect that standinZ crc estimates otained from washed sa=mples

a.erize Dver wears after adiutment of earlier data wil reduce these deca.

rate;~ 2.r both sites.

Litterbags

v4e reported last wear that litterbags of both 1 and 5 mesh size

retarded litter breakdown: after approximately one year in the field, 957;

turn ver time for litter in 5 bags w 'as estimated at ahout 5 years. The

i..- ;eries of 1 ithins, plsced in the feld in cvom.-er " were again

..
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sampled in 1986, ending with a last sample on Se2t e-.er 2', . After 22 mont-s

in the field, 50% of initial mass was still retained in 17- mesh bags, and

26 and 33. (Test and Control respectively) remained in 5 m. mesh bags. Final

mass losses were identical in Test and Control for I -=. mesh bags, and did not

differ significantly for 5 = bags.

In our sites, turnover rates obtained by the litterbag method would be

unrealistic. Furthermore, obvious contamination of these samples with soil and

w~om casts (of D. octaedra) increasingly biases the data as time progresses.

-- Therefore, we propose that these studies not be repeated in the future, even

t:-ouz' they seem to provide a means of comparing decomposition rates in Test

and Control.

2*.' :.

5. Leaflacks

i. Methods

Methods for assembling, sampling and processing leafpacks have been described

in detail in our last report, and have remained essentially unchanged. Briefly,

six dried, pressed maple leaves are assembled per pack, placed directly on the

V soil surface, and secured by a loose hood o 2.5 cm 7esh netting which is

Dinned down. After retrieval from the field, leaves are separated from each

other and cleaned gentlv in water, oven-dried and weighed.

S-Series I leafpacks (3 subsets: sun, shade and random!., mixed leaves) was

placed in the field in November 1984. A replicate series, II, (2 subsets: sun

and shade leaves) was initiated in November of 1985.

:In addition, a number of litterpacks", consistinc of air dried, loose leaves

-wn ich were not pressed, c-nfined in 2.5 cm nettinc, .'ere set out i: November

-o- ": At the 'ime, we *.ad th:cht to uise i :~rras : ~r ntrient ana."ses,

- ,ut have since been zJna3'e t? . nt nue this ::rt' " ement. We d-d
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o evar , o b tain ma ss Ilo ss d at a atr mc nthl1-'.' n tto r --a Is ;.n 8 ap r x :-7a t e.

52"' of initial mass remained in both Test and Contr: after c nonths exosre

in the field (Fig. 58). Again, contamination w4ith so l and wcrn. casts

"rovided a source of bias. We propose to validate mass losses by washing a nunrer

,: these samples in the spring of 1987. They have been stored, dry, for that

purpose.

ii. Leafrack mass loss

', e have so far reported only the mass loss data for one site K:ontrol),

tsined from leafpack series I started in November of 198-.

7or entire packs, complete results are presented in Figs. 59 and 60.

-.:-t the second wir-ter in the field, some packs were diff :jt to retrieve

:r 'ad apparently been trampled. Wnat we could retrieve n sufficient re cat_-:.-

:rom both sites were Mixed packs (N = 1-.'site) in May of 1986. F .l1wing '.-e

second winter, approximately 4 0 remained o: initial mass (Fig. 59). Means for

Test and Contrcl differed at 0.01 P4 0.05. Circuzstantial evidence indicated

that A. icnza may have contributed to this difference by pulling leaves into

its burrows: ony in Test had entire leaves disappeared from 10 of t-e 1- packs,

n ainl' those in top and bottom positions. Over the course of tne first "-ear

Df decomposition of mixed packs, temporary differences between sites existed,

.ut mass los; endpcints were virtually identical (Fig. 59).

Sun and shade leaves of series I were sampled f 'jr times durinz 1985

Fig. 60). Like that of randomly mixed leaves, remaining mass after approximate':

one year in the field did not differ between sites.

Series II 'eafpa:k, set out November of 1?; - , consistec t sun n ae

-"-" +s.ets. W.e i-es~ sa:'l.. . rp2i3ti7f frn. ,S t: ". : > ' ' an: '-ere

--. e - to obtain a late No-e-ber ,a:1 e one J • ar ;'-e l- e

oi,

5%A
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snow cover. SIlghtlv less than 3 - .*'t ea: 7,i remaineJ at

that time, while sun leaves retained lpr.ximJev ; n'f nitial mass.

Clearly, decompcsition rates In Test and wntr. :ere equal Fg. 61).

Comparison of series I and II sun and shade leaves shows some between-year

differences as well as between-site similarities (Fig. 621. Sun leaves in both

sites lost more mass during the suzer of 1984, althcuah October sa7.ples of

series I and 11 did not differ significantly. ShaJe leaf decomposition was

essentaI3v identical in 1984 and 1985 in Contr', 'e seres I and II

:fred :2 >st during the first half of te ssi .

r- 7-as'."" ,4~e a'.e also e .rted differences in mass . - ; de enzin en position .t a

j , .e.. . ,wt.in the Fack; top and bottom leaves exoe rienced slight>y greater

.:_ . ,n i:terrediate ea'.es sees s I, C'ntr,, , a reports. in

e 'eafpacks, these relati--ips ;ere . re riahle, alth.h the sane

• "<- ral trends eMerced. in Fi. ,3, we -' rate U c a na's -served

tp. 3nd !ctt~z leaves only. in ,th sites, the -.- st 'eaves -f shade

packs, and the locwest leaves of7 sunpaks d c to a ;r. nter extent th an

their respective counterparts. Alzh ;.h the di..ence see ,ed great by ,ee.ber

Test sun, Fic. 63 ,in n ne . t! 1 3s- 1 stat:sticailv

............ . - ', we 7ote t: s -'Se i.eeeC t e- -, ruites etween s tc,.

"" ]r: irl. .. ....... the _ -e ,' r 'e.g., Fi.. F4 -z A .fftferen, ces are partlv

. •......e to- le t e" - ivua. . ' . leaf t' e ,t, easilv charac-

t? 1J 7. -1e t" 23I r e .;, ., rat> , s oar :e area aas, wn.in : .">ue to eao .eat.

............... .-.., ,t . ether with the p vsitiorof a g';'en leaf w'.th:r, a p. .ok, .:'r_',lie tt'

72,2

04

-, -- . % - * . ..... ........ ....
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-j. Statistical ".reat.ment

e are currentr: asebln a ea.:pack data f ie for %NCY , -'.h sites,

-. dates and position within the pack as main factors, and initial area: mass

ratio as the sinpgle covariate. Results will answer the following main question:

ien a certain initial area: mass ratio, willlae nagvnpsto

ex~erienze equal mass loss over time in Test and Contrcl?

De end ing on these results, the model may be Expanded to, include y'ears as

3:~?.nlmain fact.-rs, wnicn -wo7uld make it suitablIe for ev:ent-ual testin mo o

'4 ~tter -nput data, we will continue to use kNCA usin g sites and vears

7.a-:-, effe--ts, b"ased on total %.earlv litter inrut :e er r ra: N 20
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L A-STRACT

High voltage transmission lines and mag. etic fields have
een shown to affect honeybee reproduction, survival,

.rientation, and nest structure. ELF EM fields could have
similar effects on native megachilid bees.

Two species in the genus Megachile have been most
abundant in artificial nests at experimental and control
sites in Dickinson and Iron Cointies Data on their nest
architecture, nest activity, and emergence/mortality have
been collected since 1983. Five hypotheses concerning the
possible effects of ELF EM fields are considered using these
data. Although some data are not yet analyzed, what has been
analyzed shows no indication of differences between
experimental and control sites prior to operation of the ELF
antenna. A number of changes in protocol are proposed for
future research to facilitate detection of any differences
once the antenna becomes operational. Sample sizes of less
than 30 bees per site should be sufficient to detect
reasonable differences between experimental and control areas
-n future studies. Such sample sizes should not be difficult
to obtain.
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II PROJECT RATIONALE AND OVERALL OBJECTIVES.

E f fec t s o f high voltage transmission lines and
fluctuations in the earth's magnetic field have been reported
to affect honeybees (Greenberg et al. 1981; Gould 1980). In
addition, honeybees have been shown to have an organ in the
abdomen that could be used to detect the earth's magnetic
field and thus could be used as a compass in orientation
(Gould et al. 1978) Because such effects of electric and
magnetic fields have been demonstrated, it is possible that
ELF EM fields may alter a bee's ability to orient or may
otherwise affect its behavior.

Honeybees, however, are rare in the state forest where
the Michigan ELF antenna is located, and are unable to
overwinter in the harsh climate of Michigan's Upper Peninsula
(Fischer, 1983 Annual Report). Therefore, native bees are a
better choice for ecological studies of the resident bee
fauna. Native bees are particularly important in ecological
communities such as those in the vicinity of the ELF antenna
because they are pollinators of flowering plants , and are
therefore important to the reproductive success of these
plIan ts .

- With the exception of bumblebees and some halictids,
native bees are solitary, meaning that each female constructs
and provisions her own nest rather than having a special

~ -. queen caste responsible for reproduction. Solitary bees have

several advantages for ecological studies . As "mass
pr ovis ioners" , they create a discrete cell for each
offspring, and fill it with a provision mass of pollen and
nectar prior to laying the egg. The bee does not add more
provisions after the egg is laid. A series of such cells,
each with a provision mass and egg, are created in succession
by each female. The provisions that go into each cell are a
d " direct measure of parental investment in an offspring
(Strickler, 1979). The size of the adult bee that emerges
from each cell is correlated with the amount of provisions
provided it, and with the size of the cell in which the larva
develops (Krombein 1967; Klostermeyer et al. 1973; Torchio
and Tepedino 1980). However, there is a tradeoff between the
investment per offspring and the rate at which offspring are
produced. The more the bee invests per offspring (ie, the
larger the offspring) , the fewer offspring she will produce.
If bees are disoriented, agitated, or slower at foraging,
they may invest less per offspring, produce fewer offspring

-. per unit time, or both. Solitary bees are unusual in having
this direct relationship between parentak investment per
offspring, adult size, and reproductive output.

* The nesting biology of some species of so.itarv bees in

....



tne family Megachilidae is espec al Iv easy to study because
Sn eY accept artificial nests in tre field. These bees

typically nest in abandoned beetle bores -n dead logs. "Trap
nests" of drilled blocks of wood are a!so used by bees as

F nest sites. Such artificial nests can be placed in habitats

h where bees are expected to nest, in order to increase the
sW sample of nests available for study, and to standardize such

characteristics of the nest as bore depth and diameter
- (Krombein, 1967) . Trap nests are used in t he management of
. the leafcutter bee, Megachile rotundata, for pollination of

alfalfa (Hobbs, 1972). Thus there is an extensive (though
. unreviewed) literature on megachilid biology.

Research on the effects of high tens ion wires and
magnetic fields on honeybees suggests working hypotheses on
which to base our initial analyses of native bee nesting
biology. Of possible relevance to megachilid behavior are an

alleged greater tendency for dispersal, and greater levels of
activity (Wellenstein, 1973), as well as reduced reproductive
output, lower overwintering survival, and modifications of
nest structure (Greenberg et al. , 1981) when colonies were
exposed to electromagnetic fields from high voltage
transmission lines. In addition, disorientation due to
fluctuations in ELF magnetic fields is poss ible if
megachilids share the honeybee's ability to detect magnetic

fields. (Gould et al., 1978, 1980; Gould 1980; Tomlinson et

al. 198 1)
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.'I METHODS AND TYPES OF DATA COLLECTED

Tne h ypot heses d i scussed later in this report are

necessarily constrained by the types of data that have been
col lected for tne past four years . These include nest
architecture and nest orientation, emergence/ mortality data,
and nest activity. The first tw> types of data are obtained
by placing trap nests in the environment, and allowing bees
to construct nests in their choice of traps during the
summer. The following spring, various parameters of their
nest architecture are measured. Bee and parasite emergence
and larval and pupal mortality are recorded at the same time.
Nest activity data are gathered during the summer season
while the bees are constructing their nests.

Trap Nesting Methodology

Trap nests consisted of elongate white pine pieces
19x19x153 mm. drilled lengthwise to a depth of either 142mm
(smaller diameters) or 107mm (larger diameters). Six
different bore diameters were used. 'Blocks" of 12 nests,
two of each bore diameter, were bound together so that half
of the nest entrances faced one direction and the other half
faced the opposite direction (Fig. I). The bore diameters
werp arranged randomly in the blocks, with these directional

constraints.

"Hutches" consisting of a frame with four shelves and a
roof were used to hold the blocks of trap nests (Fig. 2) .
Four blocks of nests were placed randomly on each shelf,

making a total of 192 nests present at any one time. The
hutch was open on both sides, so half of the nests opened in

each direction.

Four study sites were selected in 1984 for placement of

hutches. Two are experimental sites along the ELF antenna:
Ford I and Ford 2 (FI and F2), and two are control sites:
Camp 5 and County Line (C5 an-d CL). Further information on
the study sites can be found in the 1985 annual report.

4Three sets of two hutches, making a total of six hutches were
placed at each of the four study sites. In each set of two
hutches, one hutch was oriented in a north-south direction so
that its nests open to the east or west, and one hutch was
oriented in an east-west direction so that its nests open to
the north or south. The two hutches in each set were placed
close together in edge habitats between open areas where
there are abundant flowering plants, and woods where natural
nes: constructing mattrials are available.

'When a nest was occupied by a megacnllid bee, it was

. %
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given a number that included site, hutch direction, bore
direction and shelf height. Position on the shelf and in the
block of nests was not recorded. When the nest was
completed, it was removed from the block, and replaced with a
nest of the same bore size. Completed nests were brought to
Channing to overwinter, in order to avoid vandalism and
marauding animals. Each nest was stored in a large test tube
with cloth covering the opening. Tubes were placed in wooden
boxes built to fit the hutch shelves. The following spring
tubes were checked daily for bees that had emerged from the

nest and were in the tubes. Date of emergence, species, and
sex of offspring were recorded. Finally, adult bees were

b'. released at the sites where their nest had been constructed
the previous summer. Nest architecture measurements were
sometimes made before the bees emerged and sometimes after
emergence, depending on year and species.

Bee species and sample sizes.

The five most abundant species that were found at the
study sites between 1983 and 1986 are Osmia tersula

". Cockerell, Hoplitis albifrons (Kirby), Megachile pugnata Say,

M. inermis Provander, and M. relativa Cresson. Less abundant
'e"representatives of the genera Osmia and Hoplitis also

constructed occasional nests. Tables I-4 indicate the number
of nests made by the five most abundant species each year.
Numbers of 1986 nests for each species have been estimated,
but these must overwinter before they can be opened for nest

architecture measurements and species confirmation. Also
indicated in the tables are the number of hutches for which
at least 5 nests of a given species were constructed. This
number should be compared with the total number of hutches
for the site; 6 in 1985 and 1986, fewer in 1983 and 1984 (see
top of the table) because sites were being selected and
protocol was being developed. Hypotheses about the
acceptability of different nest orientations can be tested
most easily for species with at least 5 nests in all hutches.

M. re Iat iva is the only species that consistently
constructed large numbers of nests at all sites, and that
usually had over 5 nests per hutch. Osmia, Hoplitis, M.
pugnata, and M. inermis constructed few nests at some sites,
and less than 5 nests per hutch at many hutches.
Furthermore, the Osmia and Hoplitis tend to have nests with

few cells , and are highly variable in the presence and size
Sof unoccupied interstitial, basal and vestibular spaces. This

variability will make changes due to ELF EM fields hard to
detect. Furtnermore, identification of the species that

constructed usmia and Hoplitis nests is difficult for the
untrained eye, especially if no adult bees emerge from the

* . nest n the spring.

@4
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We conclude that M. relativa is most suitable for our
analyses of nest architecture. However, we are not yet
prepared to eliminate M. inermis from our study, because most
of the nest activity data collected to date are for this
s. spec i es . M. inermis has a number of advantages for

- behavioral observations. Their large size and relatively
slow movements make them easy to observe both at the nest and
in the field. It is easy to distinguish whether they have

returned to the nest with round leaves ( for cell caps),
oblong leaves (for cells), or pollen (see "Nesting biology of
a megachilid bee", below). Furthermore, they are the only

p species that continues to forage during rain showers (V
Scott, personal communicat ion) , when the sun is obscured by
clouds. Sun compass orientation is difficult at this time so
magnetic field orientation may be important.

In our future research we propose to attempt to increase

the nesting populations of M. inermis at the control sites.

By focusing on only two species and thus using fewer bore
sizes, we will increase appropriate bore sizes for M. inermis
at the hutches. However, we doubt that appropriate bore
sizes were limiting at the hutches in the past. Observations
in previous years suggest that M. inermis accepts Circium
flowers more readily than other plant species. Members of

thi 1s genus are rare at the CL site. Transplant ing Cir c iu M
flowers may increase the M. inermis population. Addito:n-a.

bees may be introduced to the control sites from other areai
in hopes of increasing the nesting populations a
hutches. As a last resort we may consider a1:er= n '
control sites from among those that are already be:n. .--

other ELF projects.

In conclusion, our study in the future -. .
the two Megachile species, M. relativa -ind . .

. analvsis of the data for these tw: sp 7 e -

complete. This report is primaril v a .7-

of our analysis.

Nesting Biclogy of MegachIlid Bee,

M n e r m s and M
* arcnitect'are :n at n at

Seaves. H2Wever V e 7

. tnere -e a . -
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base of the first cell. Next she cuts and brings to the nest
several elongate pieces of leaf in succession. These are
used to line a tube- or cup-shaped cell that is slightly
longer than her body. Next she makes a series of pollen and
nectar foraging trips to fill the cell with the discrete
provision mass that will be the larva's food supply. When
provisioning is complete, the female lays an egg. Fertilized
eggs become a females while unfertilized eggs become males.
The female has voluntary control over the sex of the egg that
she lays (Klostermeyer and Gerber, 1970). After laying the
egg, she cuts more round leaves to cap the cell, sometimes
adding chewed leaves, sand, pebbles, or bits of wood to
separate the cells. Next she cuts more elongate leaves for
the second cell, and repeats the process. Thus a linear
series of cells is constructed in the nest bore. Typically,
the cells at the base of the nest are more likely to contain
females and the cells near the entrance are more likely to
contain males (Krombein, 1967). Since females are typically
larger than males in these bees, cells at the base of the
nest tend to be larger than cells at the entrance. When she
has completed the last cell that she is going to put in the
nest, she constructs a series of plugs of round leaves,
chewed leaves, and possibly other material. Sometimes there
are empty "vestibular" spaces between segments of plug.
Sometimes there is one long mass of plug material. There may
also be space between the outermost plug and the opening of
the nest, called an "indentation".

Each female may construct several such nests over her
life time. Some nests are abandoned before they are finished
because the bee has died, or for other unknown reasons.

Inside each cell the egg hatches, and the young larva
feeds on the provisions prepared by its mother. Both
Megachile species in our study are univoltine in Northern
Michigan, and both overwinter as prepupae. Pupation occurs
in the Spring, and the adults emerge soon after, in mid-June
at our study sites. A variety of parasites may emerge from
the cell instead of the original bee. Oviposit ion *of
parasite eggs usually occurs while the cell is being
provisioned, when the mother bee is out of the nest on a
pollen foraging trip.
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3 IV NEST ARCHITECTURE DATA

Condition of past data

1983 nest architecture for M. relativa is available on
data sheets and was entered into the computer before the
recovery team began work. The computer files are being

_U edited so that they are in the same format as the 1985 data
(see below), as far as is possible. The original 1983 nest
architecture data sheets for M. inermis have been lost.

Some 1984 nest architecture for the Megachile species
is on data sheets, but much is incomplete and unverified.
The reliability of cell sizes and species identifications are
considered to be low for many of these nests because of the
inexperience of the individual who filled out the original
data sheets. No measurements were taken on many of the nests,
and no emergence data were taken on others. The original
nests from which architecture data were measured have been
lost or discarded. If information is retrievable from the
1984 data on Megachile nest architecture, it will be analyzed
at a later date.

Although emergence from 1985 nests was recorded in early
summer of 1986, nest architecture mea. irements were not made
until November and December, 1986. These data were added to
the computer data base in January, and were analyzed in

, February and March. 1985 nests for M. inermis have not yet
been measured.

Nests constructed in 1986 will not be opened until the
spring of 1987, so no data are yet available about their nest
architecture.

Measurement
Three people measured the 1985 M. relativa cells. Each

person measured every third nest so that any biases in

measurement would be distributed evenly between sites and
dates.

Nests were split open lengthwise with a chisel. Non-
reproductive spaces (basal space, vestibular spaces,
associated caps, nest plugs, and indentation) were measured
with the cells intact. Each cell was then removed and
measured from the base of the cell to the position of the
outermost leaf in the cell cap (Fig. 4). Since nest
architecture measurements for 1985 nests were taken after
emergence, most cell caps had been destroyed and were not
measurable, although a ring of leaf indicated where the cell

- .p p
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cap had ended, even if the cap itself was not present. If
the occupant died before emergence, then the cell space and
cell cap were measured separately (Fig. 4).

Cell volumes were calculated using cell length and bore
diameter measurements, and assuming that the cells were
cylindrical.

Hypotheses involving nest architecture data.

Hypothesis i: The average size (length and volume) of cells
for each offspring, and/or the average number of cells
produced per nest will be altered by exposure to KLF
electromagnetic fields.

Rationale

Honeybee reproductive output decreased on exposure to
high voltage transmission lines (Greenberg, et al., 1981).
ELF fields may have a similar effect on megachilids. The ELF
electromagnetic fields may affect both cell size and nest
architecture in various ways. For example, if bees are
disoriented by the fields, they may gather resources (leaves,
pollen) more slowly when exposed to the fields than when not
exposed. As a result, they may produce new cells at a slower
rate, or they may produce smaller cells.

Previous stdies have found that the weight of offspring
of the generalist megachilid, Osmia tersula, is lower if
their cells were produced late in the season rather than
early in the season (Torchio and Tepedino, 1980). This
species also showed an increase in the proportion of male
offspring (the smaller sex) produced late in the season. A
reduction in offspring size late in the season is thought to
be related to reduced foraging rates due to aging of the bee
(Torchio and Tepedino, 1980, Tepedino and Torchio, 1982).
Similarly, ELF EM fields may slow the foraging of M. relativa
and M. inermis, resulting in smaller bees produced in smaller
cells. A size reduction could affect cells with offspring of
both sexes, or it could reflect the production of a greater
proportion of male offspring, for species with smaller males
than females.

In contrast to the generalist megachilids, the pollen

specialist Hoplitis anthocopoides did not show a reduction in

offspring weight late in the season, in spite of reduced
foraging rates (Strickler , 1982). Rather, it was
hypothesized that slower foraging rates led to fewer
offspring per nest late in the season as compared with early
in the season for this species. Similarly, M. relativa and
M. inermis may produce fewer cells per nest in response to
slow foraging rates due to ELF EM fields.



In testing hypothesis I we are interested first in
determining whether there are differences between
experimental and control sites in cell lengths, cell volumes,
and number of cells per nest. Ideally, we hope to find no
differences between experimental and control sites, and
between years, before the ELF antenna is operational. Then,
if significant differences between experimental and control
sites do appear after the antenna is turned on, we can
attribute these differences to the effect of ELF EM fields.
Secondarily, we will examine the contribution of a number of

other factors such as nest diameter, date that the nest was
begun, and the offspring's sex, to the variance in cell
length and volume. Ideally, we hope to find some
contribution of these factors to variability in cell lengths,
cell volume, and cells per nest before the ELF antenna is
operational. If factors such as aging of the bee or sex
ratio contribute to the variance now, then changes in these
factors due to ELF EM fields are possible. Such changes will
be the underlying cause of differences between treatment and
control sites in cell length, cell volume, and cells per
nest. For example, if sex of offspring contributes
significantly to the variance in cell lengths before the
antenna is operational, then cell lengths could decrease
after the antenna is operational because a higher proportion
of male offspring are produced. An understanding of the
contribution of a variety of factors to the variance in cell
lengths, cell volume, and cells per nest will also help us

Qdecide whether changes in protocol are needed in future
seasons.

Results: Cell lengths and cell volumes.

Analysis of variance was used to test for the
significance of a variety of factors on cell lengths and cell
volumes from all 1985 M. relativa nests. These factors were
nest diameter, experimental vs. control areas ("exp"), site
nested within experimental or control areas ("site[exp]"),
complete vs. incomplete nests, date on which nest was begun
("date begun"), number of cells per nest, and cell order. In
addition, we considered two factors that relate to our
measurement techniques: person measuring (doneby), and
whether or not a cap was included in the measurement of celllength (caplflg). Incomplete cells (cells for which a cap
was not constructed) were eliminated from the analysis. Our

, first analysis treated each cell as an independent
measurement. This allowed us to test whether cell order
contributes significantly to the variance in cell lengths and
volumes as would be expected if females are more often found
in basal cells than are males. We used the GLM procedure of
SAS to calculate Type IV mean squares; all variables used
overall model error as the error term except exp, which used

-L.ma .- ,.P*,z,~
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site[exp] mean square as an error term.

All factors contributed significantly to the variance in
cell length except experimental vs. control sites, and
complete vs. incomplete nests (Table 5). The same was true
for cell volume, except that number of cells per nest was
also not significant. Because experimental and control sites
were not significantly different, we are encouraged that
differences between the two types of sites after the antenna
is operational will be attributable to ELF EM fields. We
caution, however, that it will be necessary to analyze nest
architecture results from 1983 and 1986 to be sure that
experimental vs. control sites consistently show no
significant differences in cell lengths and volumes.

The effect of bore diameter

The overall variability in both cell length and volume
is low (CV < 10% of the mean). More of the variance in cell
volumes than in cell lengths was explained by the factors
tested (r2  a .89 and .23 respectively). This difference is
primarily due to the greater correlation of nest diameter
with cell volume than with cell length, as illustrated for
basal cells (CI) in Figures 5 and 6.

In 1985 M. relativa constructed nests in bores made with
four different drill bit sizes. Nest diameters varied
considerably within a bore size, so that bore sizes overlap
in actual diameters. Though nests of a given bore size were
all drilled with a bit of the same diameter, the actual bore
diameters can vary somewhat in the drilling process, and may
change due to shrinkage or expansion of the wood when exposed
to the elements. Figure 6 indicates the distribution of bore
diameters used by M. relativa for each bore size (note that
bore sizes are not ordered by mean bore diameter; size 3 is
supposed to be a larger diameter than bore size 5. The few
nests made in bore size 3 were in bores that overlapped in
diameter with bore size 5).

The distribution of bore diameters used (all sites
combined) was skewed slightly toward larger sizes (Figure 7).
This is probably because a bee can always use a nest that has
a larger diameter than her body, but not one that has a
smaller diameter than her body. Bore diameters between 4.75
and 6.25mm appear to be most acceptable to M. relativa
(Figure 7). Bore size 4, made with a bit 5.6 mm in diameter,
encompasses this range. In future research we will restrict
ourselves to nests of bore size 4 for attracting M. relativa.
Nests of bore size 7, made with a bit 11.1 mm in diameter,
(the largest size) will also be used for attracting M.
inermis. Variability should be reduced by providing nests of
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only one bore size for each species.

3 The weak negative correlation between nest diameter and
cell length, and the strong positive correlation between nest
diameter and cell volume suggest that cell lengths are more

Ror less constant, whereas cell volumes increase with
increasing bore diameter. We hypothesize that a bee uses her
body length as a guide for cell size. In the next fiel
season we may try to test this hypothesis by correlating wing

AP length or head width (which scale with body size) of mother
bees that are constructing nests with the length of the cells
in the nest.

If cell length determines cell size, then why study
cell volume? This depends on whether the provisions in a
cell (and thus offspring size) correlate best with cell
length or with cell volume. The easiest way to answer this

question is to weigh the bees that emerge from each cell and
correlate these weights with both length and volume of the
cell from which the bee emerged. While some data on
offspring weights were taken in past years for M. relativa
and M. inermis, these cannot always be correlated with a
specific cell. To make such a correlation will require
keeping individual cells separate for emergence, so that
offspring weights and cell lengths can be matched. This will
be possible if nests are measured shortly before emergence,
and if each cell is kept separate for emergence. In the

future, instead of measuring nests after emergence as we have
done with the 1985 nests, we propose returning the nests to
the laboratory in late spring, about three weeks before
emergence, in order to get nest measurements. Cells will be
separated, leaving the leaf lining intact to minimize
mortality due to handling. Each cell will be measured,
weighed, and then stored separately in a vial until the bee
or parasite emerges. Species and sex of the adult will be
recorded before release at the appropriate field site. The
leaf remains of cells from which Megachile emerged will then
be reweighed. The difference in weights before and after
emergence will estimate the weight of the bee that emerged,
without unduly stressing the bee.

AThe effect of including vs. excluding cell cap length

Cells with cell caps included were slightly (but
significantly) longer on average than cells with cell caps
excluded. However, summing the cell and cap lengths for

cells with caps excluded yielded total lengths that are
slightly longer and more variable than cells measured with
cell caps included. This is because there are two
measurement errors in the summed length, but only one
measurement error for cells measured with caps included. In
the future cells will always be measured so that cap length
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is included. Caps will be measured separately if present
(Figure 8).

The effect of cell order

As mentioned earlier, trap nesting species usually
produce cells that contain females near the base of the nest
(inner cells) and cells that contain males near the entrance
(outer cells). In species with males smaller than females,
the outer cells tend to be smaller than the inner cells. A
few known exceptions to this pattern are species with
territorial males that are larger than the females. In such
species, inner cells tend to contain males and outer cells
tend to contain females.

Based on a few weights of offspring from previous years,
M. relativa females are 1.4 fold larger than males (Table 6).
Larger female cells at the base of the nest could explain the
significant contribution of cell order to variance in cell
lengths and volumes (Table 5). M. inermis shows more size
dimorphism than does M. relativa so cell order should
contribute more to variance in cell length and volume for
the larger species than for the smaller.

Duncan's multiple range test was performed on mean cell
length for cells in different positions within the nest
(Table 7) The basal cell (CI) is significantly larger than
the 10th cell (CIO), but intermediate cell lengths were not
significantly different. CI had the highest proportion of
female offspring of all the cells (Table 8).

Number of nests to detect differences in cell lengths and
volumes.

In order to estimate the number of nests needed to
detect differences between experimental and control sites in
cell lengths and volumes, we calculated an ANOVA on mean cell
length or volume per nest, weighted by the inverse of
standard error per nest. If a nest consisted of only one
cell, the inverse of the overall standard error of the model
was used as a weighting factor. We restricted this analysis

to nests in bore size 4 and cells with caps included in the
length so that these data would be most comparable with our
future protocol. Nest diameter contributed significantly to
variance in mean cell lengths and volumes per nest, in spite
of the reduced range of diameters tested (Table 9). No other
variables made a significant contribution to variance.

Using a CV of 8.5 mm (Table 9, cell volumes), we
estimate that 24 nests for both the experiment and control
areas will be required to detect a 10% change in cell length
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with a power of .9 and an of .01. We should be able to3 reach this sample size for M. relativa.

A 10% change in cell length amounts to slightly over a
millimeter. This value needs to be compared with the
accuracy with which cells can be measured. Mean cell length
differed between people by as much as .5 mm., a difference
that contributed significantly to variability in cell lengths
and volumes (Table 9, doneby). A change in cell length due
to ELF EM fields will have to be greater than this to be
considered biologically relevant. However, within and
between person variability is needed for a better estimate of
measurement errors. A sample of cells from the 1986 nests
will each be measured several times by the same person and by
different people. Thus we will be able to obtain estimates
of within and between person measurement error. A change in
cell length or cell volume between treatment and control
sites will not be considered significant unless it is greater
than the sum of the within and between person measurement
errors.

Sex of the offspring

The sex of the M. relativa offspring that emerged from a
given cell is known only for a limited number of cells.
These cells were tested with an ANOVA, treating each cell as
an independent measure. Offspring's sex does not contribute
significantly to the variance in either cell length or volume
(Table 10), although cell order does. We will be interested
to see if this result is true of the 1986 nests, and for M.
inermis, which has greater sexual dimorphism in size.

Date that the nest was begun

Mean cell length and volume for a nest is not
significantly affected by date that the nest was begun (Table
9). If foraging rate is lower late in the season than early,
there does not appear to be any associated change in mean
cell length and volume between nests. We will be interested
to see if such an effect appears after the ELF antenna is
operational, or if it exists for M. inermis.

Results: Number of cells per nest

• AMean number of cells per nest in complete nests in bore
size 4 was twice the mean number in incomplete nests (4.5 vs.
2.2). The distribution of number of cells per nest for
complete and incomplete nests is given in Table 12. A chi-
square test of categorical data was used to determine if
exp. , site [exp I, or date ("early", before July 20; and
"late", July 20 or later) had significantly different
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distributions of cells per complete nest (bore size 4 only).
None of these factors were significant (Table 13). Mean
cells per nest for these different categories varied from
close to 7 to just under 3 (Table 14), suggesting that it
will be difficult to detect significant differences in the
distribution of cells per nest for control and experimental
sites, unless these differences are substantial.

Incomplete nests, by definition, do not have a full
complement of reproductive cells, so we have not included
them in our analysis of cells per nest. In the future,
however, we may wish to compare the relative proportions of
complete vs. incomplete nests in treatment vs. control sites,
and early vs late season. Table 15 summarizes these
proportions for the 1985 M. relativa data.

Hypothesis 2. Bees will sake thicker cell caps and nest caps
when exposed to ELF fields, or they will increase the
proportion of nest space that is not devoted to reproduction.

Rationale

Honeybees increased the amount of propolis at their nest
entrances under high voltage transmission lines, presumably
in response to stress connected with electric fields at the
nest entrance (Greenberg et al, 1981). This suggests the
possibility that megachilid bees will respond to disturbance
from ELF fields by increasing the amount of nest lining
material in the bores. This may be reflected in larger cells
(tested in hypothesis I), increased cell cap length, and/or
increased nest plug length. More generally, there could be
an increase in the nest space that does not include cells for
offspring (ie. basal and vestibular spaces, nest plugs and
indentations).

This hypothesis has not yet been tested. The sample
size for cell cap length is considerably smaller than the
sample size for cell length because most cell caps were
destroyed when the bees emerged. We will use a nested ANOVA
to test for differences between experimental and control
sites in cell cap length of cells in which the occupant died,
and in nest plug length. Differences between treatment and
control sites in proportion of non-reproductive nest space
will be tested using a Chi square contingency table.

Hypothesis 3. The relative acceptability of nests oriented
in a NS direction vs. nests oriented in an EW direction may
change when bees are exposed to ELF fields.
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3 The matched directional placement of the hutches and
nest openings is meant to allow us to detect preferences for
nest direction in the bees. Since honeybees may use the
earth's magnetic field under special circumstances to orient
their comb (reviewed in Gould, 1980), it is possible that the
fluctuating ELF magnetic fields could disturb any direction
preference that megachilids normally have, or could cause the
appearance of a preference for certain directions in order to
reduce disturbance by the fields.

Comparisons of the relative acceptability of different
nest orientations requires testing for independence of
discrete categorical data (eg. Chi square) and generally
requires a minimum of 5 nests from each hutch. Differences
other than direction between pairs of hutches must be
minimized for this analysis to be valid. For example, solar
radiation and temperature exposures should be the same in all
directions, and both hutches should be sufficiently close
that resource availability is the same for bees in both
hutches.
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IV NEST 
ACTIVITY 

DATA

3Measurement
Every year since 1983, one or more observers have

gathered data on behavior of individual bees at the nest. Of
particular relevance is the timing and sequence of foraging
trips for different nesting materials, and the time spent in
the nest manipulating these materials. In this report we
focus on the collection of round pieces of leaf (LO), the

collection of elongate pieces of leaf (LR, because the leaf

pieces are rolled under the bee's body), and the collection
of pollen (P). Usually the observer watched a single bee for

several days in succession, until the nest was complete.
This protocol generated a great deal of information on the
variability in behavior within a bee, but less information on
between-bee variability. As will be discussed in the results

section, a different protocol that maximizes the number of
bees observed will be recommended for future research.

Because behavior of insects is often affected by such

environmental factors as temperature and wind speed, foraging

*trip durations could be correlated with weather conditions.
Air temperature, relative humidity, solar radiation,
rainfall, barometric pressure, wind direction, and wind speed
have been monitored automatically with Model TI-5X

instrumentation modules at one experimental and one test
site. The instrumentation did not always function properly.
The project recovery staff has not had time to evaluate the

availability of these data, or to attempt the appropriate
correlations. We will, however, discuss possible changes in
environmental monitoring in our future research efforts.

Condition of the data

Five notebooks of nest activity data taken by four
'different observers from 1984 - 1986 have been transcribed to

the computer. Three more notebooks of activity data from 1983
have not yet been analyzed. The five notebooks that we have
transcribed thus far give us a good idea of how to sample

nest activity next summer.

Table 16 indicates the number of bees that were observed

during each year at each site, and the numbers of LO, LR, and
P collecting trips that were timed at each site. Few bees
were studied at any one site or in any year, although
numerous individual durations were collected for most bees

qJ studied.

Hypothesis 4. The duration of a leaf-foraging trip changes

when bees are exposed to ELF electromagnetic fields.
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Rationale

Honeybee activity allegedly increased under high voltage
electromagnetic fields (Wellenstein, 1973). If ELF fields
cause a similar effect on megachilid bees, the time of leaf-
and pollen-foraging trips might decrease. Alternatively, if
bees become disoriented or agitated in the field, their
foraging trips may increase in duration.

Leaf- foraging trips for M. inermis and M. relativa are
easy to recognize behaviors on the order of a minute in
duration. Many of these trips are taken in succession, so
within and between bee variability can be analyzed, and a
potentially large sample of leaf collecting trips can be
timed.

Weather may also affect leaf and pollen collecting trip
durations. Ideally, these nest activity data should be
correlated with weather parameters using a canonical
correlation technique to see if weather contributes

, significantly to variability in trip durations. If so, we
will have to restrict observation periods to a suitable range
of weather conditions, and/or carefully monitor these
conditions and incorporate them as covariates in our analysis
of trip durations so that changes in weather do not confound
differences between control and experimental sites.

Results

Median durations for LO, LR, and P collecting trips, and
median durations of times in the nest after these collecting
trips, are given in Table 17. The distributions of durations
of a given type of collecting trip (LO, LR, or P) and the
durations of times in the nest after a collecting trip, are
skewed, with a wide tail that may include very long durations
(Figs. 10-12). We attempted to normalize these distributions
with a log, a log-log, or a square root transformation. Only
the LO durations were adequately normalized by a log-log
transformation (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, P>0.15) Transformed
LO durations were tested using a "repeated testing of
individuals" ANOVA model with weighted residual sum of
squares (Sokal and Rohlf 1969) to minimize the effect of
significant heterogeneity. No significant differences
between years , time of day, or date were found for LO

. durations (Table 18) . We believe that the small number of
bees sampled and the high variability between bees has made
it difficult to detect significant effects of these
variables. There were not enough degrees of freedom to test
for differences between experimental and control areas, or
sires nested within experimental and control areas.
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Using the coefficient of variation estimated in the
ANOVA, we calculate that we can detect a 2.0 (or .5) fold
change in the average LO duration with a power of .5 with a
sample of 60 bees. A 3 (or .33) fold change in LO duration
requires timing 27 bees. As can be seen in tables 3 and 4, 60
or more M. relativa nests were constructed at most sites in
both 1985 and 1986, when a full compliment of 6 hutches were
present. If these samples sizes persist, it should be
possible to get adequate timings to detect the 2.0/.5 fold

changes. For M. inermis, it may be difficult to find
adequate bees to detect a 2.0/.5 fold change. Our hope is
that we can increase M. inermis sample size at each control

,. site so that at least a tripling of LO durations can be

detected. We believe that even a tripling of the LO
durations is worth testing for, because this reflects an
increase of only 80 seconds in the LO trip duration. Such an

" increase might occur if the ELF EM fields cause even a small
disorientation in foraging bees. Further refinement of our
analysis (eg., including effects of weather) should increase
our ability to detect differences between treatment and
control sites.

We are continuing to search for a transformation that
will normalize the other durations that have been measured,
or a nonparametric test that we can use to analyze LR and P
durations. It may be impossible to normalize much of these
data, because bees are involved in more than one activity
while they are out of the nest on foraging trips . For
example, a bee leaving the nest while constructing a cell may

-. first visit a few flowers to feed on nectar and then may cut

a leaf and return to the nest. On other occasions she may
spend time grooming or sunning herself before cutting a leaf
for the cell. On still other occasions she may combine all
three behaviors. She may cut the first leaf that she lands
on, or she may test several leaves before cutting the piece
that she finally brings back to the nest. The observers

sitting at the nest have no way of knowing what the bee is
doing while she is out of the nest, except that she returned
with a piece of cut leaf. The duration of any one of these
behaviors may be normally or log-normally distributed, but
the sum of the durations of trips involving different
combinations of these behaviors is not.

LO trips, whose durations are normalized by a log-log
transformation, probably involve fewer extraneous behaviors
than do LR and P trips. This is because most round leaves are

" collected just after the bee lays an egg, to cap the cell.
T h e cap must be put in place rap idly t o reduce the

probability that a parasite will find the nest, so the bee is
less likely to spend time drinking nectar or sunning before
she returns with the cut leaf. However, round leaves are

* -"also cut for nest plugs. Round leaves for a nest plug do not

V%
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have to be put in the nest as hastily as round leaves in a
cell cap. In our analysis we did not distinguish between
durations of trips to collect round leaves for cell caps and
nest plugs, because we did not anticipate that differences
might exist. The information required to make this
distinction is available in our original data notebooks, but
is not yet on the computer. We intend to separate these
two types of LO durations in the near future to see if
durations of LO trips for cell caps are less variable than
are durations of LO trips for nest plugs.

Some of the variability in durations of foraging trips

and subsequent activity in the nest may be explained by
differences in weather conditions. We have not yet had time
to correlate nest activity with weather conditions. Duration
of foraging trips should vary with time of day and/or time
during the season if temperature affects foraging durations.
No significant effects of time of day were seen in our ANOVA
analysis of the LO durations. Such an effect ought to be
discernable for within-bee samples, for which there are
abundant data available. In contrast, LR durations may vary
somewhat with time of day. Trip durations are more variable
between 12:00 and 18:00, with most of the shortest durations
taking place in that interval (Fig. 6).

It is clear that the protocol for measuring nest
activity must change in our next field season. We will be
more systematic in sampling equally over all locations, times
of day and times of season than has been the case in previous
years. Instead of timing a single bee for several days in
succession, we will try to maximize the number of bees timed
per day. Because variability in LO durations is greater
between bees than within bees, we feel it would be better to
time many bees on one LO trip per bee than a few bees on many

1 LO trips per bee. In fact, since both LO durations and LR
durations are rapid, and several take place in succession, it
will not be difficult to time several such trips in
succession for each bee. We will, however, reduce the length
of time spent observing any one bee. Such data should allow
us to analyze within and between bee variability in LO and LR
durations much better than the current data available to us.

Because the duration of pollen collecting trips is much
greater than the duration of leaf collecting trips, we will
give preference to timing leaf collecting trips. If bees are
disoriented by the ELF antenna, the effect is more likely to

%i be detected for leaf collecting trips than for pollen
collecting trips. A disoriented bee might be a few minutes
late returning to the nest. This could increase the duration
of leaf collecting trips several fold, but would have an

insignificant effect on the duration of pollen collecting

t-o
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trips. Furthermore, the duration of pollen collecting trips
depends on the condition and abundance of flower resources,
which can vary considerably from year to year . Without a
good measure of resource availability, the variability of
pollen collecting trips will be difficult to interpret.

While we have not yet tried to correlate trip durations
with weather data, we expect to encounter problems. Ambient
monitoring devices were present at only one experimental and
one control site. They were not necessarily close to the
hutches. Thus temperature and solar radiation may not be
accurate for the hutch where nest activity was being

V measured. In the next field season we will take temperature
readings, and note whether the nest entrance is in sun or
shade, prior to timing each bee. Ambient monitoring devices
will continue to provide us with rainfall, wind speed,
barometric pressure and relative humidity (assuming the
equipment works properly).

Hypothesis 5. The time to construct a cell or a cell cap,
and the number of leaf trips per cell or cell cap change when
bees are exposed to ELF fields.

Rationale

Disorientation in the field or in the nest, or the
attempt to pad a cell with extra leaves, will be reflected in
the time to construct a cell and number of leaf trips per
cell. The construction of a cell usually takes an hour or
two. Sample sizes for these parameters will be smaller than
for individual trip durat ions, but could s t il l be
sufficiently large for analysis.

Results

There are fewer durations of cell and cell cap
construction, or pollen provisioning than of the individual
trips that make up these durations. These durations consist
of the sum of a number of individual leaf or pollen
collecting trips, as well as some trips in which nothing

, . visible is brought back to the nest, or in which wood, sand,
or other materials are brought to the nest. There are
problems determining when the construction of a cap ends and

_ 9. the construction of a cell begins. Occasionally the observer
* misses the return or departure of a bee. Also, if the

construction or provisioning of a cell is interrupted by
- nightfall, the observer may miss a trip or two after leaving

for the evening, or before returning in the morning. Thus,
" the time to construct cells or cell caps, and the time to

4. provision a cell can usually only be approximated, and is
often somewhat underestimated.

V-
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Those times that could be estimated from the activity
data are summarized in Table 19. The duration of cell cap
construction was estimated from the time that the bee left
the nest to collect the first LO leaf after laying its egg,
until the time that the bee left the nest to collect the
first LR leaf for constructing the cell. Although some of
the LO leaves brought into the nest may be part of the next
cell's base rather than the previous cell's cap, we could not
(and thus did not) try to separate them. Only LO leaves
brought into the nest during this time were included in our
counts of LOs in the cell cap. The duration of cell
construction was estimated from the time that the bee left
the nest to collect the first LR leaf until the time that the
bee left the nest to collect the first load of pollen. One
to four LO leaves may be included in this cell, but were not
counted among the number of LR leaves used in constructing
the cell. The duration of pollen provisioning was estimated
from the time that the bee left the nest to collect the first
pollen load until the time that the bee left the nest to
collect the first LO leaf for the cell cap. This includes
the time to lay the egg. When nightfall interrupted
construction or provisioning, the last time given in the
evening, and the first time in the morning were used as
ending and starting points respectively for each portion of
the total duration.

While these data suggest some interesting differences in
the way that the two species of bees partition their time and
pollen resources among offspring (Table 19), the paucity of
data, the long time commitment required to collect it, and
the high variability, suggest that it will be very difficult
to detect differences in construction and provisioning
durations due to ELF EM fields. On the other hand, the
number of LR leaves that are used to construct a cell may be
sufficiently constant to permit detection of differences due
to ELF EM fields. Rather than obtain this information from
direct observation of foraging bees, we propose to count LR
leaves per cell in a sample of nests at the time that they
are being measured for nest architecture data. This will
allow us to gather data on more cells than we can obtain by
direct observation.
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5V EMERGENCE DATA

Hypothesis 6. Overvintering survival of megachilid bees is
lower when exposed to ELF fields.

Rationale and Discussion

High voltage transmission wires lower the overwintering
survival of honeybee colonies (Greenberg et al., 1981). We
would like to test for a similar effect in megachilid bees.
Ideally, we would like to compare control and experimental

- sites in the proportion of cells that suffer various sources
of mortality (parasitism, death of eggs, larvae, pupae, and
adults) and the proportion that molt to the adult stage and
emerge. This involves examining emergence data for the
nests. However, the current experimental design presents
some problems with testing the hypothesis. In previous
winters, nests have overwintered in Channing, rather than at
field sites. Therefore, we have no baseline data about
overwintering survival at the field sites. Furthermore,

OV parasitism rates seem to be high in many nests. The hutch
design creates nesting aggregations which tend to attract
more parasites than would isolated nests (see Eickwort,
1973). Sites with the greatest bee populations at the nests
may have proportionally greater parasitism rates.
Furthermore, parasitism might increase from year to year as
the nesting aggregations remain in the same place. The
greater the parasitism rate, the fewer bees that are expected
to emerge, or that might show overwintering mortality.

We are still considering how to overcome these problems
in our future research. Since parasitism usually takes place
during the summer months, any cells that yield parasites give
us no information about overwintering survivorship of
Megachile. Thus we tentatively propose to focus our analysis
on the relative proportions of Megachile adults (including
those that die in the nest, since molting takes place in the
spring, and dead adults were live prepupae that survived the
wintered to become adults), dead Megachile pupae (which died

K in the spring), dead prepupae (which died between late summer
and spring), and dead larvae and eggs (which died during the
summer). We will analyze data from past years to determine
whether site had an effect on mortality of the larval stages
that died at the site where the nest was constructed vs.

N prepupae, pupae and adult stages that died at Channing. In
future years we will leave at least half of the nests at the
site where they were constructed in order to expose the nests
to ELF EM fields over the winter.
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We have intentionally left out of our working
hypotheses, any mention of a change in bee population levels
due to ELF. While we recognize that population dynamics have
been a major focus of most other ELF ecological monitoring
projects, we believe that it would be a mistake to put much
emphasis on the effects of ELF on overall megachilid bee
populations. As mentioned in previous annual reports, and as
shown in Tables 1-4 the sites differ in both quantity and
composition of floral resources, and in the numbers of nests
used by different species of bees. Without quantitative data
on floral resources, it is impossible to explain differences
in bee populations between sites. Furthermore, the
availability of artificial nests will itself change the
population we are trying to measure.

To avoid dealing with these problems, we feel that it is
best not to view the project as a study of the effect of ELF
on population changes, but rather as a study of the effects
of ELF on individual behavior and individual reproductive
output. Population levels at the different sites and hutches
are important principally to insure that adequate sample
sizes can be collected to be able to detect changes in
behavior due to ELF electromagnetic fields.

kit-
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VI SUMMARY

3Studies of the effects of high voltage transmission
lines and magnetic fields in honeybees suggest several ways
that solitary megachilid bees might be affected by ELF
electromagnetic fields. In particular, honeybees show

P. greater levels of activity, reduced reproductive output,
lower overwintering survival and modifications of nest
structure in response to high voltage transmission lines. In
addition, honeybees can detect magnetic fields and may use
them in orientation. ELF EM fields may affect megachilid
bees in similar ways.

Megachilid bees are particularly well suited for this
study. Their investment per offspring and reproductive
output per nest are easy to measure because they provide each
offspring with a discrete cell, and because they readily nest
in artificial nests. Three types of data have been gathered
in past years: Nest architecture, nest act ivity, and
emergence/mortality.

Two abundant species at the experimental and control
i sites, both in the genus Megachile, are the focus of our

analysis. These species differ in size and degree of sexual
dimorphism. Thus, they may be impacted differently by ELF EM
fields .

Three hypotheses regarding the impact of ELF EM fields
on nest architecture are being tested:

Hypothesis I: The average size (length and volume) of cells
for each offspring, and/or the average number of cells
produced per nest will be altered by exposure to ELF
electromagnetic fields.

Hypothesis 2. Bees will make thicker cell caps and nest caps
when exposed to ELF fields, or they will increase the
proportion of nest space that is not devoted to reproduction.

Hypothesis 3. The relative acceptability of nests oriented
in a NS direction vs. nests oriented in an EW direction may
change when bees are exposed to ELF fields.

Only 1985 data for M. relativa has been analyzed thus
far. These data suggest that, prior to the ELF antenna
becoming operational, there are no significant differences
between experimental and control sites in cell length and
volume. Fewer nest diameters will be made available in
future years, in order to reduce variability and increase
sample sizes of the bee species under study. A sample of 24
nests per site will be sufficient to detect a 10% change in
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cell length (mean approx. IImm) with a power off .9 and an
of .05.

No significant differences between experimental and
control sites were detected in number of cells per nest.
However, it is difficult to estimate the number of nests
required to detect a specific change in the number of cells
per nest.

We have not yet analyzed the data to test hypotheses 2
and 3.

Two hypotheses regarding nest activity are being tested:

Hypothesis 4. The duration of a leaf-foraging trip changes
when bees are exposed to ELF electromagnetic fields.

Hypothesis 5. The time to construct a cell or a cell cap,
and the number of leaf trips per cell or cell cap change when
bees are exposed to ELF fields.

The duration of round-leaf collecting trips (used in the
construction of cell caps) was examined in detail.
Variability between bees was greater than variability within
bees. Because small numbers of bees were tested, it was
impossible to test for differences between experimental and
control sites or between years. However, we estimate that 27
bees per site must be timed to detect a tripling of the 40 s.
leaf collecting trip wich a power of .5 and an of .05.
This magnitude of change is possible if bees are disoriented
by ELF EM fields.

The e f fort required to gather dat the time to
construct a cell or cell cap is too great be worthwhile.
However, in the future we will count the nuw .. f leaves per
cell (after recording nest architecture and emergcnce data)
to estimate number of trips required per cell.

One hypothesis concerning emergence and mortality data
has not yet been analyzed:

Hypothesis 6. Overwintering survival of megachilid bees is
lower when exposed to ELF fields.

In the past, all nests were overwintered at Channing,
but in future years at least half of the nests will
overwinter at the site where they were constructed. We are
particularly interested in mortality of the prepupal stage,
the stage in which the bee overwinters.
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TABLE I: Total number of nests of the five most abundant bee
species at each site. (Numbers in parenthesis indicate
number of hutches with more than five nests of a given
species. This should be compared with the total no. of
hutches at the site.)

19 8 3 a

Control Sites Test Sites

Site Camp County Ford I Ford 2
5 Line (north) (south)

No. hutches 0 2 4 4

Spec ies

0. tersula NA NA NA

H. albifrons NA NA NA

M. pugnata NA NA NA

M. inermis NA NA NA

M. relativa 34 b  136 24 b

(2) (4) (3)

aData sheets are only available for M. relativa

bOnly nests constructed late in the season were collected at

these sites

-
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TABLE 2: Total number of nests of the five most abundant bee
species at each site. (Numbers in parenthesis indicate
number of hutches with more than five nests of a given
species. This should be compared with the total no. of
hutches at the site.)

19 8 4 a

Control Sites Test Sites

Site Camp County Ford I Ford 2
5 Line (north) (south)

No. hutches 4 4 4 4

Species

0. tersula 7 24 17 27
(0) (3) (2) (3)

H. albifrons 19 22 NAb 42
(2) (2) (3)

M. pugnata 3 10 15 42
(0) (I) (2) (2)

M. inermis 6 1 1 90 109
I ) I ) (3) (4)

M. relativa 17 30 43 44
(2) (3) (4) (4)

aNumbers for Megachile spp . are based on unconfirmed

identifications.

bData not yet on the computer.
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TABLE 3: Total number of nests of the five most abundant bee
species at each site. (Numbers in parenthesis indicate
number of hutches with more than five nests of a given
species. This should be compared with the total no. of
hutches at the site.)

1985

Control Sites Test Sites

Site Camp County Ford I Ford 2
5 Line (north) (south)

No. hutches 6 6 6 6

*Species

0. tersula 13 10 7 3
(1) (0) (0) (2)

H. albifrons 16 18 14 80
(I)(5)

M. pugnata II 10 31 113
(i) (0) (3) (6)

M. inermis 32 22 232 136
(3) (2) (6) (6)

M. relativa 61 87 96 132
(5) (6) (6) (6)

'-

V.
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TABLE 4: Total number of nests of the five most abundant bee
species at each site. (Numbers in parenthesis indicate
number of hutches with more than five nests of a given
species. This should be compared with the total no. of
hutches at the site.)

1986 a

Control Sites Test Sites

Site Camp County Ford I Ford 2
5 Line (north) (south)

No. hutches 6 6 6 6

'" Species

Osmia spp. 25 20 17 16
(2) (2) (2) (I)

Hoplitis spp. 1I 23 6 38
(0) (3) (0) (5)

M. pugnata 15 9 12 123
(2) (0) (0) (6)

M. inermis 16 3 50 80
(2) (0) (3) (5)

M. relativa 69 72 52 123
(6) (6) (5) (6)

aNumbers for all species based on unconfirmed

identifications.

41i
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TABLE 5: ANOVA of all cells from 1985 M. relativa nests.

* CELL LENGTHS

Source of variation df 55 F P)F

Diameter 1 70.7 76. 16*** 0.000 1

Exp 1 3.5 0.27 0.6569

site [exp] 2 26.3 14. 1S*** 0.0001

Complete vs.
incomplete 1 0.9 0.97 0.3246

3Doneby 3 38.8 13.92*** 0.0001

Date begun 1 14.2 15.29*** 0.0001

Capt flg 149.1 52.90*** 0.0001

Cell order 10 71.6 7.7]*** 0.0001

Cells per n e st 1 5. 1 5 .54* 0.0 188

Model 2 1 294 .0 15 .0 8* 0.0

Error 1035 960.7

U~ 2

X 10.6 CV -9.1 r2 .23
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TABLE 5: cont.

CELL VOLUMES

Source of variation df SS F P>F

Diameter I 6739790 8063.89*** 0.0

Exp 1 564 0.08 0.7996

Site [exp] 2 13479 8.06** 0.0003

Complete vs.
incomplete 1 820 0.98 0.3220

Doneby 3 35857 14.30*** 0.0001

Date begun I 9916 11.86** 0.0006

Caplflg 1 33768 40.40*** 0.0001

Cell Order 10 53088 6.35*** 0.0001

Cells per nest 1 1434 1.72 0.1905

Model 21 7256798 413.45*** 0.0

Error 1035 865052

- 301 CV - 9.6 r2  - .89

4, .
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TABLE 6: Average adult live weights (mg.).

M. inermis M. relativa
1985 1983

N X S.D. CV N X S.D. CV

Females 10 164.6 10.8 6.6 32 46.6 7.4 15.9

Males 15 87.6 20.0 22.8 122 34 .4 7.9 22.8

Ratio
F/M 1.9 1.4

,;'

A--

el
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TABLE 7: Duncan's Multiple Range Test on mean cell
length by cell order in the nest. Basal cell - C1.

Cell Order N X Duncan Grouping

C 1 277 11. 0 A

C2 217 10.6 A B

C3 170 10.5 A B

C6 65 10.5 A B

C5 94 10.4 A B

C9 14 10.4 A B

C8 31 10.4 A B

C7 56 10.4 A B

C4 128 10.3 A B

C12 1 10.2 A B

CIO 4 9.5 B

W)

r -

d,1%

" 9 .L ' ' ' ' -
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TABLE 8: Sex ratio by cell order in the nest.
Basal cell- CI

F M

Cell Order N Z N

C 1 24 25 3 7 1 74. 7

C2 12 18 2 54 81 .8

C3 3 6 .8 41 93. 2

C4 3 )0.0 27 90. 0

C5 2 10.0 18 90.0

C6 2 10.0 18 90. 0

C7 3 18.6 13 81 3

C8 0 0.0 12 100.0

C9 0 0.0 7 100.0

CIO 0 0.0 I 100.0

V
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TABLE 9: ANOVA of mean cell length per nest weighted by
I/standard error; includes only nests in bore size 4, only
cells with cap length included.

1985 M. relativa nests

CELL LENGTHS

Source of variation df SS F P>F

Diameter 1 3.51 4.50 0.0358

Exp 1 1.94 1.01 0.4205

C leSite [exp] 2 3.83 2.45 0.0900

Complete vs.
incomplete I 1.23 1.57 0.2122

Doneby 2 3.51 2.25 0.1097

Date begun 1 2.64 3.38 0.0681

Cells per nest 1 3.56 0.46 0.5010

Model 9 21.11 3.00** 0.0027

Error 136 106.25

X - 10.7 CV - 8.24 r 2  - .166

.i

I.

• m.

4o
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TABLE 9 (cont.)

9 CELL VOLUMES

Source of variation df SS F P>F

Diameter I 122987 252.20*** 0.0001

Exp 1 1055 0.92 0.4390

Site (exp] 2 2297 2.36 0.0987

Complete vs.

complete I 917 1.88 0.1724

Doneby 2 1870 1.92 0.1509

Date begun 1 1264 2.59 0.1098

Cells per nest 1 105 0.21 0.6438

Model 9 132105 30. 10*** 0.0001

Error 136 66321

- 262 CV - 8.42 r 2 - .67

2a
'P

'P-di~,
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TABLE 10: ANOVA of cells for which offspring's sex is known;
bore size 4, cap length included; 1985 M. relativa nests.

CELL LENGTHS

Source of variation df SS F P>F

Diameter I 2.00 2.07 0.1524

Exp 1 0.00 0.00 0.9844

Site [exp] 2 8.48 4.40* 0.0142

Sex 1 0.1! 0.12 0.7321

Complete vs.
incomplete 1 1.41 1.46 0.2295

Doneby 2 1.25 0.65 0.5224

Date begun 1 2.15 2.23 0.1381

Cells per nest 1 4.44 4.61* 0.0337

Cell order 7 23.47 2.70* 0.0065

Model 19 54.13 2.95*** 0.0002

Error 130 125.42

X - 10.8 CV - 9.1 r2  - 0.30

V
-b.

4.i
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TABLE 10 (cont.)

CELL VOLUMES

Source of variation df SS F P>F

Diameter I 84873 126.84*** 0.0001

Exp 1 6 0.00 0.9683

Site (exp] 2 6324 4.73* 0.0104

Sex I 217 0.32 0.5698

Complete vs.
incomplete 1 1144 ).71 0.1934

Doneby 2 966 0.72 0.4879

Date begun I 992 1.48 0.2256

Cells per nest I 3617 5.4 1* 0.0216

Cell Order 7 15102 2.51* 0.0111

Model 19 199229 15.67*** 0.0001

* Error 130 86990

: X 278 CV - 9.3 r2  - .70

- VP
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TABLE I I: Distribution of number of cells per nest in complete
and incomplete nests.

Complete nests Incomplete Lesos

Bore
Size 2 4 5 2 4 5

~No.
Cells!

~Nest
I 4 28 ii 5 43 8

2 4 2! 8 3 12 8
3 8 24 1263

4720 8 2 i

5 174I41
,. 6 9 6 2 2
,o:7 I 13 1O 2 ,
-- "'';8 3 10 6 4

10 8

12 4

Total 28 160 66 I3 74 24

6 9 6 2-2
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TABLE 12: Chi-Square Analysis of Variance of number
of cells per complete nest; bore size 4 only.

Source of Variation df Chi-Square Prob.

Intercept 10 28.36 0.0016

Exp 10 3.91 0.9511

SSite lexp] 20 18.99 0.5228

Season (early vs. late) 10 3.59 0.9641I

Residual 30 17.77 0.9621

0~r
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TABLE 13: Mean number of cells per complete nest at experimental
and control sites, early (before July 20) and late (July 20 or
later) in the season (all bore sizes).

N X S.D. Min. Max.

Experimental Sites

F1 early 24 6.96 2.56 2 12

F1 late 20 4.30 2.70 1 9

F2 early 24 3.67 2.08 1 8

F2 late 25 3.16 2.08 1 7

Control Sites

C5 early 31 4.32 3.29 1 10

C5 late 11 4.91 2.91 1 9

CL early 18 4.44 2.77 1 10

CL late 8 2.87 1.55 1 5
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TABLE 14: Number (Percent) of complete and incomplete nests by

site and bore size.

Complete Incomplete Total

Site N Z N Z N Z

C5 47 (78) 13 (22) 60 (16)

CL 63 (76) 20 (24) 83 (23)

F1 68 (72) 26 (28) 94 (26)

* F2 78 (61) 50 (39) 128 (35)

U Total 256 (70) 109 (30) 365 (100)

Number (Percent) of complete and incomplete nests by bore size.

Bore

Size

" 2 28 (72) ii (28) 39 (II)

4 161 (69) 73 (31) 234 (64)

5 66 (73) 24 (27) 90 (25)

3 1 I 2 (0!)

Total 256 (70) 109 (30) 365 (100)

aJ

3%m'p~
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TABLE 15: Number of bees for which nest activity data is
available at each site for each year, and total number of
LO, LR, and P trips timed.

SPECIES YEAR SITE BEES LO LR P

M. inermis 1984 CL 1 23 33 61

F I 1I 146 97 193

F2 2 31 22 77

1986 C5 2 43 30 26

F 1 4 49 90 1 14

F2 4 76 62 66

M. relativa 1984 F) 6 136 113 221

1985 F 1 1 29 33 5 1

1986 CL 5 78 12 63

.le.
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TABLE 17: ANOVA of log log transformed LO durations for
M. inermis, using MS of individual bees as an error term.

Source of variation df SS F P>F

Exp 0

Site [exp] 0

Time of day 1 0.76 0.58 0.4616

Time of day, squared 1 0.90 0.69 0.4219

* Date 1 0.26 0.20 0.6641

Year 1 2.48 i.90 0.1932

Error 348 66.82

X - 1.31 CV - 33.48 r 2  
= .27

-..

a.

a.
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TABLE 18: Average number of LO, LR, or P trips and averageg duration for constructing a cell cap, cell lining, or provisions.

M. inermis (10 bees)

* N # trips CV Duration (sec) CV

LO trips 17 9.5 + 4.1 43 4292 + 3216 75
cell caps

LR trips 15 14.6 + 4.3 29 7550 + 3203 42
cell linings

P trips 16 17.4 + 3.7 21 24315 + 9429 39

M. relativa (7 bees)

N # trips CV Duration (sec) CV

-" . .'. LO trips 13 9.1 + 6.2 68 4693 + 2882 61

cell caps

LR trips 14 7.6 + 0.9 12 5151 + 2075 40
,, cell linings

P trips 12 17.6 + 2.3 13 10224 + 2794 27

m$:.

.' f"

Id
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Figure 1

Figure 2

FIGURE I. Nest blocks consisted of 12 trap nests, two of
each of six bore sizes, each set oriented in opposite
directions.

FIGURE 2. Nest blocks were placed 4 to a shelf in hutches
consisting of 4 shelves. one nest block is illustrated here.

Ti :
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b

a - Cell Length Including Cap Length

b - Cell Length and .Cap Length

Measured Separately

FIGURE 4. A single reproductive cell, indicating two ways
that cell lengths were measured.
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Ia

-V

a - Cell Length Including Cap Length
b - Cap Length Measured Separately

FIGURE 8. A single reproductive cell, indicating how cell
lengths will be measured in the future.
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PREFACE

This report begins with an extensive statement of the
rationale for the studies proposed (see next section, titled "Rationale

"I.

"- for Proposed Studies"). Then a section is provided on the overall

research design and research facilities. Individual elements of the

work are then described in detail in a series of subsequent sections.

Each of the sections on individual work elements consists of three

parts: (1) a brief restatement of the purpose (rationale) for the work,

' "-' (2) a detailed description of research methods, and (3) a presentation

of representative results gathered during prior years. The

presentations of results include discussions of statistical

*sufficiency, including projections of the sample sizes required to

discriminate between test and control plots in future years. The final

secLion of the report summarizes the evaluation of our statistica:

procedures and research design that was prepared recently by an outside

" * statistical consultant.

.

% %
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REPORT OF WORK ACCOMPLISHED IN 1986

Dozens of species of small birds and mammals are resident near the

ELF Communication System, and the operation of the Communicatinn System

could in principle affect any of them in any of countless ways. Even

with virtually unlimited resources, it would be impossible to monitor

individually all ecologically important aspects of all species for

possible effects of the Communication System. Accordingly, we have

*had to exercise informed judgement in selecting variables for study.

In this process, we have been guided by two overriding goals.

Our first goal has been to monitor the overall structure of the

communities of small animals. Our work in this respect is limited to

mammals because the study of the structure of avian communities is the

responsibility of another research group. We systematically monitor

the species composition, richness, and diversity of the community of

small- and medium-sized mammals, and we monitor the relative densities

of two major species. By virtue of this broad-scale study of

mammalian communities, we are in a position to detect diverse potential5,

effects of the ELF Communication System on the numerous taxonomically

diverse species of mammals that are resident near the System. Should

the System have any sizable deleterious effects on any one or more

iZ v. species, many of the effects could be expected to affect measures of

community richness, diversity, or relative species density, and thus we

would be in a position to detect them. This is important in view of

the impossibility of monitoring directly all attributes of all species.

-3-
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Our second major goal has been to focus much of our effort on

attributes of individual animals that are particularly likely to be

susceptible to perturbation by the ELF Communication System. The

reason for this focus is that laboratory research indicates that if the

ELF Communication System is to have effects on birds or mammals, the

effects will likely be small, and thus a statistically robust

experimental design will be required to detect them (AIBS, 1985).

Large numbers of independent measures can be readily obtained on

individual attributes, thus facilitating statistical detection of even

small effects that the ELF Communication System might have.

In our studies of attributes of individual birds and mammals, we

".2;: emphasize ecologically significant variables that are especially likely

to be susceptible to perturbation. Reproduction and development, for

example, receive particular attention because they not only are

demograpnically important but also are more likely to be sensitive tc

adverse environmental changes than many other animal properties (e.g.,

Goodposture, 1955; KosKimes, 1950; Kluijver, 1951; Krebs, 1970; Lack,

1954., 1966; Nice, 1954; Perrins, 1965; Perry and Rowlands, 1973.

Behavior is studiec in depth because it is sometimes modified reaoilv

and such modifications can have major repercussions on the lives of

individuals and populations (e.g, Cohen et al., 1980; Green, 197;

Morse, 1980; O'Connor, 1978; Slobodkin, 1968).

In the following paragraphs we describe in detail the rationale

for each aspect of our work on individual attributes. This work is

concentrated on four particularly abundant species. The species have

been carefully selectee witn a view to maximizing their ecological and

-4-
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taxonomic diversity, so as to maximize the probability of detecting
S. °\J

whatever diverse effects the ELF Communication System may have. The

four are the tree swallow (Tachvcineta bicolor), the woodland deermouse

(Peromyscus maniculatus gracilis), the black-capped chickadee (Parus

atricapillus) and the eastern chipmunk (Tamias striatus). To

.. facilitate readability in the remainder of the report, they will be

referred to simply as the "tree swallow", "deermouse", "chickadee" and

"chipmunk", respectively.

Behavioral Studies

In view of the established sensitivity of certain types of

orientational behavior to alteration by the ELF fields (e.g., Graue,

5'' 1974; Keeton et al., 1974; Larkin and Sutherland, 1977; Southern, 1969,

* ". 1971, 1972a, 1972b, 1973, 197, 1975, 1976), orientation and homing in

the tree swallow, deermouse, chipmunk, and certain other mammals are

being tested to see if they are affected by the ELF Communication

.System. Specifically, the ability of animals to return to their home-

range or territory after displacement is being assessed. We know that

animals are able to find food (Krebs, 1970; Royama, 1966) and escape

predators (Metzgar,1967; Watson, 1964) more effectively in their home-

raisge or territory than in less familiar areas. Thus, any disturbance

of their ability to return to their home-range or territory after

wandering afar could decrease their probability of survival.

The attentive behavior of parental tree swallows and deermice is

being assessed by monitoring visits to the nest containing eggs and. 5

young. Disturbance of attentive behavior by the ELF Communication

System, if it occurred, could impair development of eggs or nestlings

-N-
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.• inasmuch as tne latter are dependent on parents for both food anc

darmt ( Balen and Cove, 1972; Hill, 1972b).

Reproduction, grovth, and development

The frequency and type of prenatal developmental abnormalities are

examinea in tree swallows (mammals are not studied in this respect

, because reproductive females would have to be killed to examine

fetuses, and such deaths could have serious, adverse effects on

population demographics). Prenatal developmental stages are especially

likely to be susceptible to perturbation (Axelsson, 1954). There is, at

,-. present, no evidence to demonstrate that electric and magnetic fields

of the magnitude generated by the ELF Communication System are capable

of directly causing embryonic or fetal developmental defects. However,

indirect effects are possible. Egg temperatures are extremely

important for normal avian development. In particular, eggs must be

kept wart. by parental incubation. Thus should the incubation behavior

of parent b irds be disturbed by the ELF Communication System,

developing eggs might suffer developmental abnormalities by virtue of

experiencing abnormal reductions or fluctuations in temperature.

'Zwiliing, 1955; Hamilton, 1965 .

We monitor aspects of fecundity in both tree swallows anc

deermice. In the birds, we count the number of eggs produced per

female and the number of viable eggs and young per clutch. In the mice

we monitor Just numbers of young per litter. Fecundity is an

important variable to study not only because it is demographically

significant but also because it reflects on a number of variables that

coubz, in princ ple, be affectec by the ELF Communication System.

VO,..
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Alteration of male or female reproductive physiology could affect

fecundity. Further, any serious disturbances of prenatal development

in mammals or birds would likely be reflected in a decrease in

fecundity inasmuch as abnormal embryos frequently fail to be born

* (i.e., they are resorbed in utero or fail to hatch) or are eaten or
".

discarded by the parents soon after birth.

Postnatal mortality and the growth and development of nestling

tree swallows and deermice are also followed. Any effects that the

Communication System might exert on the young themselves could be

reflected in altered rates of mortality, growth, or development.

Alternatively, disturbances of parental attentive behavior could be

influential because the rates of mortality, growth, and development of

nestlings are dependent on the extent to which parents provide food and

warmth (Hill, 1972b). The size of nestlings at the time of weaning or

fledging is of particular interest because when young become

independent of their parents, they must become substantially self-

sufficient andt their maturity can affect their likelihood of survival.

Evidence exists that young birds that are of relatively small size at

fledging are significantly less likely to survive than ones that grow

to larger size while in the nest (Lack, 1966; Murphy, 1978; Perrins

1965).

Maximal aerobic metabolism

In the region of the ELF Communication System, low temperatures

make winter the most physiologically stressful time of year, at least

for animals such as chickadees that live wholly or predominantly above
the snow. We stuay physiological variables that affect the ability of

-7-
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chickadees anc small mammals to cope with the severity of the winter

climate. Deficits in the physiological ability to cope would be

expected to decrease the probability of survival to the next

reproductive season.

Birds and mammals keep warm in cold environments by producing heat

metabolically .o offset heat losses. The extent to which they can keep

their body temperature above air temperature depends on how rapidly

they can produce heat. In other words, the lowest air temperature at

which they car maintain their usual body temperature is a function of

their maximal rate of aerobic metabolism (= heat production) (Hart,

195). In view of these principles, we measure the maximal rate of

aerobic metabolism of chickadees and deermice during winter. This peak

rate of heat production is informative not only because it determines

the lowest air temperature at which thermoregulation is possible but

also because it likely provioes an index of metabolic endurance. The

higher an animal's maximal rate of heat production is, the longer the

animal will be able to maintain any particular submaximal rate of heat

production (Astrand and Rodahl, 1977; Wickler, 1980). Endurance is

important because lo&' air temperatures demanding high heat production

can persist for long periods of time.

Beyond its immediate significance for survival in a cold climate,

the maximal rate of aerobic metabolism is a valuable variable to

measure because it provides an index of physiological health. In

fact, peak aerobic metabolism is widely used as such an index in

studies :)f humans. In their classic Textbook of Work Physiolcgy,

Astran anc £ocar '1977 state that "the maximal oxygen uptake is

04
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::probaly the best laboratory measure of a person's physical fitness" if

by fitness we mean tne capacity of the individual for prolonged heavy

work. Brooks and Fahey (1984), in the best of the recent texts on

,-. human exercise physiology, state that the maximal aerobic metabolism is

"a good measure of fitness for life in contemporary society'. Just as

peak aerobic metabolism is used as an index of fitness for humans, it

can also be so used in studies of animals. A deficit in the peak
9q

metabolism among individuals living near the ELF antenna would indicate

that some attribute of the all-important systems involved in oxygen

supply and use has been adversely affected by the ELF electromagnetic

fields. Additional tests would then be required to determine the

.* . particular attribute(s) affected. The ability of the respiratory

system to pr,vide oxygen, the ability of the circulatory system to

transport oxygen and nutrients to metabolically active tissues, the

ability of storage tissues (I.ef, adipose tissue) to mobilize stored

nutrients, anc tne enzymatic competence of metabolically active tissues

to catabolize nutrients are among the variables that influence an

animal's pear- rate of aerobic metabolism (Wang, 1978). In human

studies, peak aerobic metabolism is usually elicited by having

individuals run on a treadmill. We elicit peaks by exposing animals to

cold, in part because the method is technically simpler than treadmill

-?-. . ~ running (given that animals require extensive training to use a

treadmill successfully) and in part because the cold-induced peak is of

immediate relevance to understanding winter ecology.

%
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OVERALL RESEARCH DESIGN AND SUPPORT FACILITIES

To detect possible effects of the ELF Communication System, we

. compare animal attributes on test plots (test sites) with those on

paired, spatially separatec control plots (control sites).

Test plots, as specified in the original IITRI Request for

Proposals, are areas close enough to the Communication System that

electric and magnetic fields attributable to the System, and measured

, ~in the soil near the earth's surface, will approximate 0.07 volt/meter

and 0.03 Gauss, respectively. Furthermore, electric and magnetic

fields attributable to ELF sources other than the System are to be at

least an order of magnitude lower than those attributable to the

System.

Control plots, according to the original Request for Proposals,

are areas sufficiently distant from the Communication System that

electric and magnetic fie. attributable to the System, measured in

the soil near the earth's surface, are at least an order of magnitude,

and preferably two oroers of magnitude, below those at paired test

plots. Furthermore, electric and magnetic fields in the air and eartn

attributable to ELF sources other than the System are not to differ by

• *% more than an order of magnitude between the control plots and their

paired test plots.

For purposes of experimental design, the test plot(s) used for any

particular work element are paired with particular control plot(s).

The plots of a pair are matched as closely as possible for vegetation,

soil type, drainage, and other such features. By pairing plots in this
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way, we minimize the likelihood that non-ELF differences between plots

will introduce significant confounding effects into our results.

Different work elements are carried out on different pairs of

plots for several reasons. For one thing, certain types of work could

interfere with other types if both were carried out on the same

populations of animals; areas where we artificially remove animals

(e.g., bird embryos), for example, are not used for research on natural

populations. Another factor that demands the use of different plot

pairs for dffferent work elements is that the various species we study

do not all occur in similar habitat types; field habitats are required

for the swallows, for example, whereas forests are required for the

deermice.

Engineers provided by :7- . " nave measured electric and magnetic

field intensities on our pairs of test and control plots, and all the

% pairs we no. use adequately meet the standards for field intensities

already descrioe. Details of the results of the field-intensity

measurements are outlined in the 198L annual report (Beaver, et a7.

% J 19E5, pp. 3-9).

To minimize pctent all'. confounding differences between test anz

control plots, sham corridors have been cut througn the forests at the

control plots. These corridors are clearings of the same widtn as the

corridors cut for installation of the Communication System antenna

near test plots. They were cut with similar equipment, and they have

been treated similarly after cutting. In brief, the sham corridors are

N as identical as possible to the antenna corridcr except that antenna

pQDes and wires have not been installed in the shams. Areas for animal

_ .- e
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study on control plots and those for animal study on test plots are

located about the same distance from the sham corridors and antenna

corridor, respectively.

Table I summarizes the pairs of test and control plots used for

the various work elements, and Figure 1 shows the locations of the

* plots. The names given to the plots in Table 1 are the standardized

ones we use in all our descriptions of experiments and results. Thus,

the table should be consulted if uncertainty arises concerning a plot

name.

We have established the following standard of statistical

sufficiency in our work. In each element of our research, we aim to

gather data on a sar ple size that is at least large enough to give us a

90'. certainty of detecting a 2'% difference between test and control

sites at the 56 level of significance. This is a minimal standard.

Where higher stancaros can be met, they will be. The sample size

neede- to achieve at least the minimal standard can be projected once

the intrinsic variability of the data is known. Research in 1984-198

has given us information on this variability. For continuous

variables, we have usec the procedure in Sokal and Rohlf (1981, p. 265

to estimate sample s4zes. For discontinuous variables, we have usec a

Cni-Square procedure described in Gill (1978, p. 82). Table 2 presents

necessary sample sizes as currently projected. The estimation of

-s~ sample sizes is discussed in more detail in many of the subsequent

-. -[. sections of this report.

N: Our base of operations for the on-site field and laboratory

stucies is a large house rented in Crystal Falls, M (8 1 Crystal

-13-
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Ave.,. The physiology laboratory is installed there, as well as the

holding facilities for temporary housing of animals used in the

physiology experiments. We have a shop for construction and

maintenance of field equipment and a large shed for storage of traps,

cages, construction materials, and seasonal field equipment. We also

have a well established data management system housed there (see

below), and living space i; provided for employees. We rent and

maintain three pick-up trucks to provide transportation between our

base of operations anc field research sites in all weather conditions

on a year-round basis. In addition, we rent a snowmobile and three-

wheel all terrain vehicle to gain access to our more remote sites

during winter an, spring when travelling the entire distance by truck

becomes impossible.

Fo data management we employ an IMS computer system. The system is

mut.-user and allows storage of data on fixed and removable media.

-dentical systems are mairtained at the field laboratory in Crystal

Falls and a the MS! Museum in East Lansing. Data transfer and

analysis are accomplished usong both systems. Field data are collectec

by NE PC-827:A portable computers. We have developed software tc

standardize ar- error check field data as it is recorded. Collected

data are transferrec directly into the IMS system at the field

laooratory each day. Transferred data are immediately edited and
k/.

storea on removable and fixed disks for later analysis. Certain data

are analyzed as soon as they are collected. This data management

design allows us to collect and analyze large amounts of data ve.'

efflcienly and accurately. The large sample sizes required in many cf

A 5, -17
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our study elements necessitate the careful and accurate data handlinE

the system provides.

Other major equipment is described in connection with inaividual

work elements in the sections that follow.

STUDY OF SMALL MAMMAL COMMUNITIES

-- I. Purpose

i V The purpose of these studies is to characterize the mammalian

communities at test and control sites and to test for possible effects

of the ELF Communication System on mammalian community structure.

More specifically, the following measures are compared for the two

sites and for each site from year to year: species richness (S),

diversity (H', which takes into account both evenness and richness,

and species composition (Pielou, 1974). Relative densities of deermice

and chipmunks are estimated to test for possible effects of trne

Communication System at tne population level. These studies also

*.%

provide information on the occurrence of any rare or endangered

mammals at the control and test sites.

IL Methods

This year's portion of the study began on 4 August and ended 24

August. Trapping was preceded by a seven day prebait period during

which trap doors were locked open. Traps were baited on the first day

-. and then checked anc rebaited as needed on the fourth day of the

prebait period. The traps were unlocked and rebaited on the seventn

day and checked once daily during the following two week trapping

4, period. Longer trap periods such as this increase the chances of

capturinE trap sny species, and increase the accuracy of relative

%-15-
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density estimates used in this study (Smith et al., 1971). Each

captured animal was identified to species and marked by toe-clip,

furclip or fur dye to discriminate between recaptures and new

individuals. Sign surveys were conducted during the prebait and

trapping periods to detect the presence of species not likely to be

trapped, such as deer and bear. These surveys entailed searching for

and identifying feeding signs, scats, etc., of mammals at each station

an.. between stations. Ten trap stations at 125 m intervals were

situated adjacent to both the ELF right-of-way (ROW) at the test site

and the sham ROW at the control site with a buffer zone of 75 m at

each. One habitat type (mixed deciduous forest) was chosen in order to

minimize the effects of macrohabitat differences on community

parameters. Each station consisted of six small mammal Leathers live-

traps and one raccoon-sizec, two chipmunk-sized, and three squirrel-

sizea Tomahawk live-traps. All traps were positioned in suitatbe

microhabitats within a 15 m radius of each station center. Leathers

traps were suppliec with polyfil bedding and baited with peanut-butter

, anc rolled oats. Chipmunk-sized traps were set for small carnivores

(e.g., weasels) and baited with beef liver or fish. Two squirrel-size:

traps were baited witn cracked corn (for sciurids) while the third was

baited with both fisrn and liver (primarily for skunks). The raccoon

sized trap was baited with carrots, apples, fish and liver. This

regime of multiple traps per station helps eliminate bias for species

specific preference for certain traps or bait types (Smith et al.

1971). In addition to the ten live-trap stations, two pitfall trap

stations were set at each site to capture the smaller shrews (Sorex

, .]- r"
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spp.) which are d.ifficult to live-trap. Each of these stationsi consisted of ten plastic, 4 quart containers which were set in the

ground in a line with approximately 6 m spacing. Each pitfall station

• .. was situated midway between two live-trap stations. The positions of

these pitfall stations is changed every year. This and the relatively

small number of pitfall traps at each site (20) should minimize the

effects of kill trapping on shrew populations in successive years.

Species composition, diversity and evenness are calculated from

, *~trapping data for species that are trapped, marked and released (we

exclude species assessed as present based on sign). The number of

animals capturec for eacn species is the sum of all unique individuals

trapped over tne 14 days f trapping. Species richness is the count of
**;

species in tne sumrec 1--cay sample, species diversity (H1 ) is

calculatec as p' i - Spi I; p1 , anc evenness is calculated as

ii' ln3, fC.lowing Piecu, , wnere Pi is the proportion of the

aouncance of species i in tne sample anC s is the number of species.

-he variance of H' is calculatez following Hutcheson (1970). The

formulation usec is a series exparsion according to Bowmann etal

- 19&), cited in H.tcneson

VARh -iS Pi In pi)2/nPl (s-1)]/2n 2.'. VA-h =P[SUMnPt in/pi

(-1 SUM pi - S'p pi in pi SUM pi SUM pi In p)/6 3 +...

where n is tne n-7te- of a-' "rcividuals of all species s in the

sazr pe.

,P
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A test of the diversity from two samples is also performed

following Hutcheson (1970) where

H'I - H'2

at

(VARh1  VARh 2 )
11 2

, witn degrees of freedom

D.F. [VARh. - VARh 2 ]
2 /[(VARh1 )2 /n + (VARh 2)2 /n 2

where n number of individuals of all species in the sample.

Population densities are assessed using the relative measure Known

as Trappable Population Number (TPN). TPN values are calculated us:r.

the linear regression method commonly used in removal studies t.e

"Leslie method"; 3iles, 1971, pp. 449-45O; Smith et al., 19'" anc

1975). Removal of trapped animals, however, is not necessary in the

present study as individuals are marked when first captured, thus

allowing identification of recaptures. Leaving all animals or the plot

minimizes the problem )f immigration of new individuals because "empty

space" is not created.

- IIL esuIt3 - 1986

The adequacy of our sampling effort was demonstrated in prior

years following the method suggested by Pielou (1974)(see Beaver, et

al., 1985,. Total species richness at Michigamme and Pirlot Road sites

was; ani II, respect:vely. As in the past, species composition of

tne tcws cornurities is quite sirnilar with most species being common anc

,..
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.

each community dominated (with respect to number of individuals

trapped) by tne deermouse and chipmunk.

The Pirlot community had higher evenness and diversity (H') than

Micnigamme, but not significantly so (Table 3; t = 1.208, P >0.05; t-

test due to Hutcheson 1970, d.f. = 357). In 1985, the two communities

were also not significantly different in H'. Bellinger's

- coefficient, whicn indicated no difference between the plots (Table

3", indicated an overa? similarity of abundance rankings at the two

plots. Correlation of frequency of capture at a station by species is

marginally significant, and the slope of the rank of abundance of

Micnigamme control to Pirlot Road test is significantly different from

,-. • zero t:3.'"3, ?<C.C' (Tacle 31. Therefore, there is a high degree

- of similarity in tne smal" mammal fauna on the test and control plots

prior to tr.e cperation of tne antenna system.
-4

-. The results of the TPN analyses indicate that chipmunk populations

*1 were significantly different at between plots (Table 4, P < 0.0C1,

P while deermouse pcpulations were not significantly different at the two

sites ' 1.52 anz 1.514, respectively; two-tailed test). 5ct.n

species were mucn lower in abundance in 1986 than 1985. We think the

lower numbers in '96 may have been due to Tyzzer's disease. This

$disease appears when animals are under stress, such as may have been

caused by tne severe drought in the area in 1986. A number of deermice

used in the growth studies were found to be suffering from this

' . disease, and a high percentage of them died. However, populations are

known to fluctuate wioely frzn year to year in both species whether the

- disease :s present or not. :t is our expectation that between year

-V '" - 9
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comparisons will be of little value in assessing ELF effects. Our data

to this point do suggest comparison of abundance on plots within years

will be useful.

Our adequacy of sampling community structure may be examined using

the variables with variance estimates; i.e, H', regression of ranks by

plot and TPN. For H' the coefficient of variation is low for test and

control plots (C.V. = 6.5% and 4.7%, respectively), which will allow us

to detect differences as small as 5% (Zar, 1984). Our estimates of TPN

should also allow us to detect a 20% change, although there are no

statistical procedures available to estimate the precise levels of

difference we can expect to detect for regression parameters (Zar,

In summary, mammalian communities at both test and control sites

(prior to ELF operation) are quite similar, and we should be able tc

detect a 20% change in community structure in terms of diversity,

similarity an- trappable population number of the dominant species.

PARENTAL AND NESTLING BEHAVIOR, AND FECUNDITY,

GROWTH AND MATURATION STUDIES - TREE SWALLOWS

L Purpose

The purpose of these studies is to characterize several aspects of

the reproductive process in tree swallows at test and control sites and

to test for possible effects of the ELF Communication System on these

variables. Specifically, the following aspects of the reproductive

process are compared between test and control sites and for each site

fro- year tc year: parenta: attentiveness to eggs and young, numbers cf

eggs per cutch, hatching success within clutches, rates of growth and

-4
a4.
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development of hatcnlings, and nestling mortality. All of these work

elements are aescrited together in this one section because they are

all carried out on the same populations of birds.

IL Methods

These studies are carried out in natural or artificial clearings

where we have erected arrays of nest boxes. The boxes are made of

cedar lumber and are mounted on posts, 1.5 m above the ground. Tree

swallows reacily elect to nest in the boxes and will tolerate

considerable disturbance by investigators. The boxes can be opened to

permit inspection and weighing of young. Sheets of high-density

polyethylene wrapped around the posts prevent access by terrestrial

precators.

When possitle, acults are captured on the nest after incubation

is completec art .a..ec witn '. S. Fish and Wildlife Service bands for

identification. Since it has been shown that certain reproductive

variatles are affectec by the age of the female (DeSteven 1978), most

of our effort is placec on capturing females. In addition, as many

young as possible are bancec before fledging.

Active nests are cneckec daily or every other day to determine the

dates that eggs are laiG, how many are laid, the dates the young hatch,

and overall hatching success. Monitoring of the nests for nestling

growth and mortality then continues until all young have reached 16

days of age. Young tend to fledge unusually early if disturbed beyond

day 16. Therefore, after day 16, nest checks are done every other day

wit. minima: distur:arce tc estimate fledging success.

14
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For stucies of egg incubation, temperature-monitoring equipment is

used. The tip of an EME Systems thermosensitive probe is inserted

within a simulated egg, and the simulated egg is placed among the

natural eggs of the clutch. The thermosensitive probe then signals

when the clutcn is being warmed by the parent. Data from the probe are

'. recorded every 3 minutes, 24 hours per day, using On-site Weather

Loggers made b EME Systems and NEC microcomputers. Simultaneously,

the air temperature outside the nest box is monitored and recorded

using a seconz prooe.

Parental attentiveness to nestlings is monitored using video

recording equipment. The male and female parents are marked for easy

identification by coloring tneir featners. A Canon VC200 video camera

is then traine: on the nest box during daylight hours, and the video

images are reccroez continuously using a Canon VR-30A cassette

recorder. The entire system is powered by a storage battery. The

recording5 are later rev ie',ez by personnel wno summarize the time of

Jay an- luration of each parental visit to the nest.

. For stucies of growth, and development, nestlings are weighec

ever; otntr day witn a Pescla spring scale accurate to 0.1 gm. The

lengths of the 'arsus, ulna, an: wing (all from the right side of the

body' are measured with dial calipers accurate to 0.1 mm.

Sirce different observers differ slightly in their techniques

for measuring weights and body parts and yet it is impossible for one

observer to measure all nestlings, we have multiple observers rotate

among tne plots sc tnat every nestling is eventually measured by all

observe-s. ,egularly rotat ng tne otservers in this way has the effect

4%
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of submerging the variance in measurement due to observers into the

error in each nestling's growth curve. This measurement protocol!

unfortunately prevents us from being able to block observer effects in

the statistical design. However, as we show below, when we use data

from each individual bird's growth curve, even the significant effects

of differences in observer technique do not prevent us from being able

to detect very small differences in patterns of growth.

For analysis of growth data, we use the procedure for fitting

growth data to models of growth proposed by Ricklefs (1967) and used

previously for tree swallows by Zach and Mayoh (1982). Briefly, the

data for each nestling are subjected to curve fitting using an

exponential, logistic and Von Bertalanffy's model in a regression

- routine in SAS (Statistical Analysis System). The model of best fit,

as judged by having the highest value of R4, is used in subsequent

analyses to obtain tne rate of growth, the intercept, and the
,/.

. inflection point.

In past years we have detected significant differences in growth

rates of young tree swallo's between test and control plots. Recent

evidence suggests that food availability on a plot can have a

significant effect on both clutch sizes and growth rates of tree

swallows (Hussell an Quinney, in press; Quinney et al., 1986). in

order to determine what degree of variation between test and control

. plots in growth rates is the result of food resourc, availability, we

have undertaken steps to quantify the flying insect abundance at each

site. We have communicated witn Dr. Hussell of the Ontario Ministry of

" Natural Resources and have designed a sampling scheme based on n1s

-6 ,-
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earlier work (see Hussell and Quinney, in press, for detailec

methcdology). At each tree swallow site we collect flying insects

during the daylight hours in two suspended conical nets with alcohol

traps. These nets are located among the nest boxes and are constructed

to face passively in the wind so as to continually sample insects which

either fly or are blown into the nets. Previous studies show an

excellent relationship between the insects collected in this type of

system and the insects delivered to young swallows in the nest by their

parents (Quinney and Ankney 1985). Sampling begins before the
--p

initiation of any egg laying and ends when all young from the plot have

fledged. After insects are sorted into size classes we compute an

index of the biomass of flying insects determined from daily catches on

each plot. This will allow us to compare the prey abundances between

test and control plots and help explain differences in growth rates

between plots not due to age of the adults or clutch sizes. These data

wil further refine our abilities to detect possible subtle differences

in tree swallow reproductive measures due to electromagnetic fields

associated with the Communication System.

IIL esults - 1986

Tree swallow plot names, numbers of boxes at each plot, and

' percent occupancy for 1986 are shown in Table 5. With the placement

of additional boxes on plots in the early spring we now have a full

compliment of bird boxes at test and control sites. Of the 306 nest

boxes monitored, 205 (67%) had egg-laying activity which is a

continuation of the increase in activity observed between 1984 and

1985. This increase is due, in part, to the completed cutting of the

-44-
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sham corridors arounc the perimeter of some of the control plots, the

roller-chopping of encroaching aspen by the Michigan Department of

Natural Resources, a..d by our efforts at predator-proofing of nest

boxes. In early spring, all of the nest box poles were wrapped with a

high density polyethylene to help prevent access by terrestrial

predators. With increased return rates of nesting adults observed each

,. ~year we have established plots which will provide adequate sample sizes

for all of the tasks reported on below. Starting in 1986, we conducted

. all aspects of the research program on specific plots established for

each individual task (see Table 1) and will continue with this protocol

as originally proposed.

The age of adults breeding on the plots was quantified in earlier

years by categorizing a bird as an adult if it had a high percentage of

its bacK plumaE colored iridescent green. Younger birds have mostly a

gray back plumage with little green (DeSteven 1978). In 1985, we found

many more young birds nesting on control than test plots (Beaver, et al

1986). In 1986, we were not able to make as complete a determination

' because many birds abandoned their nests due to inclement weather prior

to the time we designated to assess age of adults. However, we did

keep records of birds we saw on our daily visits to the plots. Less

* *. "than 10% of nesting birds were young birds and there appeared to be

equal numbers of them on test and control.

Summarized fecundity data for tree swallows in 1986 and comparisons

to 1985 are presented in Table 6. These data were taken from the

Pirlot Road test plot and Tachycineta Meadows control plot and exclude

any renesting attempts. Mean clutch size in 19B6 at Pirlot Road (5.3

. es- -
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eggs/nest, was sigr.ificantly larger than at Tachycineta Meadows (4.9

eags'nest; t-test, P < 0.0 5,. Both of these values are within the

range of those reportec for tree swallows (Chapman 1955, DeSteven 1975,

Zacn and Mayoh 1952). This is continuation of the trend shown in 1985.

Pirlot Road test plot has consistently had higher clutch sizes. We

suspect there is more available food at Pirlot test than the controls

and this could be influencing clutch size, a finding reported for tree

swallows in Canada by Quinney and Hussell (in press). We should be

able to examine this using the data we have on insect biomass as soon

as the analysis of our insect data by Hussell is complete. Although

the mean clutch sizes were significantly different, there was no

difference in tne distribution of clutch sizes between test and control

plots during 1986 X2 test of incepencence, X2 : 3.3, df 4, P > 0.3).

Hatching success (Tatle 7) was also greater at the Pirlot Road

test plot (93.-% than at Tachycineta Meadows (84.1S) during 1986 and

these differences in likelinooo to hatch are marginally significant (X2

test of independence, X2 = 3.99, df 1 1, P < 0.05). When 1986 and 1985

data are analyzed togetner, likelihooo to hatch is shown to be

independent of both plot and year (X2  4.38, df = 3, P > .2) When

this 4 X 2 table is broken down, into year (1985 vs. 1986 pooled over

PRT ana TMC) and plot (PRT vs. TMC pooled over 1985 and 1986)

components, there are no detectable plot effects (X2 = 1.65, P > 0.1),

year effects (X2  j 1, P > 0.3) or plot/year interactions (X2

2.716, P > 0.05). The actual number of young which hatched per nest

'Table 6' was not significantly different between test and control

.% %
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plots during 1986 (t-test, t = 1.5, P > 0.05), and is within the range

Sof results reported elsewhere (Low 1934, Paynter 1954).

Fledging success was slightly lower at Pirlot Road (25.4%) than at

Tachycineta Meadows (27.1%) in 1986 (Table 7), but these small

differences in likelihood to fledge are not significant (X2 test of

independence, X2 = 0.07, df 1, P > 0.3). When 1986 and 1985 data are

analyzed together the results are highly significant (X2 = 40.245, df =

3, P < 0.001), due primarily to a highly significant year effect (X2 =

38.14, P > 0.001). There were no significant differences in likelihood

to fledge over years between plots, nor was any significant interaction

detected. The actual number of young to fledge per nest during 1986

- (Table 6) was slightly higher at the Pirlot Road test plot (1.3

young/nest) than at Tachycineta Meadows control (1.2 young/nest), but

not significantly higher (t-test, t = 1.5, P > 0.25). Numbers of yourng

fledged was the lowest recorded in any years of our study, almost

totally due to one episode of inclement weather which caused up to 6C0

mortality on some plots. The weeks preceding this cold and wet weather

were very hot and dry and insect abundance was at low levels. Couplec

witn this lack of resource base, hatching was very synchronous in 19$t

__ and most of the hatchlings in the nest were unable to thermoregulate

\ adequately at the onset of the inclement weather. During this two day

bad weather period very few adults were seen in the vicinity of nest

boxes and many seemed to abandon the nests. Weather caused mortality

has been recorded in other studies of tree swallows (Chapman 1955,
Paynter 1954) and Low (1933) reports that 50$ of the young he was

studying diec in one week of adverse weather. Even though this

-27-
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severely reduce- the numbers of nests and young that were availaole for

study, we still had sufficient numbers for all of the research tasks.

The landmark events of eye opening and primary feather eruption

are presented in Table 8. Mean number of days to eye opening was

shorter at the Pirlot Road test plot (5.1 days) than at Tachycineta

Meadows control (5.5 days), but these differences are not significant

(t-test, t = 1.95, P > 0.05). Mean number of days to feather eruption

was also shorter at Pirlot Road (8.7 days) than at Tachycineta Meadows

(9.4 days), and tnis difference is significant (t-test, t = 3.33, P <N.

C.C r. rhis difference could be due to food availability on the two

plots. As for the case of differences in clutch size noted above, we

plan to examine this possibility using the insect data we collected.

Exposure data for nests, eggs, and nestlings used to assess

mortality rates was calculated using the Mayfield method (Mayfielc

1961, 1975) and are presented in Ta le 9. Units of exposure are egg

' days, nestling days, ana nest days. For example, one nest with five

eggs observed for four days would represent 20 egg days and four nest

days. Data presented here include all active nests from all plots anc

represent an overall nesting success analysis.

Egg mortality was significantly higher on the control plots (3

test of independence, Sokal and Rohlf 1981, G = 11.38, df 1 1, P <

0.001, while nestling mortality was significantly greater on the

control plots (G = 15.77, P < 0.001). Overall nest mortality (e.g.

failure of an entire nest) was not significantly different between

pooled test and control plots (0 = 0.09, P > 0.3), nor were there any

significart differences between test and control plots when nest

•A
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mortality is partitionec between the incubation phase and the nestling

phase (0 = 1.67 and 1.05, respectively, both P > 0.2).

In 1986, 148 unique adults were captured and banaed; 104 (73.3%)

were new individuals and 44 were returns (29.7%) which were banded by

us during previous seasons. This 29.7% return is an increase from 1985

when only 16.6; of adults handled were previously banded by us. In

addition, as many young as possible are banded before fledging; in

1986, 271 young were banded in the nest. This number is a decrease

from the 363 banded in 1985, and is a direct result of an episode of

inclement weather which caused a high rate of mortality among

nestlings.

Accorcing to the R2 values obtained from curve fitting to growth

data for individual birds during 1986 (Table 10), body mass, tarsus ana

N ulna growth were best fit ry the logistic model while wing growth was

best fit by the exponential model.

The models which had the best fit to the data were then used to

produce values for use in an analysis of variance. Within the selected

growth model, nestlings w.,ose growth curve variables (growth constant,

S-inflection pcint' differed significantly from zero were subjected to a

nested analysis of variance (NANOVA), with the effect of nests included

within plots. The intercept was not used in the analysis since

interpretatiorn of its meaning from a biological point of view is not

clear.

In general, growth rates and inflection points were most strongly

affected by nests within plots and least by plot (test or

control)(Tanles 11- 14. For growth constant, the only significant

S .
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plot effect was growtn of bod mass. For inflection point, none of the

variables was found to have a significant plot effect. However, for

all variables, a hignly significant effect was found for nests within

plots. Thus, nests differ greatly between themselves, but not between

plots, for the measured variaoles. Table 15 presents the means and

standarc statistics for eacn variable.

In 1985, we found significant differences in the test and control

plots. We attributed this difference to the age of the birds breeding

on them. The control plots were new in that year, and attracted a

larger proportion of young birds. Young tree swallows have been shown

to have poorer reproductive success (DeSteven 1978). Therefore, if

the differences in growth we have demonstrated in 1985 were due soley

to a~e of breeding birz, we would expect to see no differences in

subsequent breeding seasons. The disappearance of the plot effect in

1986 appears to confirm our expectations.

Data for patterns of incubation have not been fully analyzed at

tnis writing. [This is because of a request by IITRT and the NAVY in

late December for a complete 5 year proposal and budget for

continuation of our work. The proposal was requested by 15 January,

1987, and we were acle to finally complete it at the end of February,

-". 1987.2 Data were obtained on 12 nests on the test plot and 7 nests on

the control plot. Representative analysis is presented for day time

:ncubation by the female (the male does not incubate) for a single nest

- on each of the test and control plots. The variables examined are

total time spent incubating the eggs, measured as the percentage of

time on the eggs per day, the average egg temperature during
tieth urn
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incubat.or., ex;ressec as the average temperature per bout of

incubat:on, anz tne average minutes of incubation per bout. Incubation

does not begin abruptly in the tree swallow. Rather, the egg

temperature anc persistence in setting on the eggs increases to a

maximum level over the first four days. Similar patterns have been

reportec for incubation in other species (Zerba and Morton 1983, Skutch

1952,. We have selected data for our analysis from the first day the

maximum egg temperature is reached, as determined by inspecting graphs

of the egg temperature. Data beyond the eleventh day of incubation

were not uset because incubation becomes erratic just prior to the

egg's hatcning. We present data on six days (we do not include data or.

incubation at night here) of incubation for a control plot bird, and 11

days for a test plot bird (Table 17). The average percent time spent

incubating tne eggs is about 81% for each bird. Similar values are

reported in tne literature for a variety of species (Haftorn 1975;

Prescott 196.; Skutch 1962, 1976; Zerba and Morton 1983a). The

coefficient of variation is highest for the control bird (12.5%). The

average time on the nest is not significantly different between the two

birds 'One-way A2V F:C.C37, F > 0.5). Mean egg temperature while

incubating 'Table 16) was higher for the test plot bird (One-way AOV,

F=25.587, P <0.001; test done on 1/egg temp transformed data to reduce

heterogeneity of variances). We do not place much significance in this

result though because it is not clear how much of the difference is due

to placement of tne probe in the nest. We plan further tests on
placing the probe in the clutch in 1967. The mean time spent (minutes,

on the nest curing a bout cf incubation is also compared in Table 16.

-31-
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The mean times are longer for the control birC, but the variance Is

greater than the mean for each bird, ano the means are not

significantly different kOne-way AOV, F=1.975, P>C.2C). Other workers

have reported similar values for average time on the nest, and have

noted the high variability in this measure (Prescott 1964; Skutcn 1962,

1976; Zerba and Morton 1983b) Currently, our best variable is the

percent time spent in incubation per day. Using the dispersion

statistics from the two nests analyzed to date, we estimate we need to

*. monitor '0 nests per plot to be able to detect a 20, change in

',. incubatior time.

Data for parental care of nestlings were collected in 1986 using

" video cameras. Our objective was to quantify the behavior of parent

tree swallows at their nest following the hatching of their young. ;e

set up video cameras on twc nests. The cameras were set up early in

- ,the morning starting with the day of hatching and allowed to operate
4. ,

all day. The amount of time the nests were monitored ranged between 5

ano '2 hours per Jay. Analysis of video tapes consisted of counting

the number of enterings and leavings of the nestbox, and the time spent

,,n tne ,ies: box anc absent from it. Male and female at each nest were

color marked and could be ciscerned in the video tapes. We scorec

-.- their activities separately. We could also tell if foreign birds

visitec the nest.

We obtained the following information for each nest: 1) the number

of times a bird ,rmale or female) visited the nest in an hour, 2) the

percent of the total video time that a bird spent in the nest per day,

and 3) the average length of timp spent in the nest per visit. These

".9
3 2
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are measures considered by other investigators studying incubation in a

variety of otner species (Davis, et al., Haftorn 1979, and Morton and

Pereyra 1985'. However, of the three variables presented in Table 17,

%.' :. only visits per hour will be considered because the other two measures

appear to be too variable to be useful in meeting our statistical

sufficiency requirements.

Two nests were studied in 1986. The data for visits per hour are

presented for each sex and nest, and for each sex with the data from

, ,the two nests pooled, in Table 17.

A Examined singly, females visited the nest from 6 to 7 times per

hour whereas males varied from 5 to 8 visits per hour (Table 17). When

, visits are poolec over nests, females have slightly lower visitation

rates than males, but are much less variable (Table 17). A similar

U i stucy by Qulnney (166 on tree swallows in Canada revealec nest

visitation rates as high as 13 trips/hr. However, he provided no

statistics of cispersion so we are unable to ascertain if our data are

as variable as his.

The poolec data for females yields a coefficient of variation of

about 18'. We would need to monitor about 18 nests per plot to be able

to detect a 2C0 change in visits/hour. This is about twice the number

of nests we predict we can monitor with our current equipment in a

single research season. Therefore, we plan to rent additional video

cameras and to pool our data over years to reach our required sample

size. We feel it is among our highest priorities to obtain data on

this potentially important variable. Our other, more physically based,

measures of potential ELF effects will allow us to detect small

r-
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changes; measures of parental care will, in our judgement, allow us to

deduce cause and effect since the young depenc entirely on the parents

for warmth anc foo.

PARENTAL AND NESTLING BEHAVIOR, AND FECUNDITY,

GROWTH, AND MATURATION STUDIES - DEERMICE

L Purpose

The purpose of these studies is to characterize several aspects of

the reproductive process in deermice at test and control sites and to

test for possible effects of the ELF Communication System on these

-. variatles. Specifically, the following aspects of the reproductive

process are compare, between test and control sites and for each site

fro.- year to year: maternal attentiveness to nestlings, numbers of

1 .young born per litter, proportions of young surviving until weaning,

ana rates of growth and development of nestlings. All of these work,

elements are oescribec togetner in this one section because they are

all carr: ed out on the same families of mice.

IL Methods

.nese stucies are carried out within enclosures because free-

ranging mice have been found not to remain resident in nest boxes for

long enougn perioas for us to obtain the data desired. The enclosures

are large: 6.1 by 5.8 m. Ten enclosures have been constructed within

mixed deciduous forests at both the test and control plots. They are

open at the top to allow free passage of atmospheric electromagnetic

fields and free exposure to weather. Furthermore, they are constructed

mostly of acrylic plastic sheeting, which is permeable to atmospheric

electric fiells according to IITF, engineers. Briefly, the walls of

the enclosures consist of acrylic sheeting attached to cedar posts; the

-' L
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walls project about 15 cm below ground to prevent mice from digging

out, and they extenc about 60 cm above ground. A 51-cm-wice sheet of
-I

acrylic is placed horizontally along the top of each wall to prevent

animals from climbing over the wall. Tree trunks are sheathed witn

sheets of high-density polyethylene to prevent mice from climbing in or

out of the enclosures via the trees. Each enclosure is provided wit- a

nest box and a feeding and watering station. The nest box can be

opened to permit access to the mice.

Small enclosures (termed holding facilities) built according to

the same design, but measuring just 1.2 by 1.2 m, are also constructec

at the same sites. These enclosures are used as holding facilities for

,* mice awaiting study in the large enclosures.

Tne mice to be studied are captured in mixed deciduous forest near

tne enclosure sites. They are set up as male-female pairs. Then later

-"tte females are transferrec into the large enclosures when visi t

pregnant. They give birth in the enclosures and rear their young to

tne age of weanin6.

The attentive benavior of the mother mice toward their young is

monitorec using treadles attached to the nest boxes. A treadle is also

placec at the feeding station to monitor time spent there by the

female. Treadles follow the design of Hill (1972b) and Dice (196!).

Each is enclosed in a tunnel, which is positioned over the entry into

.the nest box or feeding station so that the mother must pass over the

treadle to enter or exit. Movements of the treadle activate a mercury

switch whose signals are processed in an A/D device (EME Systems,.

Signals from the A.'. device are recorded continuously on a NE-

~' -.',-
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microcomputer, 24 hours per day. From the records, it is possible tc

deduce the time of each entry and exit, and thus it is possible also to

compute the durations of periods spe't in and out of the nest box.

Because a treadle system of this sort can monitor the movements of only

a single animal, the male parent cannot be present, and monitoring of

C, tne female can be carried out only until the young are about 16 days

old for at that age the young themselves start to exit and reenter the

nest box).

Newborn young are toe-clipped for identification when 4 days old.

SFrom then until they are 22 days old, their growth is followed by

weigning every other day to an accuracy of 0.1 g using a Pesola scale.

-rnitial 'itter size and subsequent deaths are recorded. The age of eye-

opening is recorded as ar, index of developmental rate.

IIL Results - 1986

.The growth and development of 7 litters from 7 females at Pirlot

test plot and 9 litters from 9 females at Michigamme control plot were

monr;tored during 198t. About half of these litters were born in earIV

summer and tne last ones in early August (Table 18) as the deermice

fai'ed to exn.it a substantial late summer reproductive peak- typioal

of deermice in this region (Baker, 1983).

The results of growth studies are presented in Table

.* perusal of the growth in body mass of nestlings indicates that - -

curves often appear non-linear. Although littermates c:cs :-

exhibit similar :y shaped growth curves, there are appare-"

in curves among litters of cifferen'O females a e.

between litters of tre same female (i.e., s-. . -

V
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sigmoidal, etc.). While this variability in the shape of growth curves

among (but not within litters) is interesting, it precludes the use of

any particular non-linear model (e.g., logistic growth model) to

estimate and compare growth rates in these mice. Therefore, growth

rates have been estimated using linear regression analyses for growth

of each individual, and combined growth of all individuals of each

litter. For the sake of clarity, only the latter will be presented

here.

The regression coefficients presented in Table 18a indicate that

the linear model is adequate in describing growth of deermice (range

of R2 = .04 to .94, overall R
2 = .52). Nested ANOVA of growth rate due

kto mothers nested with plot yields a significant effect of mother but

none due to plot (Table 18b). At this writing, we do not have any

hypotheses as to the nature of the mother effect.

r Litter size and age at eye opening and incisor eruption are

similar between plots but exhibit large coefficients of variation

(12.7% to 50%, respectively, Table 19). Much of the variation can be

attributed to the frequency of visits we can make to obtain the data

(now at every other day). Thus an animal categorized as not having

eyes open on a particular day will not be checked again for two days.

This produces a built in error of two days. Thus, we do not feel we

can obtain fine enough resolution for these variables to meet our

statistical criteria without increasing the frequency of visits. We

are investigating this possibility within our present work schedules.

In our studies of maternal behavior, we have thus far examined the

behaviors of two mothers in enclosures with treadles on both the nest

-37-
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box and the feeder. The following variables were measured: (1) the

number of visits to the nest or feeder, (2) the percent of time per day

spent in the nest or feeder, and (3) the amount of time spent for each

visit to the nest or feeder. These three variables were recorded from

the time of birth of the young to 16 days after birth. We are

presently in the process of analyzing these data. When the analysis is

complete, we will provide IITRI and the Navy with the results.

HOMING STUDIES - TREE SWALLOWS

L Purpose

The purpose of these studies is to measure the homing success of

tree swallows at test and control sites and to test for possible

effects of the ELF Communication System on such success. Variables

measured are the proportions of swallows that successfully return home

after displacement and the time required for each bird to return home.

IL Methods

Adult birds are captured at the nest box using a simple nest box

trapping device (Cohen and Hayes 1984). Captures take place between

0930 and 1230 to allow adequate feeding of the young in the nest prior

to capture. Following capture, each bird is sexed (using the presence

of a cloacal protuberance for males and brood patch for females) and

aged using plumage characteristics. Birds are banded using a standard

U.S. Fish and Wildlife band and are color marked on the breast using

"magic markers" to provide rapid and positive identification while in

flight. Birds are placed in wire cages which are covered with black

cloths, and then driven to the release sites.
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In our first studies of swallow homing in 1984 and 1985, we

released birds at all four cardinal compass directions (east, west,

north, south) at test and control sites. The results revealed no

differences in homing success from one compass direction to another.

Furthermore, because tree swallows probably home without regard to

habitats they fly over, and they are not likely exposed to any

different hazards (predators, etc.) in homing from one directions as

opposed to another, we feel justified in releasing birds at just one

compass direction. Using just a single release point at test and

control sites is more efficient in terms of personnel effort than use

of four release points and thus permits adequate sample sizes to be

obtained more expeditiously.

The release points are located in open areas that are at a

distance of 30 km from the nest sites and at a compass direction 20

degrees NE of the nest sites (see Figure 1 ). This value of 30 km was

chosen because it is greater than the distance corresponding to a drop

of two orders of magnitude of potential electromagnetic fields given

off by the Communications System. The direction of the release points

in relation to the nest sites was chosen so that birds attempting to

return to the test site in a straight line will cross both east-west

legs of the antenna configuration -- areas that would supposedly be

maximally influenced by ELF electromagnetic fields. Upon release, the

time, vanishing vector, and weather conditions are noted. Observers

~: q" located near the nest boxes record the time at which the birds return.

-39-
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IIL Result.3 - 1986

The numbers of birds used for homing and the likelihood to return

are presented in Table .20. These data are from the Panola Plains

control plot and pooled from Cleveland Homestead and North Turner test

plots. Test plot data were pooled after confirmation of no significant

differences in return rates due to test plot location (X2 test of

independence, X2 z 0.09, df = 1, P > .3). Likelihood to return to the

nest site on the test plots was 90% (26 returned of 29 displaced) and

77% (24 of 31) on the control plots, but these differences were not

significant (X2 = 1.62, df 1 1, P > .2). Mean time to return was lower

on the test plots (149.8 min.) than on the control (176.9 min.), but

these differences were also not significant (t-test, t = 1.6, P > .05).

All of the young in the nests of birds that returned were reported in

healthy condition.

HOMING STUDIES- SMALL MAMMALS

L Purpose

The purpose of these studies is to measure the homing success of

small mammals at test and control sites and to test for possible

effects of the ELF Communication System on such success. Variables

measured are the proportions of individuals that successfully return

home after displacement and the time required for each individual to

return home. The principal species studied are deermice and chipmunks.

IL Methods

The small mammal homing study is conducted on two trapping grids,

one at the Pirlot road test site (PRT) and the other at the Michigamme

control site (MGE). Each grid contains 100 stations spaced ten meters

-40-
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apart, with one Leathers live-trap placed at each station baited with

peanut butter and rolled oats. The grids were situated on the east

side of both the ELF ROW (PRT) and the sham ROW (MOE). A habitat

buffer between each ROW and its respective trapping grid was increased

this year to 50 meters, rather than the 10 meters of 1985. This

increase helped insure that both the grids and their displacement lines

were located in more uniform habitat, one of continuous mixed deciduous

forest dominated by sugar maple (Acer saccharum).

Trapping began on 6 July and ended on 23 July, 1986. Traps were

checked twice daily (ca. 0800 and 1700) and rebaited as necessary.

Because of the small sample sizes obtained for other species in 1985,

only eastern chipmunks and woodland deer mice were displaced this year.

Each animal was weighed, sexed, and toe-clipped or ear-tagged for

individual identification. Reproductive condition, station number, and

capture time were also recorded. Individuals were kept for

displacement after their third capture; such animals were deemed to be

*"trap-happy" and hopefully insured their detection by continued

recapture on the trapping grid upon returning from displacement.

Before being displaced, each animal was kept in a laboratory cage

supplied with nesting material, lab chow, and water. Cages were placed

in screened-in storage sheds located near each site. Displacements took

place during, or just prior to, the next activity period following

capture; deermice (nocturnal) were displaced at dusk (ca. 1900) and

chipmunks (diurnal) were displaced in the morning (ca. 0800). Each

animal was displaced 45 0 m from the trap it was captured at when kept

for displacement. Displacements take place to the south and west of

t-41-
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the home grids. The exact point of release is adjusted to reflect the

point of capture on the home grid; this way all individuals are

displaced exactly the same distance from their capture point. Trapping

continued for five days after the last animal was displaced.

During our initial studies on mammal homing in 1985 (Beaver, et

al. 1986), we displaced chipmunks and deermice in all four cardinal

directions in order to investigate any directional biases in homing

ability. No such biases were found even though animals displaced west

and north on the control and test plots had to cross the sham corridor

or actual antenna corridor, as well as somewhat different habitat

types. However, our sample sizes were small for any particular

displacement direction (maximum of 10 animals) and we therefore could

not be certain of the robustness of our tests. Thus, in contrast to the

work on swallow homing, we decided to reduce the number of displacement

directions to two rather than one. Reducing the number of directions

from four to two increases efficiency of sampling. By using two

directions rather than one, however, we maintain the diversity of

habitats and corridor crossings at each site, thus helping to insure

that we are further able to examine the effects of habitat conditions

as well as potential effects of ELF on homing behavior.

Displacements take place to the south and west of the home grids.

The exact point of release of a displaced animal is adjusted in

relation to the point of capture on the home grid so that all

individuals are displaced by the same distance from their area of

residence on the home grid. The home grids and the release areas are

located within relatively continuous northern hardwood habitat. Once an

-42-
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animal has been displaced, traps on the home grid are checked morning

and evening for at least 5 days. In this way, we monitor the numbers

of animals that successfully return, and we can compute the minimum

amount of time required to return within about 12 hours.

The displacements to the south are through continuous forest,

whereas those to the west require returning animals to cross the

antenna corridor at the test site and the sham corridor at the control

site. Use of the two displacement directions thus specifically allows

us to test for directional differences in return rates which might

occur due to the fact that animals returning from the west must pass

beneath the antenna line -- potentially the area of greatest

electromagnetic disturbance.

III. Results - 1986

i The number of animals captured in 1986 was dramatically fewer than

in 1985. The assumed reason was the presence of Tyzzer's disease in

wild populations of deermice and chipmunks. We reported earlier that

trappable populations of these species were down from 1985 for the

presumed same reason.

A total of 9 deer mice (3 at MGE, 6 at PRT) and 41 chipmunks (22

at MGE, 19 at PRT) were displaced (Table 21) Likelihood to return to

the home area was assessed using a G-test of independence (Sokal and

Rohlf 1981, p. 737). No significant differences were shown between the

return rates of chimpunk males and females at either the test site

(PRT) or the control site (MGE) (G c 0.203 and 0.059, respectively,

both P > 0.3), nor was there a significant difference between the

return rates from the west and south at either site ( G = 1.43 8, at
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MGE; G = 0.642, at PRT; both P > 0.2). Also, no difference was

detected in the return rate of chipmunks between the test and control

sites (G z 3.161, 0.1 < P < 0.05). Return rates of chipmunks for 1986

and 1985 were significantly different (adjusted G = 7.689, P < 0.01)

with a higher proportion of the displaced individuals returning this

year than last. This was to be expected, however, since the

displacement distance for chipmunks was reduced from 1985 (500 m to 450

m). Differences in likelihood to return between years for deermice

was not assessed due to the large disparity in the number of

individuals displaced each year (9 in 1986, 71 in 1985). Generally,

deermice are the most abundant small mammal on our forest study sites

and hopefully, population numbers will increase to former normal

levels. Winter trapping during 1985-1986 showed that population

numbers had declined drastically since summer 1985 and these low

numbers persisted throughout summer 1986, as shown by the small numbers

of displacements during the homing study and the low TPN estimates

during the community study. In past years, deermice have been the most

abundant small mammal on our forest study sites.

DEVELOPMENTAL STUDIES

L Purpose

The purpose of these studies is to determine the incidence of

embryonic developmental abnormalities in tree swallows at test and

control sites and to test for possible effects of the ELF Communication

System on the incidence of these abnormalities.
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IL Methods

Embryos of tree swallows are collected from test and control plots

in late May and early June. Our procedure is to examine nests daily

and mark new eggs. When no further eggs are laid in a nest, incubation

is considered to have started. Eggs are then collected from the nest

at age 96 hours (4 days) of incubation. Each embryo is dissected from

the egg and placed in a fixative (Bouins solution). An initial

determination of whether the embryo is normal or deformed is made at

the time of dissection. At this time a determination of whether the

egg was ever fertilized is made. These eggs are identified by their

lack of any embryonic tissues.

K The preserved specimens are later cleared, stained, mounted whole

on glass slides and examined in detail for a final determination of

whether they are normal or abnormal. This final determination is

carried out according to a "blind" procedure. All specimens from both

test and control sites are assigned arbitrary and randomly selected

numbers. The person who carries out the final examination of the

embryos knows only these numbers, not the origin of each specimen.

• : Abnormal embryos are categorized according to the particular type of

abnormality they show. All embryos are photographed to maintain a

permanent record of normal and abnormal embryonic morphology.

IIL. Results - 1986

In 1986, embryos were collected from Ford North (FNT) and South

test plots (FST) and Panola Plains control plot (PPC). However, in

previous years as the program developed, other plots have been used.

We here present data from all plots used since 1983 and compare them.
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Embryos were collected from three kinds of plots: (1) a non-

experimental work plot named Floodwood, (2) control plots (Tachycineta

meadows (TMC) and PPC), and (3) test plots (Pirlot Road (PRT),

Cleveland Homestead (CHT), FST, and FNT).

Embryos from the Floodwood plot were collected prior to the

existence of control and experimental plots. Three seasons worth of

data exist on embryos from this plot beginning with 1983. These

embryos provided a basis for establishing normal morphologies and

developmental rates and also provided a three year trend in the level

of developmental abnormalities.

Embryos from the control and test plots were collected in 1985 and

1986. Because of various problems, embryos were not collected from the

same sites for these two years. In future seasons, embryos will be

collected from the same test and control plots to eliminate possible

differences between plots within the same experimental treatment group.

The comparisons between embryos from the Flood wood plot and the

control and test experimental plots reveal a significant difference in

frequencies of developmental abnormalities and demonstrates that our

procedures are capable of detecting differences in the frequencies of

developmental abnormalities if the differences are great enough.

Floodwood: At the present time, the most extensive collection of

embryos is from the Flood wood plot. Because of its location, it can

not be used for a control or test plot. Table 22 presents the data for

1983 to 1985. Only one unfertilized egg was found in three years of

collecting. The data appears to be homogeneous. We detected a slight

but non-significant increase in the frequency of developmental
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abnormalities observed in 1985. If we pool the Floodwood data over the

three years, we observe a frequency of developmental abnormalities of

18.1% (Table 23). Compared to our other plots this is a very high

rate of developmental abnormalities and are in the process of trying to

determine why this plot should have a consistently high rate of

developmental abnormalities. We note that these abnormalities cannot

be a result of the ELF Communications System since it was not operative

during the time the embryos were conceived or collected.

Experimental Plots: Embryos collected from control and test plots

are presented in Table 24. Chi-square analysis of these data indicate

that the plots are not homogeneous with respect to the frequency of

developmental abnormalities. In particular one plot, Ford North Test

(FNT), has an extremely high level of developmental abnormalities,

although the sample size is small. The individual contribution to the

Chi-square for this plot is significant by itself and renders the Chi-

square significantly different at the P = 0.005 level of significance.

If we eliminate the FNT data from consideration and pool the data for

control and test (Table 25), we observe that the data are homogeneous

and not significantly different. Thus the frequencies of developmental

abnormalities observed on control and test plots, excluding the FNT

data, are equal. Pooling these two sets of embryonic data together, we

observed that the frequency of developmental abnormalities is about

8.0% (Table 23). We observed no infertile eggs out of 188 eggs opened.

Finally, we observe that the FNT plot has a level of developmental

abnormality of 34.9% (Table 23). On this plot, there was one infertile

egg in 18 eggs opened.
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Our data presently indicate that three different levels of

developmental abnormalities exist among the plots examined. The lowest

level observed was found on the experimental plots (excluding the FNT

plot). If we assume that this is the normal level of abnormalities to

be observed in tree swallows, we may compare this level with the levels

of abnormalities observed on the Floodwood and FNT plots. Our

comparison indicates that there is a significant difference between the

pooled experimental plots and the Floodwood and FNT plots (Table 23).

These differences are significant at least at the P = 0.005 level of

significance.

The frequencies of developmental abnormalities for the pooled

experimental plots and the Floodwood plot are probably reliable

estimates of the levels of abnormalities that we may expect for these

plots. The value for the FNT plot at this point is questionable. The

sample is small and could represent a single radical fluctuation unique

to the 1986 season. However, it might also mean that this plot, like

Floodwood, will have a consistently high level of developmental

abnormalities every year because of some intrinsic factor(s). We will

examine this carefully during the next season. If the plot has a high

level of abnormalities for the 1987 season, we may have to choose a

different test plot to be used in our comparisons to determine the

possible effects of the ELF Communication System on the frequencies of

developmental abnormalities observed in tree swallows.

Developmental Retardation: Among the embryos from the 1986

season, we observed a significant number of embryos which showed

developmental retardation (Table 26). That is, the embryos were
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retarded in their rate of development compared to their clutch mates.

The contingency Chi-square comparing these embryos, assuming that these

retarded embryos are indeed abnormal, is homogeneous for all three

plots (Chi-square with 2 degrees of freedom = 5.324 where the critical

value at P = 0.05 is 5.991, Table 27). The overall frequency of

developmental abnormalities was 26.2% (Table 27). If the FNT plot data

are excluded from this comparison the frequency is 22.4% (Table 27).

At this point, we are unsure of the exact nature of these retarded

embryos. Two possibilities exist: (1) they are indeed abnormal and

will eventually die, or (2) they are normal and will eventually catch

up with the other embryos. We may test these two possibilities by

making an additional comparison. From plots not used for collecting

embryos (PRT and TMC), we have hatching failure data (Tables 7 & 27).

While eggs may not hatch for many reasons, if we assume all hatching

failure is due to abnormalities of the embryo alone, we can compare

rate of hatching failure on these plots to the rates of abnomalities on

plots where eggs were collected. In many cases, the kinds of

developmental abnormalities we observed should have lead to the deat.

of the embryo in the egg and thus prevented hatching. Using

; homogeneous data from PPC and FST for the embryology data and

homogeneous data from PRT and TMC for the hatching data (Table 27), we

observe that the frequency of eggs that fail to hatch (14.4%) is

intermediate between the observed frequencies of embryonic

abnormalities, assuming first that the retarded embryos are abnormal

(abnormality rate overall of 22.4 %) or second that the retarded

embryos are normal (abnormality rate overall of 8.2%) and will
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eventually catch up in development. From these results, we conclude

that some of the retarded embryos may be developmentally abnormal and

will die prior to hatching while others will hatch normally. It may be

possible to detect these young at hatching if they have lower body mass

or by if they exhibit abnormal growth rates as nestlings. At present,

we have not made comparisons which would allow us to evaluate the fate

of the portion of the retarded embryos which must hatch. We will make

these comparisons as additional data become available.

STUDIES OF MAXIMUM AEROBIC METABOLISM
5S

L Purpose

The purpose of these studies is to measure the peak aerobic

metabolism of animals during winter at test and control sites and to

test for possible effects of the ELF Communication System on peak

metabolism. The principal species studied are chickadees and

deermice.

IL Methods

Collection and care of birds. To attract chickadees for study,

feeding stations are established in December and kept stocked

throughout the winter with sunflower seeds. Chickadees are mist

netted as needed from these stations. Upon capture, birds are weighed

to the nearest 0.1 g using a Pesola spring scale and marked with a

colored plastic leg band for individual identification. When released

from captivity, they are banded using a standard U.S. Fish and Wildlife

Service band for permanent marking. Birds are housed singly in wire

.5-5.mesh cages (28 x 18 x 31 cm). Shelled sunflower seeds and snow or water

are available ad libitum. In addition, each morning and late
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afternoon, meal worms are .PA provided in excess. The cages are kept

in a screened outdoor holding facility, which provides natural lighting

and temperature conditions.

Collection and care of mammals. Trap shelters are established in

late November, prior to any substantial snowfall. The shelters are

located along wandering lines situated approximately 75-250 m from the

antenna or sham corridor. Habitat is northern hardwoods dominated by

maple, basswood, and elm, typical of the area. Each shelter is a

plastic waste container placed upside-down on top of the ground layer,

with a covered top opening which provides researcher access to the

ground layer once snow is present. Mice enter the shelters through the

interface between the ground layer and the wall of the shelter. One

Leathers live trap is placed in the bottom of the shelter and baited

U with rolled oats, peanut butter, and sunflower seeds. Polyester

batting is provided in the trap for nesting material. Traps are

prebaited and left open one month prior to actual trapping to insure

that small mammals will include the stations in their subnivean

runways. Researcher travel on the sites is by snowshoe along a single

trail to minimize disturbance of the subnivean air spaces which are

critical to small mammal movements.

4 Trapping is begun at the start of January and continued

intermittently - according to need for animals - through March. Work

is focused primarily on the deermouse. Upon capture, individuals

V- are toe-clipped for identification, sexed and weighed to the neare...

0.1 g with a Pesola spring scale. Once at the lab, animals are

transferred to standard plastic lab cages (29 x 18 x 13 cm) with wire
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lids and provided with wood shavings, polyester batting, and a diet of

sunflower seeds, lab chow, and apple and snow for moisture. Cages are

housed in an open outdoor facility which provides natural lighting and

temperature conditions.

Laboratory methods. To elicit a peak rate of oxygen consumption,

we use a refined version of the helium-oxygen (helox) method first

introduced to the study of small-animal physiology by Rosenmann and

Morrison (1974). Placing an animal in a helium-oxygen atmosphere at a

given ambient temperature greatly increases the individual's rate of

heat loss by comparison to the rate in air (mostly nitrogen-oxygen),

due to the relatively much higher thermal conductivity of helox. Thus,

the animal must produce heat more rapidly in helox than air if it is to

maintain a stable body temperature.

Whether the rate of oxygen consumption measured in helox is in

fact a true peak metabolic rate depends partly upon the ambient

temperature. Identifying the true peak for an individual therefore

entails studying the animal at a series of ambient temperatures.

Specifically, study at a minimum of three ambient temperatures is

required for a definitive determination: there should be a measurement

at the temperature that elicits the peak, and also there should be

measurements at temperatures higher and lower, demonstrating that the

rate of oxygen consumption in helox falls off if the temperature is

either raised or lowered from that eliciting the peak. Of course, the

temperatures of interest are unknown at the onset of work on an

individual. Thus, in principle, many measurements would have to be

made on an individual before its peak would be definitively identified.
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In practice, experience often permits us to know in advance the

- temperature at which the peak will occur. Therefore, we often need to

test an animal at just three temperatures to establish its peak

definitively. The spacing we have used between temperatures is 5 *C.

Thus, if we test an animal in helox at three ambient temperatures that

are 5 OC apart (e.g. -10, -5, 0 OC) and if the highest measured

rate of oxygen consumption occurs at the middle temperature, we

conclude that we have identified the animal's peak rate definitively.

Tests are not carried out on the day of capture to reduce any

effect of capture stress. To further avoid adverse effects of stress,

animals are tested only once on any given day.

Prior to a test animals are weighed to the nearest 0.1 g on an

Ohaus triple-beam balance, and their body temperature (Tb) is measured

by inserting a copper-constantan thermocouple probe 2-3 cm colonically.

Then each animal is placed into a metabolic chamber. Chambers are

constructed from new one-half gallon paint cans, with inflow and

outflow ports in the lid. The inside surfaces are painted with 3M ECP-

220C, for an emissivity of nearly 1.0. A 0.5-inch-mesh hardware cloth

floor covered with Dip-It plastic coati.g is used to elevate the animal

above the bottom of the can, thus helping to insure proper airflow

around the animal and permitting urine and feces to drop away so as not

to wet the animal. The outflow port of each chamber houses a 36-gauge

copper-constantan thermocouple to monitor chamber temperature, which is

maintained by immersion of the can in a Forma Scientific 2325 water

bath using ethanol as antifreeze. All temperature probes are connected
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to a Leeds and Northrup 25C Series Multipoint recorder which can be

read to the nearest 0.1 SC.

Measurements are carried out during daylight hours. Food is

provided during measurements. Specifically, apple is provided for the

mammals, and shelled sunflower seeds and a mealworm are provided for

the chickadees. The metabolism chambers for the birds are equipped

with a small light that provides dim illumination; without this light,

the chickadees (which are diurnal feeders) would not eat. Our decision

to provide food during tests is based on extensive preliminary

experimentation and is predicated on the following considerations: (1)

Animals in nature are able to feed during the day; the birds are

diurnal foragers, and the mammals can feed from caches. (2) In the

mice, the variance in results is lower when food is provided than when

it is denied. (3) In the birds, there is evidence that fasting during

these types of experiments increases the probability of death.

Oxygen consumption is measured using an open-flow system.

Briefly, gas (air or helox) is pumped through the metabolic chamber at

a measured flow rate, and the reduction in its oxygen content is

measured. From these data, the rate of oxygen use of the animal can be

calculated. The oxygen content of gases is measured with an Applied

Electrochemistry S3A oxygen analyzer and recorded on a Houston

Superscribe potentiometric recorder. Gas flow rates are measured with

Brooks 1110 rotameters. The rate of oxygen consumption is calculated

according to the formulas in Hill (1972a, method B), taking cognizance

of the mathematical relationship between gas composition and the output
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of the S3A analyzer. We have empirically verified that the S3A

analyzer reads oxygen levels in helox with the same accuracy as in air.

Animals are provided with air during an initial adjustment period

(0.7-1.5 hr) and then switched to helox. Flow rates are 600 ml/min in

air and 900 ml/min in helox. The adjustment period in air is

terminated once the metabolic rate has remained approximately stable

for 15 to 20 minutes. Upon switching to helox, a rapid transition to

the new gas is made by purging the metabolic chamber at a rate of 5

liters/min for two minutes. Then the rate of flow is reduced to the

900 ml/min already mentioned. The maximal rate of oxygen consumption

under the test conditions is generally achieved within 15-20 minutes

after the switch to helox, and animals are rarely exposed to helox for

more than 25 minutes. Following the measurement in helox, animals are

quickly removed from the metabolic chamber, and a final Tb and weight

are recorded.

All thermocouples have been calibrated against thermometers whose

calibration is traceable to the National Bureau of Standards.

Flowmeters have been calibrated against a Brooks Volumeter also having

a NBS-traceable calibration.

The one aspect of the measurement procedure that is open to

significant subjective judgement is the determination of the particular

time interval over which the maximum oxygen consumption occurred in

each experiment. Because of the subjectivity involved in this

determination, a "blind" procedure will be used once the Communication

System antenna has been turned on and high-resolution comparisons of

test and control! sites are being carried out. The relevant raw data,
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as earlier noted, are recorded using a potentiometric recorder. These

records are not marked as to the origin of the animals (test or control

site) but instead are identified simply by arbitrary, randomly assigned

numbers. The final and definitive reading of the records will be

carried out by a person who knows only these arbitrary numbers.

IIL Results - 1986

Results of the winter of 1986 are summarized in Table 28. None of

the differences between test and control sites in either the peak rates

of aerobic metabolism or weights of the animals is statistically

significant according to t-tests. The peak rates of metabolism are

expressed in weight-specific terms in the table. If instead we analyze

the peak rates, expressed on a whole-animal basis, we again find no

significant differences between test and control sites.

In Table 29, the data for the test and control sites in 1986 are

pooled in the second column. The first column presents our data from

1985 (only test sites were sample that winter). The differences

between the data for 1985 and the pooled data for 1986 are not

statistically significant according to t-tests.

:n summary, for both deermice and chickadees we have f 4

rates of peak aerobic catabolism do not differ either from year to

or from one site to another (test vs. control).

The third column of Table 29 presents all of our data, pooled

across sites and years. The values in that table represent our best

estimates for the means and standard deviations for each species.

Accordingly, these values have been used to project sample sizes needed

to meet our minimal standard of statistical sufficiency. For deermice,
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the required sample size is 6 animals per site, and for chickadees it

g is 5 (Sokal and Rohlf, 1981). The number of associated metabolic runs

needed to establish peaks on this number of animals is well within our

capabilities.

Data on peak aerobic catabolism in freshLy captured animals during

the winter in Michigan have been published on a closely related species

of Peromyscus by Wickler (1980). We note that our mean result for P.

maniculatus, 20.5 ml 02/g*hr, is close to Wickler's mean result for P.

leucopus, 19.5 ml 02 /ghr.

Effects of captivity on peak metabolism. Because the

determination of the peak metabolic rate of an individual requires

several experimental runs spread over several days, the question arises

of whether the conditions of captivity affect the peak aerobic

metabolism of recently wild-caught animals. If the peak metabolism

were to be rapidly influenced by captivity, a premium would have to be

placed on completing our protocol as soon as possible after capture.

p However, if the peak remains constant for a substantial period of time,

our protocol can be extended. In view of these considerations, we have

undertaken extensive experiments to determine if in fact the peak

metabolism of individuals changes over the course of 10-15 days in

captivity.

Briefly, we have measured the peak metabolism of newly captured

animals, within 4-6 days of capture, using the previously mentioned

protocols, and in the process we have identified the ambient

temperature at which the peak occurred. We have then held the animals

in captivity and retested them, after 1 and 2 additional weeks, at the
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temperature which had elicited their peak earlier. We have compared the

metabolic rates measured in helox during the retestings with the

original peak to determine if a change in the peak rate had occurred

with time in captivity. In these experiments, the overall length of

captivity (12-20 days, or more) was longer than will ever be used for

routine measurements of peak metabolism but was chosen to accentuate

any changes that might occur during the 5-7 days of captivity required

for routine measurements.

As outlined in our 1986 annual report, results are sometimes

confounded by fattening of the animals during captivity or by changes

in the body temperature they maintain from one metabolic measurement to

another. However, we now have collected relatively unconfounded data

on 11 deermice and 8 chickadees, and the evidence is that the peak rate

of aerobic catabolism does not change in either species during

captivity of the length under study.

&PPRAISAL OF STATISTICAL PROCEDURES

In 1986, IITRI commissioned a well-known statistician to under-

take a comprehensive review of our statistical procedures as

pcesented in our 1985-1986 annual report. The statistician proposed

many small changes, most of which have already been made and are

reflected in this report. His overall appraisal was positive, as

reflected by his summary statement: "Overall, this report is rather

well written. Clean explanations are typically given for procedures
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used, including explanations for why procedures were changed [in the

past]. There are some spelling and grammatical errors, but they are

few and not detrimental to understanding. In general, the statisti-

cal procedures employed or proposed are appropriate and well thought

out...."
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Table 1. Test-control plot pairings for the various work elements for
small mammals and nesting birds. Plot code designations are those usec
by IITRI. They are presented here for reference.

TEST PLOTS CONTROL PLOTS WORK ELEMENTS CARRIED OUT

PIRLOT ROAD MICHIGAMME NORTH Small mammal enclosure studies;
(ITi) (1C3) Small mammal community studies;

Small mammal homing studies

PIRLCT ROAD TA'HYCINETA MEADOW Tree swallow parental care &

(1-11) (1C6) growth studies (on plot areas
separate from other activities)

PIRLOT ROAD PANOLA PLAINS Tree swallow parental care &
(iTI) (IC4) growth studies

CLEVELAND PANOLA PLAINS Tree swallow embryology & homing
HOMESTEAD (1C4) studies, and parental care &

(1T2) TACHYCINETA MEADOW growth studies on separate plot
(IC6)d areas.

NORTH TURNER  PANCLA P .A:N Tree swallow homing studies.
ROAD (1T) C

' FORD R.VEF PANOZA PLA:NS Tree swallow embryology studies.
NOR7H (T5) (1C4)

FORD RIVER PANOLA PLAINS Tree swallow embryology studies.
SOUTH (176Y (ICL.

PIRLOT ROA: M:ZH:GAMME SOUTH Small mammal physiology trappin6
(1T1) (1C3)

PIRLOT ROA: MICH:GAMME NORTH Chickadee physiology trapping
(ITI) (1C3)

Note: Cleveland Homestead, Ford River North and South plots are small.
This is why we designate them all as tree swallow embryology study sites.

#-,
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Tacle 2. Minimum saplte size requirements estimated for various study
elements to meet the statistical standard of 90% certainty of detecting a
201 change at the 5% level of significance. The procedure follows Sokal
and Rohlf (1981, pg 247) for parametric statistics and Gill (1978, pg 82.
for frequencies.

STUDY ELEMENT SPECIES VARIABLE ESTIMATED N / PLCT

Parental care, deermice litter size 11 females
fecundity, growth, weight 21 individuals
and maturation age eye open 6 individuals

homing likelihood 59 individualsab

% time in nest 35 females
Chipmunk

homing likelihood 44 individualsa

tree swallow clutch size 23 nests
egg weight 17 eggs

likelihood to
hatch 44 eggs

mean hatch rate 52 eggsa

growth rate:
weight 58 nestlings

tarsus 38 nestlings
ulna 27 nestlings
wing 6 nestlings

feather
eruption 7 nestlings

age eye open 37 nestlings
fledging rate 337 nestlingsb

likelihood to fledge 58 fledglingsa

time to fledge 14 fledgiings
homing times 67 birds

likelihood to home 46 birdsa

% time incubating 10 nests
N nest visits/hour 18 nests b

Deelopmental
Abnormalities tree swallow

frequency of
normal embryos 48 embryosa

Physiology deermice peak metabolism 6 individuals

black-capped chickadee
peak metabolism 5 individuals

." a Estimated using contingency table procedure in Gill (1978).

We consider these sample sizes unobtainable in a single year.

However, we expect to be able to pool data across years and theret,
meet the estalished standards.

-7'
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Table 3. Summary of community variables for forest sites at Michigamre
(MGE = control) and Pirlot Road (PRT = test) during 1986.

MGE PRT

DIVERSITY MEASURES
a

Number of unique individuals 182 179
Total Species Richness (5) 10 12
S used to calculate H' 8 10
Diversity : H' (Variance) 1.332 (0.0057) 1.468 (0.0070)
Evenness E (max = 1.00) 0.641 0.638
Statistics : t = 1.208 (P > 0.2C)

SIMILARITY EASRES' d.f. = 357 (2-tailed)

Bellinger's Coefficient
(BC based on frequency at which
species are more abundant in
community one vs. two; X2 BC = 0.33 n s (vs. 3.84

RANK CORRELATION OF GENERAL ACTIVITTc

Spearman's r z 0.53 (P <0.00C1r
Linear Regression (Rank MGE) = 0.714 (RanK PF7.,VSE of slope = 0.229 (df = 11)

a H' = Shannon-Wiener diversity calculated using Pielou's (1975,

method; Variance calculated following Hutcheson (1970).

b Note: BC = (M - P)2/(M+P), where M and P z the number of species whizr

are more abunoant at Michigamme or Pirlot, respectively.

c Ranks nurber of stations with this species; total of 12 species.

.71
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Table 4. Est:mates of trappable population number (TPN) of eastern
chipmunKs and deermice at Micnigamme (MGE) and Pirlot Road (PRT) forest
sites during 198 anc 1986. a

MGE PPT

Species Year TPN (SE) R2  TPN (SE) R2

chipmunks 1985 92.46 (9,129) .69 61.82 (3.954) .74

deermice 198 144.28 k16.15) .62 152.54 (21.22) .63
198i 112.38 (15.69) .44 115.34 (14.47) .52

a TPN was estimatec using the Leslie method where TPN intercept of the

curve describec by Ci = b, + b I (NI 5), CI z the cumulative number of
individuals capturea to date, and NI = number of number of new
individuals capturec each day (N = 14 days; see text). Estimates of
the intercept of this relationship were taken from the results of
linear regression analyses of the transformed data ( i.e., C! as a

function of N>-).

'_
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Table 5. Tree swallow plots, number of boxes, and percent witt, egg
laying activity for on test and control plots for 1986. Egg laying
activity is defined as at least two eggs laid before abandonment orcontinuation of nesting.

PLOT NAME NUMBER OF BOXES % ACTIVITY

CLEVELAND HOMESTEAD TEST 37 62

NORTH TURNER TEST 47 60

FORD NORTH TEST 17 47

FORD SOUTH TEST 20 55

PIRLOT ROAD'* TEST 36 72

PANOLA PLAINS CONTROL 75 77

TACHYCINETA MEADOWS CONTROL 74 69

TOTALS TEST. PLOTS 157 61

CON7?L PLOTS 149 73

Tacle 6. Tree swallow fecundity data compared for 1985 and 1986. Data
are fror. the P.r'ot Road test plot and Tachycineta Meadows control plot
and excludes any renests which may have occurred.

CLUTOC SIZE HATCH RATE FLEDGE RATE'

X S n X SD n X SD n

TEST 19E6 5.3 0.6 23 5.1 1.54 14 1.3 2.27 1'.

CONTROL 1986 4.E I.:4 a.4 1.34 3C 1.2 2.00 27

TEST 1985 5.. 0.87 21 4.4 1.12 11 3.6 0.84 10

CONTRCL 1985 4.P ^.86 19 4.3 1.06 10 2.6 1.9C 7

Clutch size is the maximum number of eggs layed in a nest.
Hatch rate is tne number of eggs which hatch of those available tc

hatch-- not always the maximum number of eggs in the nest due to
ijasiona. precation.

Fledge rate is the numbe- of young that fledge from the eggs which
hatch, and only incluce thcse nests which were followed to completion.

P'k -min
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Table 7. Likelihood to hatch and fledge for tree swallows in 1985 anc
1986. Data are from the Pirlot Road test plot and Tachycineta Meadows
control plot. Comparisons were made using a X2 test of independence
(df:3).

* HATCHING SUCCESS 00

HATCH NOT HATCH TOTAL

TEST 1986 71 5 76 93.4%

CONTROL 1986 132 25 157 84.1%

TEST 1985 48 8 56 85.7%

CONTROL 1985 43 5 48 89.6%

X2 = 4.38 P > 0.1

.0 FLEDGIN3 SUCCESS #0

FLEDGE NOT FLEDGE TOTAL

TEST 198E 1E 53 71 25.4%

4.' CONTROL 1985 32 86 118 27.1%

TEST 1985 32 11 43 74.4%

CONTROL 1985 18 13 31 58.1%

SX 2  40.25 P < 0.001

tmI
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Table 8. Age in days at landmark events of eye opening and primary
feather eruption in 198E. Data are from the Pirlot Road test plot and
Tachycineta Meadows control plot. Sample sizes are nuc-bers of individual
young, and means are compared using t-tests with pooled standard

deviations (S.). Day of hatching is defined as day zero.

EYE OPENIN3 PRIMARY ERUPTION

x SD N X SD N

TEST 5.1 0.91 45 8.7 0.97 29

CONTROL 5.5 1.41 62 9.4 0.89 42

t-VALUE 1.95 NS 3.33 (P < .01)

-75-
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Table 9. Expos -e data and numbers of individuals dying for eggs,
nestlings, arc nests in 1986 calculated using the Mayfield method
(Mayfield 1961, 19.5). Data are pooled from all test and control plots.
Comparisons between test an- control were calculated using G-tests (Sokal
and Ronlf 1961.

• EGG MORTALITY *
EGG EXPOSURE DAYS EGG MORTALITIES

TEST
PLOTS 5821 139
.% P < 0.001

CONTROL
PLOTS ,265 248

S*# NESTLING MORTALITY §#

NESTLIN3 EXPOSURE DAYS NESTLING MORTALITIES

TEST
PLOTS 2,77 135

P < 0.001
CONTROL
PLOTS 31CC 104

** OVERALL NEST MORTALITY *
NEST EXPOSURE DAYS NEST MORTALITIES

TEST
PLOTS 178C 45

NS
CONTROL

PLOTS 2385 64

INCUBATION PHASE NEST MORTALITY **
NEST EXPOSURE DAYS NEST MORTALITIES

TEST
PLOTS 1242 21

NSi CONTR3L

PLOTS 1628 39

0# NESTLING PHASE NEST MORTALITY *
NEST EXPOSURE DAYS NEST MORTALITIES

TEST
PLOTS -39 24

NS

PLCTS 25

b'." r ~ ~ --- ---------- ,-, -, --.:.,< - ------ - - ------- -, -K << -"" <" 4 -<" ''
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Table IC. Comparison of p2 values for growth rates of tree
swallows during 198t.

Number of
Measure Modela individuals R2

Wing length, Exponential 59 0.9764

Tarsus length Logistic 59 0.7929
Von Bertalanffy 59 0.7773

L Ulna length Logistic 59 0.9255
Von Bertalanffy 59 0.8869

Weight Logistic 59 0.9046
Von Bertalanffy 59 0.8521

a Model description: Exponential Y exp(kt); Logistic Y A / {1
exp[-k(t-I)]}; Von Bertalanffy Y z A{I - [.333 exp(-k(t - I))31; where k
growth the constant, t : age in days, A = the asymptotic value of Y

(here A = the maximum value for Y + 0.1) and I = the inflection point in
days. k and I were determined using linear regressions of log-
transformea data: transformed Y' values were in (Y), in [(A/Y) - 1 an
In 3(i- (Y/A) 333 ] for the exponential, logistic and Von Bertalanffy
models, respectively.

-77-
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Table 11a. Nestec ANOVA for the effects of plot (test or control-,
location within a plot (LOCATION) and nest (NESTNO) on weight increase in
tree swallows during 1986 (logistic model for growth constant; excluding
individual growth rates which did not differ significantly from 0.0).

V- SOURCE DF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F VALUE P > F

MODEL 13 0.13115475 0.01008883 5.36 0.OOC"
ERROR 45 0.08466728 0.00188150
CORRECTED TOTAL 58 0.21582203

R-SQUARE ROOT MSE

0.608 0.043376

SOURCE DF TYPE I SS F VALUE P > F

PLOT 1 0.04888666 7.13 0.057
NEST(PLCT; 12 0.08226809 3.64 0.0008

Table 11. Nested ANOVA for the effects of plot (test or control),
location within a plot (LOCATION) and nest (NESTNO) on the inflection
point for weight increase in tree swallows during 1986 (logistic model;
excluding inflection points which did not differ significantly from C.0).

SOURCE DF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F VALUE P > F

MODEL 13 31.20973583 2.40074891 5.65 0.0w3"
ERROR 45 19.12784069 0.42506313
CORRECTED. TOTAL 58 50.33757652

R-SQUARE FOCT MSE

0.620009 0. .65196865

SOURCE DF TYPE I SS F VALUE PR > F

PLOT 1 12.50140725 4.01 0.1c
NESTNO(PLOT) 6 18.70832859 3.67 0.0007

N.

-7c-
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Table 12a. Nested ANOVA fcr the effects of plot (test or control),
location within a plot (LOCATION) ana nest (NESTNO) on tarsus growth in
tree swallows during 1986 (logistic model for growth constant; excluding
individual growtn rates which did not differ significantly from 0.0).

SOURCE DF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F VALUE P > F

MODEL 13 0.04333887 0.00333376 5.82 0.0C31
ERROR 44 0.02521362 0.00057304
CORRECTED TOTAL 57 0.06855248

R-SQUARE ROOT MSE

0.63220C 0.02393819

SOURCE DF TYPE I SS F VALUE PR > F

L PLOT 1 0.00523391 1.65 0.2C
NESTNO(PLOT) 12 0.03810495 5.54 0.0001

Table 12b. Nested ANOVA for the effects of plot (test or control,
location with.in a plot (LOCATION) and nest (NESTNO) on the inflecticn
point for tarsus growtn in tree swallows during 1986 (logistic model.
(Note small N due to exclusion of all birds with inflection point not
significantly greater than 0.0).

SOURCE DF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F VALUE P > F

MODEL 7 3.39096919 0.48442417 5.82 C.C2
ERROR 8 0.66603227 C.08325403
CORRECTED TOTAL 15 4.05700146

R-SQUARE ROOT MSE

0.835831 0.28853775

SOURCE DF TYPE I SS F VALUE PR > F

PLOT 1 0.32398618 0.63 0.5C

NESTNO(PLOT) 6 3.06698301 6.14 0.0112

-79-
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Table 13a. Nestec ANOVA for the effects of plot (test or control),
location witnin a plot (LOCATION) and nest (NESTNO) on ulna growth in
tree swallows during 1986 (logistic model for growth constant; excluding
individual growth rates which did not differ significantly from 0.0).

SOURCE .F SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F VALUE P > F

MODEL 13 0.06512783 0.00500983 4.08 0.0002
ERROR 45 0.05527508 0.00122834
CORRECTED TOTAL 58 0.12040292

R-SQUARE ROOT MSE
0.54 0.035

SOURCE DF TYPE I SS F VALUE P > F

PLOT 1 0.00470361 0.93 0.50
NESTNO(PLCT) 12 0.06042422 4.10 0.0003

Table 13b. Nested ANOVA for the effects of plot (test or control),
location within a plot (LOCATION) and nest (NESTNO) on the inflection
point for ulna growth in tree swallows during 1986 (logistic model;
excluding inflection points which did not differ significantly from 0.0).

SOURCE DF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F VALUE P > F

MODEL 13 12..2.526 0.92518867 4.73 0.01-
ERROR 45 8.80062915 0.19556954
CORRECTED TOTAL 5P 20.8280E181

R-SQUARE ROOT MSE
0.577463 0.44223245

SOURCE DF TYPE I SS F VALUE PR > F

< ',PLOT 1 1.09972627 1.21 0.5C

NESTNO(PLOT) 12 10.92772639 4.66 0.0001

.-
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Table 14a. Nested ANCVA for the effects of plot (test or control),
location within a plot (LOCATION) and nest (NESTNO) on wing growth in
tree swallows during 1986 (exponential model for growth constant;
excluding individual growth rates which did not differ significantly from
0.0).

SOURCE DF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F VALUE P > F

MO.L 13 0.00556851 0.00042835 17.65 0.00C,
ERROR 45 0.00109233 0.00002427
CORRECTED TOTAL 58 0.00666085

R-SQUARE ROOT MSE
0.836 0.0049

SOURCE DF TYPE I SS F VALUE P > F

PLOT 1 0.00007155 0.16 0.50
NESTNO(PLOT) 12 0.00549697 18.87 0.0001

Table 14b. Nested ANOVA for the effects of plot (test or control),
location within a plot (LOCATION) and nest (NESTNO) on the inflection
point for wing growth in tree swallows during 1986 (exponential model;
excluding inflection points which did not differ significantly from 0.0).

SOURCE DF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F VALUE P >

MoDEL 13 67.66387964 5.20491382 8.44 C.000
ERROR 45 27.75208222 0.61671294
CORRECTED TOTAL 58 95.41596187

R-SZUArE ROOT MSE
C 0.709146 0.7831073

SOURCE DF TYPE i SS F VALUE PR > F

PLOT 0.04907802 0.01 0.7E
NESTNO(PLOT) 12 67.61480162 9.14 O.000"

La•
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Table 15. Mean values for growth constants and inflection points deriver
from fitted growth curves. Data are from test and control plots, 198E.
See Table 1C for 6rowth mooels and regression parameters.

Growth Constant:
TEST CONTROL

Variable N X SD CV N X SD CV

WEIGHT 18 0.36 0.055 15.28 41 0.30 0.054 17.83

, TARSUS 17 0.17 0.023 14.43 41 0.19 0.037 19.72

ULNA 18 0.34 0.033 9.81 41 0.32 0.049 15.48

WING 18 0.17 0.009 5.33 41 0.17 0.011 6.82

Inflection Point:
TEST CONTROL

Variable N x SD CV N SD CV

WEIGHT 18 7.02 0.585 8.34 41 8.02 0.895 11.75

," %".. , " TARSUS a

ULN' 18 5.55 C.5C 5 .95 41 5.88 0.622 1C.5^

a Inflecticn point included because the sample size was too low.

b Inflection point not applicable to curves for wing growth.

-82-
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Table 16. Statistics for incubation during daylight hours for a singlepfemale on test and control plot, 1986.

INCUBATION VARIABLES
% time/day min/bout T egg (°C)

Nest No Days X SD N X SD N X SD

472 6 81.8 10.17 63 25.95 54.27 63 34.6 2.46
(Control)

274 11 82.1 8.48 262 19.40 25.84 262 36.1 1.66
(Test)

Table 17. Visits to the nest per hour for male and female tree swallows
during the nestling stage (days 0 to 16 after hatching). Both nests were
located at Panola Plains control plot.

Nc. of Mean Coefficient
Nest Number Sex Days Visits/Hr S.D. of variation

44:5 F 9 6.72 1.151 22.5o
M 9 4.87 1.096 22.5%

4171 F iC 5.99 1.060 17.7%

M 1: 8.3- 0.925 11.1%

445 + 4"1 F 19 6.3L- 0.260 17.9%
M 19 6.68 2.013 30.2%

-83-
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Table 18a. Results of linear regression analyses of growth of deermice
in enclosures at Michigamme control and Pirlot Road test during 19 8 6 . a

Regression Statistics

Female Litter Start
No Size Date N R2  b (SE)

MICHIGAMME (control)
1001 5 5/11 80 .76 .305 (.0193)
1004 6 5/11 60 .58 .258 (.0286)
1011 6 5/03 42 .94 .343 (.0142)

1012 6 6/22 47 .92 .280 (.0125)
1014 6 5/11 96 .40 .348 (.0443)
1023 4 5/22 32 .65 .302 (.0409)
1030 6 7/25 48 .56 .258 (.0335)
1042 5 7/08 43 .22 .126 (.0374)
1102 6 8/03 54 .50 .228 (.0316)
ALL FEMALES 502 .51 .284 (.0120)

PIRLOT ROAD (test)
1010 7 5/23 49 .80 .237 (.0173)
1051 7 5/03 61 .77 .281 (.0200)
2012 7 6/05 28 .45 .421 (.0905)
2025 5 7/1C 40 .20 .160 (.0524)
2041 5 7/12 45 .78 .267 (.0215)
2200 6 8/05 32 .04 .109 (.0926)
2305 5 8/C 3L .39 .220 (.0487)
ALL FEMALES 289 .54 .251 (.0140)

a "Female No" = identification number (toe-clip) of the mother;

"Litter " = the number young in the litter for this female.

b = the slope of the reeression line and SE = the standard error of
the slope.

'9
Table 18b. Nested AN3VA of deermice growth rates on test and cortrol
plots in 1986. Mother refers of growth rates of litter mates of a
particular female deermouse.

<-J.

Source df SS MS F P > F

AMONG SUBGROUPS 15 0.186961 0.012464 10.545 0.0001
PLOT 1 0.007347 0.007347 0.573 0.50
MOTHER 14 0.179614 0.012830 10.854 0.0001

ERROR 58 0.068547 0.001182

-84-
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Table 19. Relevant statistics for litter size and age of eye-opening arc
incisor eruption for deermice reared in enclosures and holding facility

at the Pirlot Road test site during 1986.

CONTROL TEST

Characteristic N 7 SD CV N SD CV

Incisors erupt 21 5.8 0.768 16.8% 20 5.5 0.826 18.5%
L(days)

Eyes open 26 15.8 0.669 12.7% 17 14.1 1.167 28.3%
(days)

Litter size 11 5.5 0.688 20.7% 8 5.5 1.225 50.0%

El
I
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Table 2-. Results of the 1986 tree swallow homing study. Data are
from Panela Plains control plot and pooled from Cleveland Homesteac arc
Nortr Turner test plots. All times are in minutes from re'ease.

Returns are those birds whcn returned to the nesting area in less tr.ar
[ 30C minutes. Ligelihooc to return was assessed using the chi-square:

statistic anc mean return times were compared with a t-test using

poolec standard dev'iations S.

RETURN TIMES

RETURN NOT RETURN 7 SD N

TEST 26 3 149.8 52.6 26

CONTR3L 2L. 7 176.9 67.0 22a

'2  1.6 NS t = 1.6 NS

a Only 22 of 24 returns were use. in tnis analysis because two returns

had inaccurate times recordec.

7' Table 2. Results of tne small mamma'_ homing studies at Pirlct
" ~.Roa- test site ana Michilamme control site during the summer of 1958.

CHIPMUNKS RETURN NOT RETURN TCTAL

PR TEST PLOT 13 6 19

MOE CONTROL PLZ- 2C 2 22

x2  3.1, P > 0.05

DEERMICE RETURN NOT RETURN TOTAL

PRT TEST PLOT 5 1 6

MOE CONTROL PLOT 1 2 3

1.82 P > 0.1

N...
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Table 22. Cn-+-s;>are Analysis of Tree Swallow Embryo Data from thep Flooowood Site.

Year 1983 (c2/e 1958 (d2/e) 1985 (d2/e) Total (d2/e)

Normal 65 (C.057) 73 (0.096) 70 (0.272) 208 (0.425)

Abnormal 12 (C.26C, 13 (0.433) 21 (1.227) 46 (1.920)

Total 77 (0.317) 86 (0.529) 91 (1.449) 254 (2.345)*

Chi-square with 2 degrees of freedom = 5.991 at P = 0.05. Thus, the
frequencies of developmental abnormalities are not significantly
different over years for the Floodwood site. In this analysis, abnormal
refers to embryos with any observable morphological abnormality. In
addition, we have addec the small number of infertile eggs into the
abnormal class.

I
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Table 23. Summary of emtryo data from tree swallows collected over a four
year perioc (19Ez3 to 1986w from various sites in the immediate area of
the antenna syster in the Upper Peninsula of Michigan.

% Chi- % Chi-
Location N Abnormal Square Infertile Square

Pooled Sites* 188 8.c 0.00 0.00 0.00

" Floodwooc 25- 18.1 9.25 0.79 1.34

FNT & FST " 34.9 16.75 5.56 8.42"

Pooled sites represent the data pooled from TMC, PPC, PRT and CHT
plots. The frequencies of abnormalities for these plots are homogeneous
over plots and years and appear to be the basal rates. Assuming that our

* pooled rates are basal, we compared this pooled population with the
population from Flooawood and FST & FNT using a contengency Chi-square
analysis with d degree of freedom.

::ii •" ni-square wltn

witr degree of freedom = 7.879 and 10.828 at P = 0.005
and C.50, respectively.

-we have compared the frequencies of egg infertility; however, tne
sa-ple sizes ( 8/8, 2/25L anc 1/18) are too small to be certain of the
differences indicated. The comparisons are again between the poole:
population an. the populatrior indicated using a contengency Chi-square
with one degree of freecom.
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Ta:le 2-. Cn-sq;a-e analys~s cf tree swallow embryo data from control
an: experimental sites, 1985 an 195t.

Year Location Normal 'C2/e Abnormal (d2/e) Totals (d2/e)

T . (0.08; 3 0.737) 46 ( 0.825)
1985 PRT 42 (O.C2C) ( 0.165) 46 ( 0.185)

CHT 12 (C.004C 1 (0.003) 11 ( 0.007)

PP: 49 (0.146) 3 ( 1.207) 52 ( 1.353)
1986 PF.7 29 (0.008) 4 ( 0.0712 33 ( 0.079))*

N7T 11(1.616) 7 (13.689) *  18 (15.305)

L Totals 18T (1.862) 22 (15.872) *  2 (17.751)

The sites where embryos were collected are as follows: TMC =

Tachycineta Meadows Control; PRT Pirlot Road Test; CHT = Cleveland
Homestead Test; PPC = Panola Plains Control; NTT = North Turner Test.

Chi-square wit,, 5 degrees of freedom = 12.833 and 16.750 at P:C.C25
and 0.005 respectively. Thus, the embryo data is not homobeneous. Note,
a single cell causes the chi-square to be significantly different
(abnormal embryos from NTT. The remainder of the cells make small, non-
significant contributions to the overall Chi-square.

Table 25. Cr.-square analysis of tree swallow embryo data from sites

other than Floocwood and NT7 using data pooled over 1985 and 1986.

Control (d2/e) Test (d2/e) Totals (d2/e)

Normal 92 (C.036) 81 (0.039) 173 (0.075)

Abnormal 6 (0.115) 9 (0.450) 15 (0.865)

F- Totals 98 (0.451) 90 (0.489) 188 (0.940)*

L
Chi-square with 1 degree of freedom = 3.841 at P = 0.05. Thus, the

frequency of developmental abnormalities does not appear to differ when
comparing control plots (TMC and PPC) and test plots (PRT and CHT). The
data were poolec over two seasons (1985 and 1986) since there were no
differences between seasons.
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Table 26. Tree Swallow En ryos from Control (PPC) and Experimental (P.7'
Plots During tne 198r Season.

Nest Normal but
Plot Number Normal Retaraec Abnormal Infertile Totals

4C3 4 C 0 0 4
410 4 1 0 0 5
418 4 1 0 0 5
423 1 1 0 6

PPC 426 , 0 5
427 3 1 1 0

455 5 1 0 0 6

46E6 6 0 06

Totals 43 6 3 0 52

133 2 C 0 6
135 0 0 6

PET 137 1 1 0 6
13' 2 2 0 5
146
172 2 1 C

Totals 2 3 0 33

229 c 3 1 4
FST 23E 2 0 2 0 4
& 239 1 0 c 5

FN? 24- C 1 0 5

Totals IC 6 1 18

-
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Table 27. Tree Swallow embryos from the 1986 season.

%Abnormalities including %Abnormalities with

Sites Retardec and Infertile Infertiles

PPC, FST, FNT 26.2 (27/103) 13.6 (14/103 )

PPC, FS7 22.4 (19/ 85) 8.2 ( 7/ 85)

Hatching Results for 1985 and 1986

Sites %Fail to Hatch

PRT, TMC (1985 an,- 1986) 12.8 (43/337)

PR-, TMC (1985, TMC (1986)* 14.6 (38/261)

The PRT (1986, %Fal" to hatch rate is significantly lower than the T
rate anc has been excluceo frort tn~.s calculation.
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Table 28. Peak aerobic metabolic rates in deermice and chickadees

captured at the Pirlot test plot (PFT) and Michigamme control plot (MGE)

during the winter of 1986.

SPECIES STUDIED MGE PRT

DEERMICE

Number studied 10 8

Mean peak rate of oxygen 20.6 20.0
consumption (ml 0

2 /g*hr)

S.D. of peak rate of oxygen 2.0 0.9
consumption

Mean weight (g) 17.9 18.1

S.D. of weight 2.5 2.5

CHICKADEES

Number studied 9 8
Mean peak rate of oxygen 25.8 24.0
consumption (ml 0

2 /g*nr)

S.D. of peak rate of oxygen 1.9 1.9

consumption
Mean weignt (g) 11.7 11.6
S.D. of weight 0.6 0.7

Table 2;. Summary of data on peak rates of aerobic metabolism in 1985
.4. and 1986. All data for 1985 were gathered on animals from test sites.

The data listed here for 1986 are pooled across test and control sites.

VARI'ABLE 1985 1986 1985 + 1986

DEERMICE

Number studied 7 18 25

Mean peak rate of oxygen 20.7 20.3 20.5

consumption (ml 02 /g*hr)1
S.D. of peak rate of oxygen 2.4 1.6 I.8

consumption

tCHICKADEES

Number studied 10 17 27
Mean peak rate of oxygen 24.2 24.9 24.7
consumption (ml 02 /g*hr)

S.D. of peak rate of oxygen 1.7 2.0 1.9
consumption

,a
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o REPUBLIC

SCALE 0 5 10
KM

, //

7//ELF
3 /FW ANTENNA

I3W M-95

/ HT"/ M/ /

CHANNING FNT
k \ FsT

-M-69 PRT 0 RALPH

CilYSTAL -.- oSAGOLA
FALLS 0 TMC

Figure 1. Test and control plots in relation to the ELF Communication
System antenna line. Test plots as referred to in the text are: CHT -
Cleveland Homestead; NTT - North Turner; FNT - Ford North; FST - Ford
South; PRT - Pirlot Road. Control plots are : MGE - Michigamme; PPC -
Panola Plains; TMC - Tachycineta Meadows. FW is Flood wood work plot
which was used in the past for tree swallow studies and used in 1986
for part of the tree swallow homing study. Homing directions and
release sites are also shown for tree swallows.
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